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Preface
This research under the title Buddhist collection of Wali-e Swat: its History,
classification and Analysis was carried out to study the personal collection of the exruler of the now defunct Swat State lying in the Archaeological Museum, Siadu
Sharif, Swat, and in the custody of various people. The related antiquities are
catalogued and all possible efforts have been made to trace its history, provenance and
chronology. As this material was gathered from different sources and unknown
context, the whole collection was analysed and classified in the light of scientifically
excavated similar material from various sites by the Italian Archaeological Mission
and the Department of Archaeology, University of Peshawar. Stylistic and descriptive
analyses were carried out and reconstruction of possible provenance as well as
establishment of chronology of the whole collection were worked out.
To present the research process in written form, the dissertation is divided into six
chapters. Chapter-I contains introduction of the study. Chapter-2 includes geography
and history of the Swat Valley to clear the concept of the reader before proceeding to
the next chapters. Complete catalogue of the sculpture is prepared in Chapter-3.
Chapter-4 deals with the classification of the material on the subject matter and
regional styles. In Chapter-5, style and material of the sculptures were studied and
statistical and descriptive analyses were made. In Chapter-6, results of the research
were presented and the whole work was summed up and concluded. This dissertation
is supported by two Maps, two Tables, a long list of Bibliographic References and
266 photographic plates of the relief panels.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Brief History of the Wali’s Collection
Introduction
Geographically and historically, Khyber Pakktunkhwa (former Northwest Frontier)
Province of Pakistan occupied an important place and was divided in four main principalities of Uḍḍiyāna (present Makand Division), Gandhāra (present Peshawar and
Mardan Divisions), Takṣaśilā (present Hazara Division), and Sattagydia or Thataguś
(present Kohat, Bannu and DI Khan Divisions). It was a symbol of glory, peace and
prosperity. Its fertile soil bears witness of foreign invasions and mass-migrations of
people that were absorbed in the local society every time such a movement took
place. Mingling of various races and cultures in this way made this Province a cosmopolitan region, which evolved a heterogenic society with a coherent national character. This region consisted of small petty states―Swat, Taxila and the Peshawar valley. At one time in history when the whole territory from the Indus to the Oxus River
was politically and culturally united, a new term Indu-Oxus has been coined for it.1
This new term facilitates researchers to refer jointly together to these regions―Taxila,
Swat, Peshawar, Jalālābād, Begram and Balkh. The Buddhist sculpture recovered
from these regions, while different in detail, poses broader similarity in the artistic
rendering and collectively is referred to, although with some reservations, as
Gandhāra art.
The lush green valley of Swat situated in the middle of an ancient province Uḍḍiyāna
or Oḍḍiyāna (meaning ‘land of the Oḍḍis), corresponding to the present Malakand
Division, has great strategic importance. Various passes have linked Uḍḍiyāna with
China, Central and South Asia. Due to its fertile soil, plenty of water, snow-capped
mountains with passes connecting it to the surrounding regions―it became a great
centre of attraction for foreign invaders more than its surrounding regions. Although
cultural activities had already been started with the human occupation of the Valley,
yet the advent of Buddhism in the last decades of the 4th and early 3rd century BC infused tremendous vigour in the life of the people. In spite of the fact that art of making human and animal figurines was already present in Swat, Buddhist art with its in1

M F Swati, “Special Features of the Buddhist Art in the Swāt Valley”, Athāriyyāt (Archaeology), A
Research Bulleting of the National Heritage Foundation, Peshawar, Pakistan, vol. 1, 1997, pp. 1-60,
esp. P. 3.

1

digenous features, alien influence and workmanship developed here became a unique
art of the world.
The vital role of Swat in the advancement of human cultural history attracted archaeologists, historians and art-lovers. The discovery of abundant ancient remains although made the local inhabitants aware of its worth and turned them the focal point of
research for scholars, it also created a golden opportunity for clandestine diggers and
illicit traders who spoiled its context. The innocent and ignorant local people not
knowing the importance of these remains and their cultural material, sometimes they,
as a religious duty, broke sculptures to atoms.2 Sometimes children of the valley, as
mischievous as in other places of the world, had left nothing in the shape of carving or
images within it.3
After occupying Swat in the 16th century CE, the Yousafzais failed to establish their
rule or state.4 In 1879, the Nawab of Dīr occupied same territory on the right bank of
the River Swat but later on the people of Nikpi-Khel, Sebugnai and Shamizai defeated
the forces of the Nawab of Dīr and his authority came to an end. Later on a jarga (assembly) of these clans decided in favour of Abdul Jabbar Shah as the king of Swat in
1915. But, in 1917 Abdul Jabbar Shah was overthrown and replaced by Miangul Abdul Wadud. He expanded, consolidated and developed Swat State. Roads, forts and
bridges were constructed, modern education and health-care services were introduced
and the whole state was connected through telephone lines.5 The state was recognised
by the British Government in 1926 with the insignia of Wali (ruler) instead of Bacha
(the King). Miangul Abdul Wadud abdicated in favour of his son and heir apparent
Miangul Abdul Haq Jehanzeb on December 12th, 1949. With the emergence and consolidation of Swat State, besides other aspects of life, archaeological research and activities flourished under the patronage of the Walis.
The Beginning of Archaeological Search in the Swat Valley

2

H. G. Raverty, “An Account of Upper and Lower Swat and Kohistan to the Source of Swat River:
With an Account of Tribes Inhabiting in those Valleys”, Journal of Asiatic Society, 1862, p. 240.
3
Ibid.
4
IGIPSNWFP, p. 217.
5
Sultan-i-Rome, Swat State Under the Walis (1917-69), Ph D Dissertation, Department of History,
University of Peshawar, Peshawar, 2000, p.5.
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Regular archaeological investigation started in Swat in the 2nd decade of the 20th century when Sir Aurel Stein conducted exploration here and reported a number of sites.6
Subsequently, two British scholars E Berger and P Wright carried out an archaeological survey of the Swat valley and carried out excavation on a limited scale.7 The Italian Archaeological Mission followed the path of the earlier explorers and made a detailed and extensive survey in the region and, in their endeavour, they were greatly
encouraged and supported by the ruler of Swat.8 The Department of Archaeology and
Museums, Government of Pakistan9, and the Department of Archaeology, University
of Peshawar10, also contributed a good deal in the survey activities and enlarged the
catalogue of sites. The Italian Mission further explored the region and refreshed the
list of archaeological sites.11 This hard work in the difficult mountainous terrain in the
field of archaeology helped tremendously in discovery of potential sites, the excavation of which resulted in the discovery of a large number of antiquities. This facilitated scholars with a reliable data to reconstruct the history of the region in a more eloquent scientific way.
Besides legitimate archaeological work, clandestine diggers and international mafia is
busy in ruining sites and smuggling out antiquity, which they ruthlessly tear from its
context. Such objects silently removed are lost forever. Another unscientific way of
collecting antiquity is that people, while working in their fields, sometimes find objects of cultural and historical importance and take them to the Government agencies.
This also happened in the Wali’s period, and people used to present him such an accidentally found material, which he kept in his personal collection.
The History and Sources of Wali’s Collection
It is evident from the archaeological exploration and excavation that Swat was eventually an important region in the past times rich in cultural heritage. The material lying in the reserve collection and on the display of the Swat Museum was not only
6

A.Stien, “An Archaeological tour in Upper Swat and Adjacent Hill Tracts” , MASI, Calcutta, 1930.
E. Barger, P. Wright, “Excavation in Swat and Exploration in the Oxus Territories of Afghanistan” ,
MASI, LXIV, 1930.
8
G. Tucci, “Preliminary Report on Archaeological Survey of Swat, Pakistan” , East & West, Vol. 9,
IsMEO, Rome,1958.
9
Abdul Nasir & Faiz-ur Rehman, Archaeological Survey on the right Bank of the River Swat”, Archaeological Reconnaissance in Gandhara, Department of Archaeology, Government of Pakistan,
Peshawar, 1996, Mohammad Bahadar Khan & other.
10
M.F.Swati, “Recent Discovery of Buddhist Sites in Swat Valley” , Athāriyyāt (archaeology) , National Heritage Foundation, Vol. 1, Peshawar, 1997.
11
M. Vidalea
7
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brought through scientific excavation but also gathered from different sources, i.e.,
Police sources, varia (from various sources), and Wali-e Swat collection. The personal collection, donated by the ruler of Swat, is lying in the Swat Museum without scientific documentation and research.
Miangul Abdul Haq Jehanzeb, the ex Wali-e of the defunct Swat State, was the elder
son of Miangul Abdul Wadud, the founder of the Swat State known as Bacha Sahib.
He was an enlightened and educated person and, therefore, took due interest in the
archaeological activities of the Italian Mission; the Department of Archaeology and
Museums, Government of Pakistan; and the Department of Archaeology, University
of Peshawar. He supported them to carry out their work smoothly. He donated the
land free where campus of the Swat Museum was constructed. He laid out the road
from Zarokhela in Shamozai to the Nimogram site and facilitated the excavation team
in their work at the said site. He always remained helpful and, in fact, all archaeological activities were possible in the valley due to his personal interest and support. It
merits mentioning here that Mr Inayat-ur Rehman Qazi, a native of Mingora city in
Swat, the first curator of the Swat Museum, selflessly contributed in all these efforts.
Why the Wali took keen interest in archaeology? There are few reasons to answer this
question. Swat State was full of archaeological remains, some of them were buried
deep in the soil, but other like the great stupas of Shaniasha and Shingardara were
above the ground as huge structures and visible from far away. There were good
number of rock carvings on the mountain cliffs or on detached rocks spreading all
over the Valley which attracted the eye and aroused curiosity among the people to
search for sculptures, antiquities and other archaeological remains.
The Wali received formal modern education at Islamia College Peshawar that gave
him an insight to understand the value of archaeology. Direct contact with the British
through their frequent visits to Swat and, later on, the arrival of the Sir Aurel Stein
played a vital role in creating interest of the Wali in archaeology.
G Tucci, an Italian archaeologist and an Orientalist, worked in Tibet and his studies
there brought him to Swat. He explained his mission to the Wali and, after securing
formal permission of the latter, surveyed the Swat Valley and subsequently commenced excavation of Butkaṛa-I and Oḍigrāma sites. This further aroused interest of
the Wali in the cultural heritage of the Valley.
4

There were two main sources for the personal collection of the Wali: the people working in their fields found objects of cultural and historical value and presented them to
the ruler. Keeping in view his interest, elites of the state brought antiquities and gifted
them to the Wali. Antiquity obtained in this way formed personal collection of the
Wali that was donated at different occasions to the Swat Museum. Besides his personal collection in the museum, family members, officials and friends of the Wali who
possessed objects of similar nature were also contacted. All the available material was
properly documented along with recording their size and material.
Subject-Matter of the Wali’s Collection
Subject matter of the collection mainly included Buddhist religious scenes. Only one
jātaka (previous Births’ stories of the Buddha), Dipankara Jataka, is found, while
events from the life of the Buddha in reliefs, individual images of the Buddha and
Bodhisattvas, some architectural elements like stupa pegs or nāgadantas, harmikā,
brackets, capitals, corner-framing pilasters and a stupa model form the main bulk of
the collection. On the architectural members, scenes and figures from the Buddhist
mythology are depicted. Apart from this, a good number of friezes and cornices with
events from the daily life and erotic scenes were also noted. The whole collection was
properly studied, classified and―on the basis of its stylistic analysis and comparison
with other parallel material found in scientific excavations from other parts of the valley―its probable provenance and chronology were reconstructed.
It was indeed a difficult task to establish the chronology of sculptures without numismatic, stratigraphical or structural evidence; yet all sculptures from scientifically excavated sites in the Swat valley in particular and other places in the Indus-Oxus region
in general were studied to compare the present collection with and, as such, their
chronology was established. Secondly, stylistic analysis of the ‘zonal workshops’ of
the Swat Valley―work on which was initiated by M F Swati12―the present author
succeeded to extend canvas of the work further and added another ‘zonal workshop’
in the Buner valley, which was also part of the Swat State. The collection was also
studied in the perspective of ‘zonal workshops’, that greatly helped in reconstructing
the probable provenance of all the artefacts which were in good state of preservation
in the collection.
12

Swati, 1997, p. 17.

5

The whole study has been produced in the form of dissertation, which is broken in
various chapters. Chapter-1 contributes introduction to the study and brief history of
the collection of the Wali. Chapter-2 throws light on the cultural history and geography of the Swat Valley. Chapter-3 is confined to the inventory of the collection where
the material and size of the objects are noted and every piece is described in detail.
Chapter-4 deals with the classification of objects on the basis of subject matter and
‘zonal workshops’. Chapter-5 discusses the chronological sequence of the entire collection; while the last one Chapter-6 is devoted to conclude the result of the present
research.
This research has brought to the limelight a huge and important collection of Buddhist
sculptures which would have, otherwise, gone unnoticed and gradually lost its historical and artistic value. As per practice, antiquities or art pieces from various sites as
loose finds are studied superficially in contrast to those recovered from scientific excavations that are normally investigated in depth. It is for the first time that a research
project of such a huge collection of objects from various sources and unknown provenance was undertaken. We, therefore, do not hesitate that there must be many lacunae
left unfilled either due to our limited knowledge or our inability to dig out any related
information through literary sources or survey methods in the given circumstances
beyond our access.

6

Chapter 2
Cultural History and Geography of the Swat Valley
Nomenclature of Swat
The first written mention of Swat is found as Suvastu in the Rigveda, the religious
account of the Aryans. The Sanskrit word Suvastu, meaning ‘good dwelling’, has
been used throughout for the Swat Valley.13 The Greek and Latin historians of Alexander’s military expeditions have mentioned in their accounts Soastos, identified with
Suvastu of the Vedic sources, among other rivers they came across.14 Faxian, a Chinese pilgrim, came to India in the fifth century AD and returned to his own country
after fourteen years, has mentioned in his account Swat as OU-Chang15, or WooChang16, or Su-ho-to17. All these names phonetically can be transcribed to the Sanskrit word ‘Uḍḍiyāna’, which according to one version means ‘garden’ or ‘park’ and
to another the ‘land of the Oḍḍis’. Another Chinese pilgrim, Sung Yun, who was sent
to India by the Empress of Northern Wei Dynasty in AD 518, speaks of Swat as UChang.18 Xuanzang, another Chinese pilgrim who visited India in AD 645, refers to
Swat in his account as U-Chang-na.19 In Tibetan Buddhist literature Swat is still mentioned as Orgayan or Urgyan,20 this is also a phonetic adaptation of the Sanskrit word
Uḍḍiyāna.
Cultural and Historical Profile of the Valley
The excavation carried out at the rock shelter in Ghaligai dates back the cultural development of Swat to the third millennium BC. The whole cultural deposit is divided
into seven different periods. Period-I is dated to 2970–2920 BC, Period-II to 2180 BC
and Period-III to 1950–1920 BC, all are ascribed to the late prehistoric time of the
Valley.21

13

G. Tucci, “A Preliminary Report on an Archaeological Survey in Swat”, East & West, IsMEO,
Rome, Vol. 9, 1958, p.279
14
Ibid.
15
M.M.Ramusat, Kalprat Landresse, FOE KOUE KI or the Pilgrims of Fa- Hian, Bangabasi Office,
Calcutta, , p.5.
16
James Legge, Records of the Buddhist Kingdoms, Paragon Books, rep, New York,n.d, p.8.
17
S.Beal, Si-Yu-Ki or Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol.I, London,
18
Ibid., p.XXXI.
19
Ibid,p..
20
G.Tucci, “A Preliminary Report on an Archaeological Survey in Swat”East West, IsMEO, Rome,
Vol. 9, p..
21
Stacul, 1987, pp. 149 – 150 .
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During period–I pottery was mostly hand-made with rough surface and friable body
with red-brown colour outside and grey inside.22 Stone objects like choppers and
wedge-shaped flakes were also found. Period–II shows definite relations of the Swat
valley culture with the Indus Valley civilization. Pot-making technology evolved and
improved in quality. Vases are finely made, wheel turned and painted.23 Most of the
pottery decoration and its shapes suggest early Harappan style.24 All these archaeological finds provide evidence that stable settlement pattern actually existed from the earlier time that provided a congenial environment for further development. Period‒III
witnesses cultural change at the beginning of the second millennium BC when fine
wheel-made pottery disappeared. Vases are handmade with mat impression at the
base.25 The pebble tools were unifacial and bifacial choppers, flakes were wedge like,
while scrapers were discoidal and turtle-back shaped.26 Period–IV dated to 1700–
1400 BC has been found in open air settlement of Loebanr–III, Bir-kot Ghuandai,
Aligrama, Damkot, Barama, Kalakoo Derai and Kherai in the Indus Kohistan.27 This
period, attested at numerous sites, indicates the growth of population and numerous
agricultural produce. The cultural change is not only marked by advanced technology
in pottery and stone tool making, but, also, by evidence of multiple long distance
trade.28 The certain cult objects indicate a new ideology. Large cemeteries consisting
of many hundred graves of proto-historic cultures of Swat between the second half of
the 2nd millennium BC and early stages of historic period are also found.
Period–V dated to 1400–900 BC is found in the graveyards of the Swat Valley and at
Ghalighai settlement site.29 Pottery from this period is mainly wheel-turned and has a
22

G. Stacul, “ Excavation in Rock Shelter near Ghaligai (Swat, Pakistan)”,East & West, Vol. 17,
IsMEO, Rome, 1967 ,pp 185 – 219
23
Stacul, 1987, p. 39.
24
G.Stacul, “ A Harappan Post – Urban Outpost in the Swat Valley” , South Asian Archaeology – 1983
, Naples, 1985, pp. 357 – 367 .
25
Stacul, 1987, p. 37.
26
Ibid. , p. 48 .
27
G.Stacul, “Excavation at Loebanr – III (Swat, Pakistan)” , East & West, Vol. 26, IsMEO, Rome,
1976.
“Dwelling & Storage Pits at Loebanr – III (Swat, Pakistan) 1976 Excavation Report” , East & West,
Vol. 27,
IsMEO, Rome, 1977. “Excavation at Barikot Ghundai (Swat, Pakistan)”, East & West, Vol. 28,
IsMEO, Rome, 1978.
“Barikot Ghundai (Swat, Pakistan) 1978 Excavation Report”, East & West, Vol. 30, IsMEO, Rome,
1980.
28
Stacul, 1978, pp. 149 – 150 .
29
G.Stacul, “Excavation in Ghaligai (1968) and Chronological Sequence of Proto-Historic Culture in
the Swat Valley”, East & West, Vol. 19, IsMEO, Rome, 1969, p. 84.
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wide range of forms, while metal objects are all in copper.30 In this period grey burnished ware, brown-grey gritty ware and vases with basket impression on the bases,
and rippled or notched rims disappear almost completely from the Swat Valley. Principal excavations have been carried out at Loebanr, Katelai and Butkara–II. Other
graves were excavated at Gogdara–III, Aligrama and Saidu Sharif. Some graves have
been found at Timargarah in Lower District Dir. The early excavators gave this culture the term ‘Gandhara Grave Culture’ and since then it has became a popular
name.31 The graves and settlements of Period–VI dated to 8th–5th century BC show
similarity in construction as of the earlier period. The pottery recovered from this period is very fine, wheel-turned, grey in colour and represents a variety of shapes.32
Geometrical motifs or patterns were incised on the body in the wet condition before
baking. In this period the people were still in use of the copper metal. Vases with
thick walls and disk bases disappear and a production of fine thin ware usually slipped
and polished started. Period–VII belongs to 4th century BC and its pottery is of red
colour, usually very fine, always wheel-turned and frequently incised. Tools and other
objects of this period are of copper and iron.33
The Aryans, emigrants from Central Asia, who spoke one of the Indo-European languages, occupied the land from Iran to northwest Pakistan in the second millennium
BC. Some of them also settled in Uḍḍiyāna and Gandhāra composed the Rigveda, the
oldest religious text in the world. The mention of Suvastu (modern Swat) in Rigveda
testifies “the Aryan settlement in this beautiful valley”.34 Furthermore, graves excavated in Swat and the neighbouring areas termed as ‘Gandhara Grave Culture’ or
‘Gandhara Grave Complex’ and attributed to the Aryans is another proof of their
presence in here.
In the sixth century BC Gandhāra and Taxila (ancient Takṣaśilā) came under direct
control of the Acheamenian Empire of Persia, as it is clear from the rock inscription
of Darius–I at Behastun. But, ther is no historical or archaeological proof that Swat or
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Uḍḍiyāna also was a part of this Empire.35 Deep cultural impressions of the Achaemenians, however, are observed in art pieces and architectural remains of the area
since 6th century BC onwards; some of the architectural traits or traditions continue
even till today.
Account of Alexander’s invasion of India by Arrian, a Greek historian, refers to
Suastu, wich is identified as Swat. In 327 BC, Alexander crossed the Hindukush and
marched towards Koh-i Daman above Kabul. After strengthening his hold here, he
attacked the Indus region. At Nikaia, which according to VA Smith was situated to
the west of modern Jalālābād, he divided his army into two divisions.36 One division
was sent down in the southeast to capture Peukelaotis, which is identified with Pushkalāvati near modern Charsadda.37 He commanded the second division and entered
Swat, which was the seat of sovereign power. The Assakenoi, the inhabitants of Massaga were a brave and courageous race, resisted him stubbornly and wounded him in
the ankle by an arrow.38 They, however, were overwhelmed by the superior strategy
of Alexander that was concluded in a peace treaty. The treaty turned to be a shortlived one, for, soon after the departure of Alexander the local people massacred his
Indian mercenaries.39
At the fall of the capital of Swat, Massaga, Alexander dispatched Koinos to Bazira,
another important stronghold to the south of Massaga on the left bank of the River
Swat, to invest the city and convince the inhabitants about the capture of the capital.
He sent Attlos, Alkitas and Demetrios to Ora, another important settlement close to
the north of Bazira, to draw rampart round it and to invest it until his (Alexander’s)
own arrival.40 Due to the strong fortification and standing on a very lofty eminence,
the inhabitants of Bazira stood firm and the matter did not go well with the Macedonians. On knowing this, Alexander himself first proceeded to Ora and on its fall he
headed to Bazira, which also fell to the Macedonians after a stubborn resistance. Having made Ora and Massaga strongholds for bridling the district around them and the
35
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same time strengthening the defence of Bazira41, Alexander left Swat for his Indian
campaign. After crossing the Indus at Hunḍ in the Peshawar Valley, he entered the
Punjab and submitted King Ambhi of Taxila. He, then, marched toward Jehlum to
fight against King Porus. Subduing Porus, his exhausted army denied further advance
and was ordered to retreat down the Indus through the Punjab and Sindh, facing much
resistance on their way back home. One contingent of his army was sent back through
the Arabian Sea and the other via Balochistan on the land route. On reaching Babylon,
he fell ill and died in 323 BC. Subsequent to the retreat of the Macedonian army, Porus obtained possession of the lower Indus Valley, but was murdered by Eudamos, a
Greek General, in 317 BC.42 Eudamos left India and with his departure the Greek
power collapsed.
At the decline of the Greek power, Chanragupta Mauryan of Magadha collected formidable force, attacked Macedonians and occupied the Punjab.43 He kept on expanding his empire, but it was during the reign of his grandson Aśoka that the Mauryan
Empire reached to its zenith. Aśoka embraced Buddhism and did his best to propagate
it and make it a dominant religion. It is during his reign that Buddhism became a
dominant religion in Swat. This is confirmed by the statement of the Chinese pilgrim
Xuang Zang, who mentions a stupa, built in Swat (identified as the Great Stupa 1 of
Butkaṛa-I) by Aśoka.44 The fertile soil of Swat proved favourable for Buddhism,
which was introduced here at least in the third century BC, if not earlier.45
At the weakness and fall of the Mauryan Dynasty, the Bactrian Greeks occupied the
whole territory west of the Khyber Pass, Gandhāra and the hilly region to the north as
far as Hunza, and most of the Punjab as far as Multan.46 Menander, celebrated alike in
the Greek and Buddhist texts, was the most active of all the Greeks invaders of India.
Large number of his coins found in Gandhāra and the Swat Valley shows that he ruled
over this region for many years.47 Two hundred drachmas of his period have been
found in Swat in mint condition.48 Antimachus–II ruled western Gandhāra and the
41
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Swat Valley was also a military kingdom.49 AK Narain states that Menander, Antimachus–II, Zailus–I and Appolodotus ruled over the Swat Valley.50 It was soon after 100
BC that Maues, the Scythian Chief, overthrow Apollodotus. The Parthians, ancient
Iranian people, followed them and ruled over this region for one and a half centuries.
Kadphises–I was a chief of a section of the Yuezhi tribes. These tribes after the conquest of Bactrian region probably centred round Heraos, a powerful chief, who is reputed to be the ancestor of the Kuṣāṇa Dynasty, ascended the throne in the year AD
15.51 He extended the Kuṣāṇa Empire from the frontier of Persia to the Indus or, perhaps, even to the Jehlum. It included Sogdian Khanate of Bukhara, and, probably, all
existing territories of Afghanistan.52 Among the Kuṣāṇa rulers, Kaniśka occupied a
prominent place in the Buddhist history and was known as the great patron of faith in
the Buddhist traditions. Numerous remains testify the fact that during his reign Buddhism became a popular and important religion in the northwest of India and from
here spread to Central Asia, Far East and China.53 Swat was not part of the Kuṣāṇa
Empire but it paid tribute to the major empires alternating on its borders.54 Although
Buddhism reached Swat in the time of Aśoka, it made its deep impression in the days
of Kaniśka. It was due to his favour to the Buddhist community that he became the
subject of prophecy in the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins.55
The reign of Kaniśka lasted for forty-five years and may be assumed to have terminated about AD 123.56 With the passage of time the power of the Kuṣāṇa Dynasty,
which ruled for ninety-eight years, declined, and in AD 241 Shahpur–I, the Sasanian
ruler of Iran, overthrew the Kuṣāṇa Dynasty.57
Towards the third quarter of the 5th century AD, hordes of Epthalites or White Huns
from Central Asia invaded at this region. They conquered the whole Indus Valley and
swept over Gandhāra and the Punjab, carrying ruins and desolation wherever they
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went.58 Though there are different views for the desolation of the Buddhist stupas and
monasteries but recent archaeological excavations attributed this destruction to the
White Huns.
Swat retained its independence till the invasion of the Turk Shahi , who extended their
kingdom of Kabul from the border of Sistan to the northern Punjab in the middle of
the seventh century AD and annexed Swat in AD 745.59 Yaqub bin Lais overthrew the
Turk Shahis of Kabul with which the Hindu Shahi Dynasty established their rule and
made Hunḍ its capital in AD 822.60 They ruled till the beginning of the eleventh century AD.
Mahmud of Ghazna took the valley in the beginning of the 11th century AD. The remains of this period are also found frequently in the Swat Valley. Present Swat and
Bunēr remained under local rulers during this period.61 The Muslims, however, did

not spare Swat and besieged the capital fortress of Raja Gira (correct raja-griha) at
Udigram and took it after a difficult siege that continued for a year.62
Later on the valley of Swat came under the influence of Dilazak and Swati Pathans.63
The Muslims occupied Swat and Islam gradually spread in the valley but Buddhism
did not completely disappeared for the next three centuries as has been stated by Orgayan Pa, a Tibetan pilgrim, who visited Swat in AD 1250.64 People from different
Pukhtun tribes settled in Swat who came to be known as Swati Pukhtuns. They occupied the region and established their rule for about three or four centuries. Practically
they remained independent, out of the sphere of the influence of the neighbouring
Muslim rulers of India. With the invasion and occupation of the Valley by the
Yousafzais, Islam became the dominant religion over here in the 16th century AD.65
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The occupation of the Swat Valley by the Yousafzais is a turning point in the history
of Swat. Their advent marks a mass-migration and invasion for the first time in this
region against their brothers in faith. Upper Swat was taken by them as far as Ain,
near Baranyal (now Bahrain) beyond which they have scarcely advanced.66 Though
they did not make advance in the mountainous area beyond Ain, they extended their
occupation to the territories of Ghorband, Kana, Puran and Chakesar. They retained
their independent position during the reign of the Mughal Emperors Babar, Kamran
and Humayun. Akbar made bid for Swat but his forces suffered a great loss and his
endeavour met an ultimate failure. The Swati enjoyed their freedom throughout the
Mughal period. The people of Dir, Swat and Bunēr never came under the control of
any foreign law or administrative system at least after its occupation by the
Yousafzais.67
With the annexation of the Punjab and occupation of the Peshawar by the English,
Swat remained independent and a new phase in its history began. Although, Swat
never came under the alien or imperial power, the Swatis themselves failed to establish an organised government headed by one of them. They remained mostly divided
into two ḍallas (parties) headed by their own chiefs. They, however, were conscious
of their independent status. They held jirgas (assemblies) and consulted Akhund of
Swat (Miangul Abdul Ghafoor, known as Saidu Baba), who lived at Saidu and was
the most influential person at that time.68 He proposed the name of Sayyed Akbar
Shah of Sithana, who was invited and installed as the King of Swat.69 Sayyed Akbar
Shah made Ghaligay his headquarters. He was follower of Sayyed Ahmad Shaheed.
He adopted anti-British policy, while Saidu Baba was not anti-British. He ruled Swat
till his death on May 11th 1857. Saidu Baba not only opposed Sayyed Mubarak Shah,
the son of Late Sayyed Akbar Shah but also expelled him from Swat.
The 1857 war of independence in India passed without any disturbance.70 Swat was
once more deprived of a ruler with the death of Sayyid Akbar Shah. Saidu Baba tried
twice, one in 1871 and and then in 1875 to get recognition for his eldest son Miangul
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Abdul Hanan as the ruler but in vain.71 Both the sons of Saidu Baba died in 1887 and
1893 respectively.72 All the four grandsons of Saidu Baba were ambitious. Each one
embarked upon policies to consolidate his power and position that led to the murder
of Miangul Abdul Wahid and Miangul Abdul Khaliq in 1903 and 1907 respectively.73
After removal of his cousin from the scene, Miangul Abdul Wadud consolidated his
position. He also tried to make good relation with the British and rendered valuable
services to them.74
In the meantime the right bank of the river Swat was forcefully occupied by the Nawab of Dīr, who started collecting ‘usher (1/10th of the produce) as tax.75 The Swatis
on the right bank made a common cause against the Nawab under the leadership of a
religious scholar Wali Ahmad, popularly known as Sin-dhakai Mullah, in 1915.76 The
forces of the Nawab were defeated and his authority over the Swati territory was put
to an end. The people on the right bank invited Miangul Abdul Wadud and his brother
to become their rulers, but they showed their inability. Thereupon, people invited and
brought Abdul Jabbar Shah of Sithana to form the government. On installing him as
the king of Swat in 1915, he organised government and began to conduct affairs
smoothly.77 However, his position was weak due to many factors that finally lead to
his downfall. After ruling Swat for two and a half years, he was removed from the
seat in September 1917.78 On removal of Abdul Jabbar Shah, Miangul Abdul Wadud
had good chance to become the ruler of Swat. At last a big jirga gathered at Kabal in
September 1917 and installed the latter as the new Bacha (King) of the Swat State.
The State was recognised by the British Government in 1926 with the insignia of Wali
(Ruler) instead of Bacha (King). Miangul Abdul Wadud abdicated in favour of his
son and heir apparent, Miangul Abdu Haq Jehanzeb, on 12 December 1949.
Miangul Jehanzeb carried on developmental works and priority was given to the
communication, education and health sectors. Great success was achieved along with
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modifying certain policies of his father’s time. He started persecution and alienation
of the old supporters and allies of his father and brought new elements from the various quarters to the fore. The old loyal supporters became aggrieved and dissatisfied.
Some modern educated persons also were not happy with autocracy and mode of ruling and wanted rights, freedom and reforms. Miangul Jehanzeb ruled the Swat State
till its merger with the Federal Government of Pakistan on July 28, 1969.
Geography of the Swat Valley
The Swat Valley, the land of fruits and flowers and that of springs and streams, is situated to the northeast of Peshawar. Its main commercial centre is Mingora City,
which lies at a distance of 120km from the Peshawar City. It is divided into two parts:
Swat Kohistān and proper Swat. Mountainous area above the village of Ayin near
Madyan is called Swat Kohistān, whereas from Ayin down to Kalangai in the west is
proper Swat.79 The latter is further divided into two parts: Bar (upper) Swat and Kuz
(lower) Swat.80 Bar Swat extends from Ayin down to Landakai, while Kuz Swat
stretches from Landakai to Kalangai, a village few miles above the junction of the
river Swat and Panjkora in the southwest.81 After the emergence of Swat State in
1915, territory of Kuz Swat was not included in the State, because it was already under loose control of the British Indian Government as a protected area for movement
of their soldiers.82 The ceded territory of the valley included Abazai, Khadakzai and
Adinzaia permanently went to the Nawab of Dīr and consequently only Bar Swat and
Swat Kohistān remained as part of the Swat State.83 Swat State, therefore, was bounded by Gilgit and Chitral on the north, District Dīr on the west, Indus Kohistān and
Hazara on the east, while Malakand Agency and Mardan District on the south. The
boundaries of the Swat State were extended to the territories outside the Swat Valley,
i.e., to Bunēr, Kana, Ghawarband, Puran-Chakisar and western part of Abasin Kohistān. The name Swat usually designated Swat State rather than Swat proper (now
the District). After the merger of State in 1969, it became administrative part of the
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Malakand Division.84 The Swat Valley (proper Swat) lies between 34º-31΄-55" and
35º-53΄-40" N latitude and 71º-47΄-15" and 73º E longitude. The area of the Valley
including Swat Kohistān is 5000 to 6000 square miles (8045 to 9654 sq. Km), but the
valley does not exceed from 130 miles (209km) in length and 12 miles (19km) average in breadth.85 Hiuen Tsiang states that “the country of U-chang- na is about 5000 li
in circuit”.86 It becomes approximately 833 miles (1340km) in circuit.87 A relatively
recent study states that the total area of the proper Swat Valley is about 2,374.7 square
miles (3,821 sq. km).88
The elevation of the valley near Panjkora River is 2000 feet (610m) above the sea
level, which increases towards the north to 15000 feet (4572m), and on the northwest
to 22000 feet (6706m).89 Various passes have linked the Valley with the Punjab via
Hazara in the east, Tibet and China on the north, Central Asian States and Afghanistan on the west and ancient Gandhāra on the south.90
The Swat Valley features a warm dry summer and damp cold winter. The hot weather
sets later than in the plains, but it is more oppressive and continuous, owing to the surrounding mountains, which prevents free circulation of the wind.91 The storms, which
burst over these hills, do not cool the air but produce a hot, steamy atmosphere in the
Valley below.92 The winter in the Swat is a mild season than in the plain area of the
province for the air is less disturbed by the winds and the frosts are also less severe.93
The snow does not fall in the plains of the Valley every year. However, it receives
snowfalls after four or five years, which remains for two or three days. On the whole
the winter is less severe season than in plain country; but it is more prolonged and the
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atmosphere is much humid and persistently so than on the open plain.94 Climate of the
lower valley is malarious and unhealthy especially in autumn.95 The main reason of
this is the cultivation of rice due to which malaria is exhaled in great abundance. The
fast deforestation during the last decades has caused decline of the climate from subhumid to semi-arid (Ditcher 1967:24) and has made it difficult to define the boundaries of climatic regions in the lower Valley.96
The main river of the valley, the Swat, is meandering, which however does not run
through the centre, but changes from one side to the other, intersects the valley. Three
principal tributary streams―the Gabral, the Bahandra and Ushu, form the Swat River.
All the tributaries originate in the Shandur range in the north and unite at Kālām.97
River Swat flows southwards in a narrow gorge (16-30 m width) from Kālām to Shagram. From Talapan onward the river spreads in the valley.98 It flows south, south
west from its sources to Chakdara, thence south west Malakand, thence northwest to
its junction with Panjkora river and thence southwest till it meets the Anbaar, thence
southeast to Abazai in Peshawar District.99 From its source in Kohistān the river flows
fast but near the village of Madyan it slows down. Below Chakdara the river enters a
deep long narrow gorges and to south easterly direction and divides into many
branches, which ultimately joins the Kābul after a total flow of 600 km.100 The snow
iced-glaciers maintain its perennial flow, while the monsoon rains in summer also
supplement it. During the winter season, it shrinks to a small size, while in summer
from the mid April onwards, it begins to rise. Irrigation in the valley is made possible
through the channels drawn from the river, its tributaries and springs. A large number
of seasonal and perennial tributaries contribute and feed the river. The left bank tributaries flow from Serai to Joba joining the main river at Kolalai (Mankial); Bashigram
river exhaust its water in the main river at Madyan, while those Miandam, Khwazakhela, Manglaor, Jambil and Barikot rivers respectively on its way to the south. The
right bank tributaries starting from the north to south are Kedam river empties its wa94
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ter in it near Kedam; Darel Khawaṛ at Bahrain, Haronai―the joint water of Roringar,
Biha and Shawar perennial hill torrents―meets the Swat at Bamakhela, and Nikpikhela Khawaṛ―the joint water of Manja and Maranai Khawaṛs―into the main river
at Hazara. Among the tributaries important are Gabral, Ushu, Mankial, and Darel
streams, and the Chail, Barwai, Haronai Manglawar, Jambil and Hazara Khawaṛs.101
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From the geological point of view the Swat Valley is situated in a very important
zone.102 River of the Valley crosses an area of great geological complexity, where
South Asian plate joins the Kohistān Island Arc through a suture zone consisting of an
ophiolitic mélange (Tahirkheli 1979; Tahirkheli & Jan 1979; Tahirkheli 1982).103 The
plate consisting of various types of granite and Augen gneiss as well as fine grained
gneiss of medium-high metamorphic grade phyllite with or without chloritoid, prasinite, marble, calc-schist, amphibolites and mica.104 The essential components of th arc
are magmatic and volcanic rocks ranging from gabbro to rhyolite.105 The suture zone
consists of ophiolite formation of carbonate talc schist (soap-stone), lenses and fragments of chlorite schists with local post kinematic magnetite or muscovite, epidot
green schist, pillow lavas, marble, serpentines talc schists and phylite.106 The hilly
country of the lower northern mountains of the Valley contains greenish phyllite,
hornfels, quartzite and granite (S Matsushita).107 Thick terraced layers of post tertiary
alluvial soils with varying quantities of still, clay and organic matter cover a large part
of the valley floor in the mid lower valley.108 The mountains of the main valley are
formed of granite, gneiss, schist and meta-sedimentary rocks with intrusion granodiorite, granite, synite and diorite (GSP 1964).109 Archaeological evidence proves that the
material used for civil and religious buildings is always local origin and mostly the
same.110 But in certain monuments, linked by certain chronological phase, talc schist
with carbonate matter (soapstone) were abundantly used.111 Only at Barikot site material coming from outcrops located several kilometres away (from the Karakar Valley)
were used in abundance.112 The sculpture found in sacred area in general is made of
aphiolitic formation and in particular chlorite schist (most common), talc schist with
carbonate matter, and phylite.113 During the fifth century AD with revival of Brah-
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manism and its influence over Buddhism, gneiss was used for sculpture.114 The precious and semi-precious stones for making beads while the limestone was used for
plastering the walls and making stucco.115
Population and Human Settlements
Administratively the valley includes part of the present Swat and Dīr as well as Malakand Agency. More than 87% of total area is located within the Swat District, while
minor part falls within the Dīr District and the Malakand Agency.116
S.No. Area

Male

Female

Total

1

Swat Sub-Division (Rural)

4,29,398

4,02,968

8,32,366

2

Swat Sub-Division (Urban)

91,742

82,126

1,73,868

3

Matta Sub-Division

1,26,868

12,450

25,136

4

Grand Total of Both Sub-Divisions

---

---

12,57,602

The Akozai division of the Yousafzais tribe occupies the Swat Valley. The Akozais
have two great divisions, the Baizais and Khwaizais. They are sub-divided into several clans, each one of them has their separate locality.117 The inhabitants of Swat Kohistān are Torwals and Garhwis who are non-Pathans.118 The language of the country
is Pushto except in Swat Kohistān, where Torwali and Garhwi are spoken.119 The
scattered dwellings in the far north of the Valley are inhabited by semi-nomadic tribes
who speak Gujar language, which has close affinity with the language spoken in the
plains.120 The fertility of the soil, the environmental condition of the Valley and strategic position of the land favoured it for the occupation of human beings. Ghaligay
was first human settlement, which has been ascribed to late pre-historic time, while
Period-IV of the same site represents an early proto-historic cultural stage.121 To Period-IV belong the open-air settlement of Loebanr-III, Barikot Ghwandai, Aligrama,
Damkot, Barama and Kalakoo Dehrai which are dated from 1730 to 1300 BC.122
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From the pre-historic period onwards the ancient people occupied the fertile land of
Swat, which kept on making progress day by day. Taking all farmsteads, hamlet and
villages in to account there are about 1109 localities in the valley, but there are 232
main settlements or central places in the area.123 Two fifth of the settlements are concentrated between 3500 and 500 ft in a zone where springs are abundant, while seconds concentration between 1900 and 3500 ft near the bank of river Swat while
above 5000 ft, the count is one third of human settlements.124
Flora and Fauna
The river Swat and its tributaries drain the Swat Valley. It contains a series of rich
alluvial terraces, which are extremely cultivated. Rice, wheat, barley, mustered, onion, maize, pulses, sugarcane and lintels were the main crops. Rice and onion are
mostly grown in lower Swat. The upper reaches have one harvest season, while the
proper Valley has two harvest seasons. Contrary to the lower and mid Swat Valley,
the land of Swat Kohistan is not cultivable throughout and there being one harvest in
a year, people depend upon their cattle and goats. Herbs and shrubs are also in abundance.
Once thickly forested, the Swat Valley slowly and gradually became barren. At the
height of 10,000 ft and downward up to 6000 feet, the forest of the deodoar, pine
chestnut and hazelnut are found; below 6000 ft the hilly oak, pinus longifolia, wild
olive, chinar, mulberry, amluk (dyosporos) apricot and other wild fruit trees with rhubarb, strawberries and raspberries are found in abundance at moderate elevation.125
The natural vegetation of the lower valley consists of dry brush and oak, which extends upwards as far as 1700–2000m where they give way to mainly cedar and
pine.126 Besides the oak in the lower Valley on the riverine tracts only a few chinar,
mulberry and willow trees are to be found.127 Sirus sisoo, bukain, acacia and olive
were also found in the Valley.128
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During the excavation at Ghaligai, in Period-II dated to 2180 BC remains of cattle,
sheep, goat and porcupine were found.129 In Period-III dated to 1950– 920 BC were
found the faunal remains of cattle, sheep, goat, squid and also of dog.130 In the Protohistoric settlements of Loebanr-III Aligrama dated from 1700 to the fourth century
BC remains of nine wild and nine domestic fauna including porcupine, hare, dog, wild
cat, tiger, goral, markhor, ass, half ass, horse, camel, pig, deer, water buffalo, zebu,
goat and sheep were found.131 The main farming animals were cattle, mater, buffalo,
sheep, goats, monkeys, gorals on the south of the river Swat and markhor of Kabul
variety were found.132 Monal pheasants, kokal pheasants, gray and black partridge,
chikor and sissy duck teal snipe and quills are reported.133 The rivers till recent time
were full of fish, mostly snow trout in upper Swat. Fifteen species of trout are found
in Swat Kohistan.134 Mahasher of warm water are found in the lower Swat and Panjkora in a large quantity in the spring and few remains after autumn.135 Garra gotyal is
the common warm water fish found in the streams.136 Shzothorax esocinus, richardsoni, plagiostomus and progustus are common Swati fishes caught in tributaries during the month of April and May.137
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Chapter 3
Catalogue of the Wali’s Collection
Catalogue of Wali-e Swat Collection
Pls. 1a-c

Size: 28x28x14cm

Material: Green schist

Source: Private collection

A square harmikā bound on the four corners by square grooved Corinthian pilasters
and carved on all four faces with scenes from the life of the Buddha that are described
below under Pls. 1a-c.
Pl. 1-a: It shows one of the four faces of the harmikā depicting the birth scene of

prince Sidhārtha, the future Śākyamuni Buddha. His mother, Queen Māyā is shown
standing in the centre slightly bent to her left, wearing uttarīyā (the upper garment)
and paridhāna (the lower garment); her hair is tied up in a chignon with a wreath, she
is wearing ear-pendants, necklaces and anklets. She holds branches of a śāla (Shorea
robusta) tree in her raised right hand. To support the Queen in the delivery of her
child is standing close on her left her sister Mahāprājāpati, who is wearing uttarīyā
and Paridhana and her hair coiled in a top-knot slightly at the back of her head. The
infant prince is being delivered from the right side of his mother. On the extreme right
there is another female attendant standing behind Mahāprājāpati. On the left god Indra, wearing uttarīyā, paridhāna and a turban receives the child on a piece of cloth.
Pl. 1-b: The second face of the harmikā shows the Buddha seated on a low throne in

padmāsana beneath the bodhi tree―referred to banyan tree under which the Buddha
attained enlightenment. His right hand is raised in abhayamudrā (reassurance pose),
holding the hem of his sanghāti (cloak) with his left hand. He has moustaches and robust eyes and his wavy hair is tied in a chignon on the top of his head. Flanking him
on either side in aṅjalimudrā (salutation pose) are two devotees wearing uttarīyā,
paridhāna, turban, earrings and bangles.
Pl. 1-c: In the third scene adoration of the three jewels, triratna (the Buddha, the

dharma, and the saṅgha) is carved. In the middle an Indo- Persepolitn column supports the symbol of the three jewels (now chipped off). On either side of the column,
there are two seated and one standing monks with shaven heads. The two monks in
the foreground wearing uttarīyā and paridhāna are seared in aṅjalimudrā, while the
two seated in the background are clad in the monastic robe, sanghāti. On either side
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behind the monks, there is a figure with elaborate headdress standing in aṅjalimudrā.
The upper border of the harmikā along with the capital of the left pilaster is chipped
off.
Pl. 1-d: On the fourth face of the harmikā is depicted mahāparinirvāna or death scene

of the Buddha. The Buddha is lying dead on the couch between two śāla trees. On the
right, bearded Vajrapāṇi with long hair wearing laṅgoṭī (loin-cloth) and holding vajra
(thunderbolt) in his left hand is mourning. At the back of the bier, there are two figures standing to the left. The one behind wearing uttarīyā and turban is mourning,
while the one in his front is a shaven-headed monk wearing monastic robe and holding a lotus flower. On the left at the head of the bier is another shaven-headed monk
in monastic robe standing to the right in aṅjalimudrā.
Pl. 2

Size: 55x51x6 cm

Material: Green schist

Source: Private collection

This arched relief panel is lavishly carved all over. In the middle it has a semicircular
arch, which is divided into two sections―the lower open part and the tympanum
above. The lower part exhibits a properly carved throne on which the Buddha is seated in abhayamudrā while holding the hem of his sanghāti up in his left hand. His
head and the halo behind are surrounded by pīpal (banyan) leaves. Devotees wearing
uttarīyā, a paridhāna, turban and ear-pendants stand in aṅjalimudrā on either side.
The tympanum is further divided into two inverted crescents; the one below shows
veneration of the Buddha’s begging bowl, placed on a pedestal in the centre, by devotees on either flank with clasped hands; the one at the top depicts the Buddha seated
on a low throne in abhayamudrā and flanked by kneeling devotees on either side.
Two vidyadharas, one on each side, are hovering around head of the Buddha. The
arch, along with its tympanum, is carved all around with compartments with figures,
meandering foliage scrolls, and honeysuckle flower at the pointed top.
Pl. 3

Size: 32x19x4 cm

Material: Green schist

Source: Private collection

This relief panel depicts the Buddha visiting Kaśyapa. The Buddha raises his right
hand in abhayamudrā and holds the hem of his sanghāti in his left. Behind the Buddha, is bearded Vajrapāṇi in short tunic and holds vajra in his left hand. Behind Vajrapāṇi is a shaven-head monk wearing monastic robe. On the right of the Buddha is
another figure with raised right hand wearing long back-combed hair, partly tied in a
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bun on the top of the head. In front of the Buddha to the left are ascetics, seated on
cushions, listening to the discourse of the Buddha. The one seated inside the hut on
the extreme left facing front is, probably, Kaśyapa. While the one seated outside the
hut with his back to the front is his (Kaśyapa’s) brother.
Pl. 4

Size: h. 21cm; max. dia. 16cm

Material: Schist

Source: Private collection

It is a relic casket carved in the form of a stupa. It seems to have been turned on a
lathe machine in round and in three parts or pieces, which from bottom to top are the
base, the drum and the dome, and the umbrella part. The base-part shows the base
moulding, the base and its cornice moulding. The drum-and-the-dome part depicts
two tiers of drum distinguished from the base and each other by mouldings, and from
the dome above by a cornice. The umbrella-part is also carved from a single piece of
stone, which represents three members the square harmikā, chattrāvāli (umbrellastick) and three chattras (umbrellas) arranged in diminishing order. This part is inserted in the hole at the top of the drum. The mouldings carved on different parts of
this receptacle are a fillet, torus, cavetto and an ovolo.
Pl. 5

Size: 11x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-1

A small frieze, upper left corner missing, is decorated on the upper border with a double row of leafy-merlons, while below is defined by a plain fillet. There are two tenons, one on the right at the lower corner and the other in the middle at the bottom. It
depicts scene from the daily life, two human figures sit on each side of a pot and a
bird seated on the edge of the pot is picking food from it.
Pl. 6

Size: 15x7x3cm

Material: Schist

Source: WS-2

A rectangular frieze with its left upper corner missing has a tenon at the bottom of its
lower border. The upper border is decorated with a double row of leafy-merlons,
while defined below by a plain fillet, and on the left by an encased Indo-Corinthian
pilaster. It depicts daily life scene, a man seated in profile to right in relaxed pose is
feeding a lion.
Pl. 7

Size: 11.55x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-3

A rectangular frieze bound on the top by laurel-leaf decoration, below by a plain fillet,
on the right by a slightly damaged encased branch, while the left border is broken
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away. It depicts daily life scene, wherein bust of a male holding a cup in his right bent
hand as if to pour or take out some liquid from a large vessel placed below. He wears
a tunic leaving his right should uncovered and holds in his left hand a branch of a
palm, which touches his left shoulder. He wears long back-swept hair. It is not clear
whether he wears any kind of jewellery or not.
Pl. 8

Size: 13x5x3cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-5

This rectangular frieze is bordered on the top by a double row of leafy-merlons, on the
left by an encased-plant and on the bottom by a plain fillet. It is damaged a little on
the right side and left upper corner. There is a teneon at the lower right corner continuing up on the same side. It depicts a genre scene. On the right is a male figure reclining on something, extending his right hand forward, probably, to receive a drinking
bowl (?) from another figure seated on the left across a large vessel in the middle and
holding a big bowl in both the hands as if to pass it on the former figure.
Pl. 9

Size: 15.5x6.7x5cm

Material: Schist

Source: WS-6

This stupa peg or nāgadanta shows a female harpist with a long projected tenon behind with a deep groove for fixing it in the masonry. The figure has long locks spreading on her shoulders and partly tied in a big chignon on the top of her head. She holds
a harp in her lap and supported under her extended left arm, while she is plucking its
strings with her right hand.
Pl. 10

Size: 24x5.5x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-8

A small rectangular frieze depicting scene from the daily life is chipped off at the
right upper corner and having tenons on the right side as well as below the lower left
corner. It is decorated with laurel leaves on the upper border and below is bound by a
plain fillet. On the left side, a full-blown empanelled flower confines it, while on the
right part of the frieze branch of vine is depicted. It shows in the centre a large pot, on
either side of which there are two male figures wearing tunics and their hair is arranged in a knot at the top of their heads. They are decorated with ear pendants, necklaces and bangles. The figure on the right holds a branch of a plant in his left hand and
a mirror (?) in his right hand. The figure on the left raises his left hand probably busy
in discussion. On the right there are vine leaves.
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Pl. 11

Size: 30x7x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-9

A narrow frieze slightly chipped off on the right border. It is decorated above by a
double row of leafy-merlons and below by a plain fillet. It is bound on the left by an
empanelled full-blown flower. It depicts two scenes, separated by a encased Corinthian pilaster. In the right compartment two human figures flanking a big jar are putting
something in it. In the left compartment two human figures wearing ear pendants and
bangles are flanking a jar, while a bird (probably a parakeet) is sitting on distal part of
the rim of the pot. Figure on the right holds a palm branch in his left hand, while raising the right one in a kind of gesture. Figure on the right is attentively holding the pot
with both the hands.
Pl. 12

Size: 33x7x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-10

A narrow frieze with the right upper and lower corners are chipped off. There are two
tenons at its bottom. It is decorated above by a double row of leafy-merlons and below by a plain fillet. It depicts two ordinary scenes, separated from each other by an
encased Corinthian pilaster. In the right compartment, there is a big pitcher like pot
flanked by two human figures. The one on the left is seated and holding the pot, while
only traces of the right figure with raised right hand are visible. Scene in the left compartment depicts a figure―wearing tunic, necklace and a bangle on his raised right
hand―sitting beside a globular pot, while holding a branch in his left hand. A disproportionately big parakeet with a large tail and fluttering wings is, probably, picking
food from a small globular jar tilted towards it in the front.
Pl. 13

Size: 17.5x9.5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-12

A fragment of a much damaged and broken relief panel and most of the scene on the
left is missing. At the right side a follower of the Buddha―wearing uttarīyā,
paridhāna, turban, and bedecked with ear-pendants, a necklace and bangles―is
standing in anjalimudra. Behind the devotee in the background emerges another figure with uplifted right arm. Both the figures are damaged and no further detail is
clearly visible.
Pl. 14

Size: 6x3x13cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-15

It is stupa peg or nāgadanta, the lower part of which is damaged. For fixing in the
masonry, there are two grooves on each side in the extended bracket-part at the back.
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It depicts a figure with swollen cheeks and disproportionate large arms and hands is
playing a double flute.
Pl. 15

Size: 54x8.5cm

Material: Black schist

Source: WS-16

It is a long narrow frieze damaged on the left side and its upper border decorated with
laurel leaves is defaced. O the right side it is defined by a framed pilaster, below by a
plain fillet and on the left by a Corinthian pilaster. It depicts seven compartments,
separated from each other by a Corinthian pilaster. Each compartment has a couple of
devotees excepts for the second one from the left, where the Buddha is shown seated
on a throne under the bodhi tree in dhayānamudrā. The devotees are shown in different gestures and some of them have offerings in their hands while others are proceeding in aṅjalimudrā. They wear uttarīyā and paridhāna.
Pl. 16

Size: 27x7x3cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-17

A narrow frieze damaged on the right and left sides. The upper border is decorated
with a double row of leafy-merlons, while the lower one is a plain fillet. It has a tenon
below on the right. It depicts two scenes, separated by an empanelled Corinthian pilaster. In the right compartment, two figures, probably female, are sitting attentively
facing a large vessel in the middle. The wear necklaces and anklets. The locks of hair
fall on their shoulders while raising their right hands in a gesture. A bird, probably a
parakeet, with flaying wings is picking something from the vessel. In the left compartment is a figure with raised right hand seated in front of an unidentified and defaced object. It wears tunic, ear-pendants and a necklace.
Pl. 17

Size: 17x6.5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-18

A fragment showing the left remnant part of a relief panel is much defaced. It shows
the remains of three figures. The female figure in the foreground shown in threequarter profile is wearing tunic and long cylindrical ear-pendants with elaborate hairdo. Behind her is standing male figure much damaged and defaced is wearing uttarīyā, paridhāna, neck-girdle and earrings. His face, arms and legs are chipped off.
Besides these two figures on the right side traces of the abdomen and paridhāna indicate the presence of a third figure.
Pl. 18

Size: 26.5x5x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-19
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A long narrow frieze with a tenon at the bottom, is bound on the top by a double row
of leafy-merlons and below by a plain fillet. On the left side an encased plant confines
it. It depicts a daily life scene. Two figures wearing necklaces and bangles flank the
cage. On the right the figure is in relaxed position raising his right hand, while the
figure on the left is looking into the cage. On the right of the frieze is a naked figure,
probably an amorino, who is wearing nothing except anklets. In the centre is a big
vine plant.
Pl. 19

Size: 19x5x2.5cm

Material: Greem schist

Source: WS-20

A small frieze with the right side and upper left corner damaged, decorated above by
laurel leaves and below by a plain fillet, is bound on the left by framed full-blown
flower. It depicts daily life scene. A large container with flaring sides placed in the
centre is flanked by two figures. The figure on the right holds a palm branch in his left
hand, while a bowl in his right. The bowl is tilted toward the container as if some kind
of liquid is being poured on its surface. The man on the left is holding a staff, the lower end of which is touching the container, to push or rock it.
Pl. 20

Size: 22x5x3cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-21

A small narrow frieze damaged and defaced on all sides and has a number of tenons at
bottom. It is defined on the top border by architectural features: cross-beams supporting architraves and entablatures all arranged in projecting manner like a cornice. The
lower border is a double plain fillet. The frieze is divided into five compartments,
separated from each other by framed floral design. Each compartment depicts head of
a human figure under an ogee arch. Four of the figures on the right face one another,
while the one on the extreme left faces to the left. The hair of the figure is tightened in
a chignon either at top or at the forehead.
Pl. 21

Size: 18x5.5x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-22

A small narrow frieze defaced on the right and with a tenon on the same side. Its upper border is decorated with laurel leaves and defined below by a plain fillet. it depicts
daily life scene. On the right is a male figure in reclining position with stretched right
hand in the forward direction, while on the left is another figure wearing necklace and
armlet, and holding a palm branch i the left hand. On the extreme left is depicted a
branch of pīpal tree.
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Pl. 22

Size: 13x6x3cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-23

A small rectangular frieze defaced and chipped off at the upper part is decorated below by a plain fillet. It depicts a daily life scene. At the centre is a lady-wearing necklace, bangles and anklets and holding a bunch of flowers in her right hand. She is
flanked by two other female figures wearing ear pendants, bracelets and anklets. Both
figures face the central one and both are raising their right hands.
Pl. 23

Size: 19x8x4.5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-24

Part of the projecting arch of a false gable with two vertically placed sunk panels is
depicting two followers. The relief is plain all over and has two rectangular mortices.
In the upper panel is bust of a princely figure to right wearing uttarīyā, armlet, tightened his hair in a chignon at the top of the head and joining his hands in adoration,
aṅjalimudrā. In the lower panel is bust of a female figure to front wearing cylindrical
ear-pendants, and her hair is tightened in a chignon at the fore head.
Pl. 24

Size: 38x6x2cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-25

A long narrow frieze defaced on the right and left and broken and partly missing in
the middle depicts a huge undulating garland carried by five amorini on their shoulders, while as many devotees are visible across the garland in its troughs in
aṅjalimudrā. There are two tenons below the lower border. As usual, it is bordered on
the top by a double row of leafy-merlons and below by a plain fillet. Amorini supports
undulating garland on their shoulders. Ribbons and floral attachments are hanging
down at the middle of each loop.
Pl. 25

Size: 55x25x18cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-26

A frontal view of a female figure wearing sari, while its upper part is being spread
with her right hand on her back and head. She is bedecked with cylindrical earpendants, a torque and her combed hair bound in a loop with a band on the left of her
head. Her head and torso are slightly bent to her right. Feet and left arm are missing,
while her right hand, part of right breast and lower abdomen below navel are chipped
off. Thick hair, bold features, round fleshy face, large open eyes, extended eyebrows,
muscular and voluptuous body all bespeak of a beautiful robust lady of the time. Her
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hairdo, jewellery and drapery with schematic incised folds indicate her to be a class
woman.
Pl. 26

Size: ?

Material: Stucco

Source: WS-27a

A figured bracket depicting a lion in frontal pose, the legs are missing, manes on the
neck and chest parting in the middle are rendered schematically. Eyes are protruding
and the open mouth has traces of the furrowed tongue, the outstretched part of which
is missing. Ears pinnacles are turned to the front. Overall impression of that the animal is shown at ease.
Pl. 27

Size: 33x7x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-27b

A narrow frieze decorated above by a double row of leafy-merlons and defined below
by a plain fillet depicts from the daily life two scenes, separated by empanelled Corinthian pilaster. It has two tenons at the bottom and is chipped off on the left side. Scene
in the right compartment depicts a large vessel secured, probably, by the feet and
hands of the flanking male and a female figures. It seems that they are putting something in the vessel and stirring it. The figures wear necklaces and anklets. The left
panel shows pūrṇaghaṭa, or the vase of plenty, with foliage out flowing from it and
touches the four corner of the panel.
Pl. 28

Size: 38x8x6cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-28

A narrow cornice piece framed by a plain fillet at the top and below by a row of frontally posed leaves. It is damaged on the right and at the upper corner on the left. It depicts twelve busts of female and male devotees holding lotus flowers in their hands.
The wear necklaces, ear pendants and a variety of headdress.
Pl. 29

Size: 18.cx12x6cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-29

A cornice piece, damaged and defaced, depicts ascetics under four different recessed
arches. The one on the extreme left is semi-circular, the two middle ones are ogee,
while the one on the extreme left is a pointed arch. They all spring from the stepped
capital of columns and there is a lotus flower in the adjacent spandrels of two successive arches. Below each arch there is a bust of a donor figure, holding a bunch of
flowers in his left hand and having a halo behind his head. Their hair is tied in big
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chignon on the top of their heads. The lower part of the relief panel is left unfinished
for fixing it in the masonry.
Pl. 30

Size: 22.5x23.5x6cm

Material: Black schist

Source: WS-30

Fragment of a relief panel missing on the right and bottom is bound on the top by floral border. It depicts a central figure, now missing, under pīpal or the bodhi tree.
There are three figures on the left. Close to the central missing figure is moustached
Vajrapāṇi, defaced, holding a vajra in his right hand, while behind him is another
male figure, wearing a snake-hooded turban and ear-pendants, probably a nāgarāja.
In the left corner at the top, a winged heavenly figure is showering flowers on the central figure.
Pl. 31

Size: 17x14.5x5cm

Material: Black schist

Source: WS-31

A much damaged and defaced fragment of a relief panel depicts two figures separated
by an Indo-Corinthian pilaster. On the right is a woman wearing a long sleeved tunic
and her hair is combed parted in the middle. She is walking the forward direction. The
standing figure on the left with face chipped off wears knee-long frock like sleevedtunic and, probably, holding something in hands at the chest level.
Pl. 32

Size: 20x28x(?)cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-32

Fragment of a much damaged and defaced relief panel depicts remnants of two different scenes, separated by a huge watch-tower and a Indo-Persepolitan column. Scene
on the right indicates the episode of the interpretation of the dream of Queen Māyā by
an bearded brāhman sitting on a cushion, feet resting on a stool and holding a flask in
his left hand and touching his chin with his right. Behind the brāhman stands a figure
with thick curls on the forehead. On the left in another scene stands a female figure
wearing sari, ear pendants, necklace and anklets and wreath headdress holding probably a mirror in her right hand and of palm branch in her left hand. In the extreme left
the profile of other figure survives.
Pl. 33

Size: 37x11x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-33

A slightly defaced cornice piece, the masonry part unfinished, depicts four nude amorini, wearing necklaces and anklets, flying to the left. The left wing of the amorino on
the extreme right only is clearly visible. They invariably hold firmly in their right
hand drapery, which is smoothly floating in the air by their right side. They put their
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left hand in different positions: either stretching it to touch the foot of the bent up left
leg, or putting it on the left hip, or holding part of the drapery at the chest level in the
front.

Pl. 34

Size: 33x8.5x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-34

A defaced and abraded cornice piece depicting devotees under four pointed semicircular recessed arches and one pointed horseshoe arch, on the extreme right. The arch
and its figure, on the extreme left, are badly damaged. All the five arches spring from
inverted stepped-capital of columns. A fully open flower is shown on the spandrels of
two adjacent arches. The donor figures under the arches have their hair tied in a top
knot and hold a bunch of flowers and other objects in their hands.
Pl. 35

Size: 12x29x3.5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-37

Fragment of a relief panel, much of which on the left and the top is missing. There is a
tenon below the plain lower border. There are traces of three monk figures, the last
one in the background is badly damaged. They are shaven headed, wrapped in mantles, and shown in the position of adoration, aṅjalimudrā, to the left. The folds of their
mantles are executed in incised lines. (See Faccenna, Pl. CCXXX).
Pl. 36

Size: 42x33x8cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-38

A relief panel, much damaged on the right upper corner and defaced on the left one, is
bordered at the bottom by a plain fillet. It shows the Buddha seated on a high throne
in padmāsana in dhyānamudrā under the bodhi tree. His sanghāti completely covers
his body and legs. Two figures on the right and left flank him in aṅjalimudrā. All of
them wear uttarīya and paridhāna; Close by the Buddha on the right is, probably, god
Indra and on the left is god Brahmā. The figures are tall, the carving is shallow, the
folds of the drapery are stylised and incised.
Pl. 37

Size: 30x22x3cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-39

It is a triangular string panel depicting a winged lion-like animal with slender body
and brushing palm-tail moving left. The framing plain-fillet, head and forelegs are
chipped off. Marshall describes such triangular brackets as cornice-racks placed at the
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side of steps leading up to a stupa base (Zwalf: pls. 340-34; Marshal: pl. 48; Ingholt:
pl. 388).
Pl. 38

Size: 36.5x4.5x3cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-40

Stepped harmikā, bounded on the top and bottom by a plain thin fillet, depicts Dionysiac scenes. The two couples separated by vine leaves are busy in drinking. The
female figures wearing ear pendants necklace and wreath headdress hold a pot to give
to the male companion. Locks of hair of the right female figure fall on her shoulders.
Pl. 39

Size: 40x15.5x4cm

Material: Black schist

Source: WS-41

A segment of depicting facade of a building with parapet having stepped triangular
battlements. There are palmetts carved on the triangular face of the battlements,
bound below by plain fillets. It depicts five monks under the ogee arches. The figures
have their hands clasped in adoration and left leg stepped forward. The arches decorated with pendants at their ends are separated by Indo-Persepolitan columns, supporting stepped entablature and dentil architrave.
Pl. 40

Size: 25x15x22cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-42

Figured Corinthian capital with a bust of male figure on the right wearing necklace
and turban holds a flower in his right hand. On the left, a female figure wears necklace, ear pendants, bangles and wreath headdress holds cymbal in her left hand.
Pl. 41

Size: 20x19x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-43

Fragment of a relief panel decorated above by laurel leaves and below by a plain fillet. It depicts the miracle of Śrāvastī. Right side is broken. Face and body of the Buddha are chipped off. There is a tenon at the bottom border. The Buddha is seated on
the throne in abhayamudrā. Below the throne snakes are visible. The flames of effulgence are shown all around the Buddha. On the left in the foreground is seated an ascetics in aṅjalimudrā, while Brahmā is standing in the same pose on the same side.

Pl. 42

Size: 45x43x8cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-45
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Lower part is broken. Faces of the figures are chipped off.
Fragment of a relief panel depicts the Buddha with princely figures. The Buddha, second from the left, is wrapped in his monastic robe with a hallo behind his head.
Three figures wearing uttarīyā, paridhāna and ear-pendants raising their right hands
stand in different poses. On the extreme left traces of another figure are visible.
Pl. 43

Size: 38x31x4cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-46

Right and upper parts are broken. Legs of the horse are missing. Faces of the figures
and the body of the figure on extreme left are chipped off. Fragment of a relief depicts
great departure of Siddhārtha. On the right the man with royal umbrella is Chandaka.
Bodhisattva Sidhārtha holds the rein of the horse. In front of the horse is Vaiśravaṇa,
wearing uttarīyā, paridhāna and necklace. On the extreme left, there is another figure
with staff in his right hand.
Pl. 44

Size: 16x18x2cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-47

Right end, top and bottom are chipped off. There is a tenon at the bottom.
Fragment of a relief panel depicting four seated figures, with their hair tightened in a
chignon at the top of their heads, hold bowls in their hands. This shows some kind of
festival, most probably, arranged either on the birth or marriage of the Buddha. On the
extreme right there is an empanelled Corinthian pilaster, which is completely chipped
off.
Pl. 45

Size: 15.5x11.5x5cm

Material: Green schist

Source: WS-48

Left end is broken.
Segment of a cornice depicts three nude amorini flying to the left. On extreme right,
wings of the amorini are clearly visible. They put their left hand on their hips and
with their right hand caught probably the loop of ribbons. All the figures are nude
wearing anklets and necklace with hair tightened in chignon.

Pl.46

Size:69x10x12cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-55

A cornice with left top end is missing and double registers depicting the Buddha figures and worshippers. The Buddha seated in dhayanmudra and padmasana under
semi-circular arches and flanked by followers clasping their hands in anjalimudra in
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the lower register. In the upper register, there are three female figures holding bunch
of flowers in their right hands and probably a flywhisk in their left hands; separated
by rosettes and acanthus leaves.
Pl.47

Size: 38x7x12cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-56

Cornice fragment with missing ends depicting two naked amorino wearing armlets
and anklets holding the loops of ribbons are flying to the right. In the centre is a fivepetteled rosette.
Pl.48

Size; 28x9x4.5cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-57

A relief is depicting bust of the Buddhisattva Maitreya with chipped nose and arms.
Maitreya with big moustaches in Padamasana and Abhayamudra (re-assuring pose)
wearing uttarriya and paridhana, necklaces, armlet and earrings and is holding a water flask in his left hand. The hair is in curls on the forehead, each ending in a ring and
at the top of the head forms two loops bound at the base by a ring with a central disc
or rosette.
Pl.49

Size: 33x18x6cm

Black Schist

Source:WS-58

Chipped and corroded. The arm and the lower part of the body are missing.
Relief chipped and corroded with missing arm and lower body depicting bust of Buddhisattva’s probably seated wears uttariya with moustaches and locks of hair on his
forehead and a small chignon on the top of the head. A short band is shaping necklace
and a long one in several rows ending in two animal’s protoma. The eyes have iris
and pupils decorated hallo around the head.
Pl.50.

Size:13.5x7x13cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-61

Cornice is depicting winged lion in frontal position with two figures on each side. The
figure on the right is holding branches in his right hand. The figure on the left is holding a pot to offer to lion.
Pl.51

Size: 20x9.5x4.5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-63

Right side and bottom is damaged.
Left end corner of a relief with missing bottom and right end, depicting return of
Chandaka. Chandaka, the charioteer of Sidhartha is bringing back the folded royal
dress in his left hand and jewellery in his right hand to palace. On the right, a human
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figure in left profile is holding an umbrella. On the extreme left there is an empanelled
Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.52

Size: 19x17.5x2cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-64

Relief panel damaged in the left side with figures chipped off is depicting the Great
Renunciation. Yashodhara is sleeping on cushioned couch. Her hand is under her
body and head rests on the pillow. On Extreme left Boddhisattva Sidhartha slips away
from the bed, the traces of, which are visible. At the back on the right are female attendant and guard sleeping. In the fore ground the ladies of the palace are sleep.
Pl.53

Size: 5,5x11x15cm

Material: Soap Stone

Source:WS-65

Stupa peg missing at the bottom is depicting a human figure
Stupa peg depicting male figure with robust eyes and crude facial features and big
moustaches is holding a bunch of flower in his left hand.
Pl.54

Size: 8.5x7x18cm

Mat. Green Schist

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-68

Size.7 x 8.5 x 18 cm

Bracket is damaged at the bottom. Left side of the face and hand is chipped off.
A figured bracket with female wearing probably tunic, necklace and ear pendants and
curly hair holds a palm branch in her right hand and raised left hand.
Pl.55

Size:25x16.5x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-69

Stepped harmika, bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet, depicts Dionysiac
scene. The two couples separated by vine leaves are busy in kissing.

is broken on

each end.
Stepped harmika, bounded on the top and bottom by a plain thin fillet; it depicts Dionysiac scenes. The female figures wearing ear pendants and wreath headdress touching the left arm of her male companion. Locks of hair of the right figure falls on his
shoulders.
Pl.56

Size: 11x14x4 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source.WS-70

Stepped harmika, bounded on the top and bottom by a plain thin fillet, depicts Dionysiac scene. An amorous couple is busy in love. On the right female figures wearing
ear pendants and wreath headdress and puts her left hand on the right shoulder of her
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male companion who holds the wrist of female, looks each other. The corner is decorated with vine leaves.

Pl.57

Size27x20x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-71

A relief panel with upper right corner is missing and the figure chipped off is depicting the marriage of Sidhartha. The relief is divided into two registers by a fillet of laurel leaves and defined below by a plain fillet. The lower register is empanelled by encased Corinthian pilaster. After the getting marriage, Sidhartha is proceeding to his
royal palace with Yashodhara in a beautiful palanquin on elephant preceded by
mounted guards. In the upper register four human figures in tunic and clamys putting
their right hands on their waist with right legs relaxed and left legs are stretching.
Pl.58

Size:19x19x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-73

A relief panel missing at the lower left corner and the chipped off fillet at the bottom,
is depicting Sidhartha goes to school. Relief is decorated above by a row of acanthus
leaves and defined below by a plain fillet depicting two figures in short tunic, trousers, turban and ear pendants moving towards the left on horse back. In the right, a
figure probably Vajrapani with robust eyes holding vajra is looking towards his right.
In the extreme right is an encassed Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.59

Size: 22x25x5cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-74

A relief with upper corner is missing, depicting different scenes. On the right a princely figure wearing uttariya and paridhana and turban and ear pendants holds the hem
of his uttariya with his right hand while with his left hand he is lifting his face in gesture of amazement. In the centre is jamb divided by architrave supported by Corinthian columns between which are worshippers turned to right wearing uttariya, paridhana turban and clasping their hands in adoration. On extreme left is a Buddha figure sitting on a lower throne holds a cup in his left hand and raising right hand in Abhayamudra.
Pl. 60

Size: 20x5x7 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-75

Fragment of stepped harmika bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet, depicts
Dionysiac scene. A couple with vine leaves on each side is busy in drinking. Female
figure on the right wearing ear pendants and wreath headdress is receiving something
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from her male companion who is bearded and his locks of hair are falling on his
shoulders.
Pl: 61

Size: 24x6x9.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-76

Stepped harmika bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet, depicts daily life
scenes separated by vine leaves. A human figure wearing necklace and armlet with
locks of hair fall on the shoulder seated in profile to right in relaxed pose is holding a
bird. On the left is a figure probably female wearing wreath hair dress sitting near
with bent hand as if pour or take out some liquid from a vessel in which is a hand of
another figure?
Pl.62

Size:22x6x4 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS.78

A rectangular frieze with its left upper corner and the right end missing has a tenon,
one on the right at the lower corner and the other in the middle at the bottom. The
frieze is bound on the top by laurel leaf decoration, below by a plain fillet depicts two
daily life scenes separated by vine leaves. On the right a human figure wearing ear
pendants and necklace holding fly whisk in his right hand is looking upward. On the
left, two human figures on each side of a pot pour or take out some liquid from a large
vessel placed in the middle.
Pl.63

Size:33x6x5cm

Material: Green Schist

Source.WS-76

Stepped harmika bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet, depicts three Dionysiac scenes separated by vine leaves. In the centre, a female figure with wreath hair
dress is looking to her male companion in the left who is giving her a bowl of vine.
On the left is a figure probably female wearing wreath hair dress is raising her hands.
On the right head of male figure and bust of the female figure looking to each other
are busy in gossip.
Pl.64

Size: 22x6.5x7cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-80

Part of the projecting arch of a false gable with four vertically placed sunk panels is
depicting four ascetics. On the right, the relief is decorated with floral design and a
tenon at the bottoms. In the panels are the bust of ascetics, tightened their hair in a
chignon at the top of the head and joining their hands in adoration, aṅjalimudrā.
Pl. 65

Size.15.5x7.5cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS.81
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A rectangular frieze with broken each end has a tenon at the bottom of its lower border. The upper border is decorated with a double row of leafy-merlons while defined
below by a plain fillet and on the left by an encased Indo-Corinthian pilaster. It depicts daily life scene, a man with hair top knotted wearing necklace and bangles is
touching probably branches seated in profile to right in relaxed pose near a large vessel is touching probably branches in the vessel.
Pl. 66

Size: 26x18.5x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-82

Relief is broken on each side. Top is chipped off.
Fragment of a relief defined below by plain fillet depicting two scenes separated by
Corinthian column. On each side o f the column there are two figures in long tunic
and trousers with shawl covering their both shoulders. Figure on the right puts his
right hand on his thigh and holds probably vajra in his left hand looking to his left.
The figure on the left put his left hand on his thigh and raised right hand making
chinmudra.
Pl. 67

Size: 29x17x4.5 cm

Material: Green Schist Source:WS-83

Right side is broken. Bottom and figure of the Buddha is chipped off. There are two
holes for the nails.
Fragment of a relief defined above by laurel leaves and below by a plain fillet depicting Buddha in Indrasala cave. The Buddha is seated inside the cave in Dhayanamudra
and padmasana with high ushnisha; his samghati is covering his both shoulders. Behind his head hallo is visible. There are plants and animals on the mountains; on the
right is a princely figure probably Brahma wearing Uttarya, paridhana, ear pendant
and necklace and bangle, clasping his hands in adoration. Behind his head is a large
hallo with incised circles. In the extreme right is another figure wears turban; ear pendants and necklace clasping his hands in adoration. On the left is the harpist wears
Uttariya, Paridhana, bangle and necklace with hair tightened in top knot play harp.
Behind him is the god Indra wearing Uttariya, paridhana, turban and ear pendants
with incised hallo behind his head, clasping his hands in adoration. On extreme left is
an empanelled Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.68

Size: 45x41x7 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source-WS.84

Upper lunette of a false gable, corroded and chipped on the upper right corner, bordered by trilobite frame rests on a moulded cornice depicting seated Buddha flanked
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by \indra and Brahma. The haloed Buddha is seated on lower throne under the pipal
tree in Padmasana with right hand in Abhayamudra and left hand holding the hem of
his sanghati. Indra and Brahma on each side wear uttariya and paridhana clasped
their hands in adoration. Brahma has beard and moustaches and streaming hair gathered at the top of the head in jata, Indra as princely figure wears the turban. At the
sides are two worshippers smaller in size wear uttariya and paridhan and turban,
kneeled down.
Pl.69

Size: 18x18x15 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS- 85

Corinthian capitals, with missing corners on each side depicting male and female figures are emerging from the leaves. On the right, a bust of female figure wearing ear
pendants and necklace with an elaborate headdress emerging from acanthus leaves.
On the left is a male figure with necklace and wig like hair falls on the shoulder
emerging from acanthus leaves.
Pl.70 Size:

22x22x16 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-86

A harmika with top band and the lower corner of one side missing decorated above by
a band of laurel leaves and below by fillet bound on the four corners by square
grooved Corinthian pilasters depicting on all four sides Buddha with followers. It depicts seated Buddha on a lower throne in Abhayamudra and holding hem of his
samghati with left hand visited by followers in anjalimudra.
Pl.71

Size:15x6 cm

Mat:Green Schist

Source:WS-87

A segment of a relief with tenon on the top and missing head of a figure is depicting
two figures. A haloed headless figure wearing uttariya and paridhana slightly turned
to the left joined in anjalimudra. In the lower part is the head of another figure probably the Buddha with low ushnisa robust eyes and longs moustaches.
Pl.72

Size: 30x15x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-88

A relief panel with missing each end, the upper register and head of the Buddha is depicting death and cremation of the Buddha. The relief is divided in two registers. In
the lower register on the right is depicting the death of the Buddha. The Buddha is
lying dead on couch while Malla of Kusinagar is mourning on the right. The figure on
the left has hands clasped in adoration. In the background probably two nagas facing
each other are depicted. The second scene is depicting the cremation of the Buddha.
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Two men in princely costumes are pouring water or milk on the blazing pyre from the
vessels tied at the end of the long poles. Encased Corinthian pilasters separated the
scenes. In the upper register there are four figures under ogee arches separated by Corinthian pilasters. The two registers are separated by balustrade like motif bound by a
fillet of laurel leaves and leafy merlons.
Pl.73

Size: 26x5x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-89

A cornice piece, damaged and defaced, depicts ascetics under five different recessed
ogee arches spring from stepped capital of column and there is a lotus flower in the
adjacent spandrels of successive arches. Below each arch there is a bust of a donor
figure, holding a bunch of flowers in their hands. Their hair is tied in big chignon on
top of their heads. The lower part of the relief is left unfinished for fixing it in the masonry.

Pl.74

Size: 44x24 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-92

Segment of a relief with left end missing, upper and lower fillet is chipped off and
mortise for fixing depicting hunting scene. A vine leaves scroll depicting nude archer
figure wearing hat is shooting an arrow. On the right, the wine leaves are depicted.
Pl.75

Size: 5x5x2 cm

Material Green Schist

Source: WS.94

A small frieze, upper left corner is missing, has a tenon at the bottom of its lower border. The upper border is decorated with a double row of leafy-merlons while below is
defined by a plain fillet. It depicts daily life scene, a man seated in profile to left in
relaxed pose is catching a bird.
A small fragment of a frieze depicting a male figure sits in profile near a bird.
Pl.76

Size:18x13x6 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-98

Left side is broken. A face of the two figures and bust of the third one is chipped off.
Upper lunette of a false gable with left side missing and faces of the two figures
chipped off

depicting three ascetics. An ascetic on the left wearing uttariya and

paridhana with the hair tightened on the top of the head in jata holds a staff in his left
hand and raised his right hand. Behind him is another figure wearing uttariya and
paridhana holds staff in his right hand and a water flask in his left hand stands
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crossed legs. A seated figure on the right with long hair falling on shoulder looks to
his right.
Pl.77

Size:18x7x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-99

Broken from the right and left sides.
A right end segment of a relief with each side missing depicting an ascetic wearing
uttariya and paridhana hair tightened in topknot, raising left hand and leg, stands under a pipal tree.
Pl.78

Size: 16.5x 15x 17 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-100

Right and left figures are chipped off. There is a tenon at the bottom.
A relief panel with chipped figures and tenon at the bottom, depicting marriage of Sidhartha According to Indian ritual, the bride is given away by her father in his house.
The two parties here are joining hands over the holy fire in his house and later will
walk around it. Figures in the right are joining hand on the extreme right the traces of
a figure are visible. In the middle a figure probably a female stands in right profile.
Behind her is another lady with an elaborate headdress wears necklace and sari holds
a pot. In the extreme left the traces of the two figures are visible.
Pl.79

Size: 52x6x12 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-101

Stepped harmika, bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet, depicts Dionysiac
scenes. The two couples separated by vine leaves are busy love making. The female
figure on the right, wearing ear pendants, necklace and wreath headdress, is looking
backward. The couple in the centre is holding a cup in hands as if to pour or take out
some thing from cup.
Pl.80

Size: 19.5x5x4 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-102

Stepped harmika bound on the top and bottom by a plain fillet depicts Dionysiac scene. The couple is busy in drinking. On the right, a female figure in profile with an
elaborate headdress holding a bowl in her right hand, which is touching her lips while
on the left is a male figure with beard is holding probably a bottle.
Pl.81

Size:31x11x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-103

Part of the projecting arch of a false gable with four vertically placed sunk panels is
depicting two followers and two monks. The relief is plain all over. In the first and
third panels are busts of princely figures, wearing uttarīyā, armlet, tightened their hair
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in a chignon at the top of the head and joining their hands in adoration, anjalimudrā.
In the second and fourth panels are busts of monks with shaven heads are joining
hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.82

Size: 44x19x3cm Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-104

Right end corner of a false gable with right side missing, three mortise depicting five
followers wearing uttariya and paridhana clasped their hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.83

Size: 18x15x14 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-105

A harmika with top and bottom on the left missing and figures on the left chipped,
decorated above by a band of laurel leaves, top with five petaled lotus flowers and
below by fillet bound on the four corners by square grooved Corinthian pilasters depicting on all four sides Buddha flanked by followers. It depicts seated Buddha on a
lower throne in Abhayamudra and holding hem of his samghati with left hand visited
by followers in anjalimudra.
Pl.84

Size: 24x8.9x4.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-109

The left end corner of a relief with right side missing, decorated on the left by a plain
fillet, a band of laurel leaves and a band of leafy merlons depicting Dipankara Jatakas. Two figures with an elaborate headdress, wearing uttariya and paridhana are
probably throwing lotus flowers. Behind them, on the top there is another figure with
hair tightened on the top in jata joined his hands in anjalimudra.
Pl. 85

Size: 19x10.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-111

A segment of a relief with right side missing, top, bottom and left side chipped off
depicting a seated Buddha. The Buddha is seated in padmasana on a lower throne
with a big ushnisha and robust eyes holding his robe with his left hand and right hand
raised in Abhayamudra under a pipal canopy.
Pl. 86

Size: 16x9x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-112

A fragment of relief is depicting branches of pipal trees and a part of hallo.
Pl.87

Size: 21.5x10x2.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-113

Fragment of a relief depicting three male worshippers wearing uttariya and turban,
with hands clasped in anjalimudra.
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Pl.88

Size: 13x18 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-114

A fragment of badly damaged relief is depicting Buddha with Vajrapani. vajrapani
who holds vajra in his right hand. The standing Buddha with the right hand raised in
Abhayamudra, holding the hem of his sanghati in his left hand. On the right behind
the Buddha is Vajrapani wearing tunic and soft boots holding vajra in his right hand.

Pl.89

Size: 7x5.5x11cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-116

The right and left sides are damaged. Top is flat and smooth.
A figured bracket with right and left sides are missing, depicting a winged lion.
Crouching animal turn its head on the right the eyes rounded and the mouth gaping
and the tongue in prominent relief on to the mane on neck. Part of the mane appears
behind the neck and above a lost foreleg an acanthus like wings goes up to the cornice. Above the lion is a roof with a molded cornice.
Pl.90

Size: 21x13.5

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-117

A vertical relief damaged and chipped off.
A vertical relief badly damaged depicting various scenes. In three registers depicting
the figures sit in balcony. Each register separated by a design of balustrade. On the
right a figure wearing uttariya and paridhana with an eleborate headdress sits on a
stool and joined his hands.
Pl.91

Size:11.5x5x2cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-118

A fragment of a frieze broken from each end depicting flying amorini holds a flower
in his hands.
Pl.92

Size:21x17x6cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-119

The left end corner of a relief broken from the right side and bottom, decorated on the
top and left by a fillet with lattice of rosettes and empanelled rosettes to the left depicting Dipankara Jataka. Figure in the centre has lotus flower in his right hand, which
he is hurling on Dipankara Buddha, and in the left hand is a water pot. Behind him is
another figure with the hair top knotted. In the extreme left lady with an elaborate
headdress and ear pendants adore the Buddha. In the lower part Summati is kneeling
to spread his hair before Diankara Buddha.
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Pl.93

Size: 13x22x5cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS.120

A fragment of frieze broken from the right left and bottom depicting a wrestler. A
nude wrestler stands in left profile under a semi circular arch, at the end of which are
pendants in the left there is an Indo Persepolitan pilaster.

Pl.94

Size: 15x10.5x1.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-121

A fragment of a relief with left end and bottom missing, depicting a male follower
wearing uttariya, paridhana, turbon and ear pendants slightly turned to his right
joined his hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.95

Size: 24x10x4.

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-122

Part of the projecting arch of a false gable with two vertically placed sunk panels is
depicting three followers. The relief is plain all over. In the upper panel is bust of a
princely figure to right wearing uttarīyā, armlet, tightened his hair in a chignon at the
top of the head and holding a bunch of flowers in his right hand. In the middle panel
is bust of a male figure to right wearing ear-pendants and bangle joined his hands in
anjalimudra. In the lower panel, head of a monk is visible.
Pl.96

Size: 23x5x2.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-123

A rectangular frieze with its left upper corner missing is decorated on the upper border with a double row of leafy-merlons, while below is defined by a plain fillet. There
are two tenons, one on the left at the lower corner and the other in the middle at the
bottom. It depicts two scenes from the daily life separated by vine leaves. On the
right, two human figures sit in relaxed pose on each side of a pot and birds seated on
the edges of the pot are picking food from it. On the left a man seated in profile to left
in relaxed pose is touching something.
Pl.97

Size:25x12x3 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-124

The relief is broken from the left side and at the bottom. The top fillet is chipped off.
There is a hole for fixing.
The figured relief with left side and bottom missing and tenon is depicting Vajrapani
and monk. The relief has an architectural frame with a plain fillet, a band of laurel
leaves and a band of leafy merlons besides which Vajrapani with an elaborate head47

dress holds vajra in his left hand supported by right hand.In his front a shaven headed
monk is also depicted.
Pl.98

Size:20x16x3

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-125

Fragment of a relief with top and left missing decorated above by fillet of floral design depicting the first bath of Siddhartha. The divine child with a hallo behind his
head stands, a kneeling woman who wears ear pendants and necklace with wreath
headdress taking his right arm. Behind her is another woman holding flywhisk. God
Indra wears uttariya, elaborate headdress ear pendants necklace and bangle stretches
out his right arm to hold his water pot and holds the vajra in the left hand. On the
right is an empanelled Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.99

Size: 14.5x15x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-126

A fragment of a relief with right side missing, bottom chipped, tenon at the bottom,
defined above by leafy merlon and below by plain fillet depicting two scenes separated by an empanelled Corinthian pilaster. Besides pilaster on the right there is perhaps
the tower of the city wall. On each side of pilaster are worshippers wearing uttariya,
paridhana and turban stands with joined hands in anjalimudra. The figure on the right
wears necklace and armlet.
Pl.100

Size: 17x14x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-127

A figured relief missing from each side with chipped faces of the figures and teneon
at the bottom defined above by leafy merlons and below by a plain fillet, on the right
by an empanelled by Corinthian pilaster depicting standing Buddha with Vajrapani.
On the left Buddha stands with right hand raised in Abhayamudra and holds the hem
of his Sanghati with his left hand. His head is slightly turned to his right behind which
hallo is visible. On the right Vajrapani wearing tunic and soft boots holds vajra in his
left hand looking towards his left.
Pl.101

Size: 10x12x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-128

Relief is broken from the left side. There is a hole for fixing nail.
A fragment of a relief missing on the left side defined above by a saw tooth motif and
below by a plain fillet depicting two male figures. On the right is a figure in Uttariya
and paridhana with his hands clasped. On the left is another nude figure standing in
frontal position under an umbrella.
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Pl.102

Size: 19.5x13x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS.131

The right end corner of the relief with left side missing, tenon at the bottom defined
above and below by plain fillets depicting a figure wear tunic and soft boots with the
hair combed back and beard raised his right hand and holds some thing in his left
hand slightly turned to his right. On the right is an empanelled Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.103

Size: 46.5x5x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-132

The right upper corner is missing with three mortises at the bottom. It is moulding
perhaps for the cornice with acanthus enrichment. Each leaf has lobes drooping in the
centre and points spreading to each side and meeting those of the vertical grooves
separating two plain lobes in between.
Pl.104

Size: 13x11x3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-133

Fragment of a relief missing from each side defined above by plain fillet depicting a
nude figure wearing ear pendants, necklace and bangle slightly turned his face to his
right. He raised his right hand in chinmudra and put the left hand on his leg.
Pl.105

Size: 27x17x4 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-134

A relief panel with left side and upper right corner missing, chipped faces of the figures, tenon on the right side and two holes for fixing nails decorated above by a band
of laurel leaves and below by plain fillet depicting Bodhisattva Maitreya in Tushita
heaven. Bodhisattva Maitreya is seated on a lower throne wearing samghati that covered his body, ear pendants; necklace with curly hair tightened on the top of the head
raised his right hand in Abhayamudra and holds water flask in his left hand. Behind
his head is a large hallo with incised circle. Two gods flanked him. Figure on the right
wear Uttariya, Paridhana and ear pendants seated on a higher throne with crossed
legs under the knee, put his feet on footrest. He raised his right hand and hang down
the left hand. On the left is a figure seated on a higher seat wearing Uttariya, Paridhana, ear pendants and bangle with locks of hair falls on his shoulder and hanging
foot rests upon a footrest. His right hand is on his chest and holds a water flask with
his left hand. Behind them in the background, on each side of Maitreya are two figures with hair tightened in chignon probably throwing flowers on Bodhisattva. On the
right is an empanelled Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.106

Size: 23x25x5cm Material: Green Schist

Source: WS -135
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Segment of a relief with right, left and at the bottom missing with chipped nose, right
eye and lips is depicting head of Buddha. Head of Buddha in frontal position with
eyes wide-open, incised iris, big low ushnisha and a small hallo under the branches of
pipal tree.
Pl.107

Size: 18x23 cm

Material Green Schist

Source:WS-136

Fragment of a relief with each side missing depicting Great Departure of Sidhartha.
Sidhartha wearing Uttariya, Paridhana and necklace with right hand raised seated on
horseback. Behind the horse is a standing male figure wearing Uttariya, Paridhana,
necklace and bangles holds some thing in his right hand.
Pl.108

Size: 18x14.5x5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-138

Relief is broken from the right and left sides.
Fragment of a relief panel missing from the left and right sides decorated above by a
plain fillet depicting three figures. In the centre a figure probably the Buddha in monastic robe with tightened hair in ushnisha raising his right hand and put the left on
his thigh. On the left the figure slightly turned to his right joins his hands in anjalimudra. On the right is another figure wearing short tunic turned to his left.
Pl.109

Size:23x18x4 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-139

A segment of a frieze with chipped face of the figure, tenon on the right side, framed
by a plain fillet at the top, bottom and on the left side is depicting garland bearer.
Amorini wears a shawl, ear pendants and anklets is bearing garland on his left shoulder. Grape like fruit is hanging under the loop. Above the loop is the bust of figure
and on the top left corner is a bird.
Pl.110

Size: 10x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-141

Stupa peg or nagadanta with figure joined his hands the wings consist of coverts like
petals emerging from the back and the flight feather terraced and ending at the top in a
volute. The volute of the peg, above the wings joins the back of the head.
Pl.111

Size: 12x9x3cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-142

Bust and legs are missing.
A figured stupa peg or nagadanta depicting a winged figure standing on lotus pedestal. The face is round with prominent cheeks and rounded eyes. The hair covered the
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ears and knotted on the top in chignon. The wings emerging from the back and the
flight of feather is terraced and ending at the top in a volute. The volute of the peg
above the wings joins the back of the head.
Pl.112

Size. 10x8.5x2 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-143

The head is missing while the left shoulder; the right foot and the left leg are chipped.
The Buddha seated on an inverted lotus throne in padmasana with hands in dhayanamudra (meditating pose). His sanghti completely covers his body. There are shallow grooved lines round the neck. The drapery on the leg is in strips.
Pl.113

Size: 19x13 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-144

The eyes, left side of nose the forehead and the left side of the head is badly defaced.
Head of the Buddha oval in shape; the hair radiates in densely waved bands from a
peak of sharp hairline. On rather broad flat face are long eyes a thin nose mouth and
full chin.
Pl.114

Size: 3.5x2.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-145

Ear, nose and chin are chipped off. The round and fleshy face with urna between
brows with wavy hair marking V shape bound at the base by a ring with a central disc
or rosette. The iris is incised and edges of the lids undulate over the eyes. The eyebrows are low ridges over the long eyes, slanting downwards, towards the ears.
Pl.115

Size: 17x10x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-146

Head detached from relief. The left side is chipped off. Head probably that of the Bodhisattva with spiral shaped hair and narrow ribbon set off the ushnisha slightly
turned to his left.
Pl.116

Size: 23x18x4 cm

Material Green Schist

Source:WS-147

The right side of the relief is damaged. Faces of the figures are chipped off.
Segment of a frieze with right side missing, chipped off faces of the figures decorated above by plain fillet and below plain stepped fillets depicts garland bearer. Amorino wears short tunic and anklets bears a garland on his right shoulder. The ribbon with
the flowing ends binds the loop. Above the loop is the bust of a figure.
Pl.117

Size: 23x15x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-148
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Relief is damaged on the right, left and bottom. There is a hole for fixing.
Segment of a relief missing on the right, left and bottom, hole for fixing carved in two
registers depicting figures under ogee arches. In lower registers seven heads of figures
are visible. In the upper register four figures under ogee arches separated by Persepolitan pilasters. In the upper register there are four figures under ogee arches separated
by Corinthian pilasters. The two registers are separated by balustrade like motif bound
by a fillet of laurel leaves and leafy merlons. It looks like the part of pl-72.
Pl.118

Size: 38x28x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS.150

Fragment of a balustrade in stepped pyramid with missing right, left and bottom and
chipped face of the Buddha depicting Seated Buddha. The Buddha is seated on a lower throne in Dhayanmudra with low Ushnisha on the head under an ogee arch. His
robe is incised lines completely covered his body.
Pl.119

Size: 47x15cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-151

A segment of a frieze depicting three ogee arches separated but Indo-Persopolitan pilaster. The ends of the arches are decorated with pendants. Under the arches are the
naked amorini standing slightly turning their faces to left, raising their right hands and
put the left on their thighs. Their anklets are visible.
Pl.120

Size: 40x17x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS- 152

Some of the portion of the fillet on the top is chipped off. Faces of the figures on the
left and right are chipped off. There are two holes for fixing.
A fragment of relief with fillet on the top, faces of the figures are chipped off, decorated above by a fillet of laurel leaves and below by a plain fillet depicting the story of
invitation by Sarigupta. Corinthian column is separating the two scenes. On the right
the Buddha standing on lotus, raises his right hand and holds the hem of his sanghati
with his left hand bent his head to his right with a worshipper entering into Rajagriha.
The figure on the right wears monastic dress stands on lotus. A kneeling figure
clasped his hands in adoration before the city gate on which the people watch the procession. At the left, scene is depicting Buddha with monks. Buddha wearing sanghati
sits on a lower throne accompanied by monks taking meal in Sarigupta house. The
figure on the extreme left wears uttariya and paridhana served food to the Buddha.
Pl.121

Size:49.5x30x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-153
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Doorjamb arranged in two vertical bands. On the right are two registers framed by
Indo Corinthian Pilasters. In each register two figures are portrayed in various attitudes on the left in the upper register a female figure with an elaborate headdress
holding a flower in her right hand. In the lower register a worshipper clasped his
hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.122

Size: 56x16.5x8cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-154

Fragment of a balustrade in stepped pyramid with missing left end and chipped figure
of the Buddha depicting Seated Buddha. Under the right ogee arch, the Buddha is
seated on a lower throne in padmasana and Dhayanamudra with low Ushnisha on the
head. His robe is incised lines completely covered his body. The traces of his hallo are
visible. While the Buddha under left ogee arch is seated on a lower throne in padmasana and rising his right hand in abhayamudra.
Pl.123

Size: 44x13.5x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-155

A relief panel defined above by a laurel leafs and below by a plain fillet; depicting
gods entreat Buddha to preach. The Buddha is seated in the centre on a lower throne
decorated with saw tooth motif, raising his right hand in Abhayamudra and holding
sanghati with his left hand. He is flanked by Indra and Brahma wearing Uttariya and
Paridhana with hands clasped in anjalimudra entreat Buddha to preach. On the right is
a framed Corinthian column.
Pl.124

Size:10x9x2cm

Material: Terracotta

Source: WS- 159

The head is missing while the left shoulder and the left leg are chipped. The Buddha
seated on an inverted lotus throne in padmasana with hands in dhayanamudra (meditating pose). His sanghti completely covers his body. There are shallow grooved lines
round the neck. The drapery on the leg is in strips.
Pl.125

Size: 10.5x9x2 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-160

The head is missing while the left shoulder and right leg are chipped. The Buddha
seated on an inverted lotus throne in padmasana with hands in dhayanamudra (meditating pose). His sanghti completely covers his body. There are shallow grooved lines
round the neck. The drapery on the leg is in strips.
Pl.126

Size: 5 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-161
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Nose is chipped. The round flashy face with long horizontal eyes on which the edges
of lids undulate. The hair consists mainly of distinct vertical bands of curls in the ladder mode.
Pl.127

Material: Terracotta

Source: WS-162

Lower part of the hallo and the bust is missing. Head of the Buddha is depicted with a
large hallo behind it. The hairs are curly. The face is round and fleshy with long horizontal eyes. The edges of the lids undulate over the eyes. The nose and lower lip is
thickly curved.
Pl.128

Size: 5cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-163

Hallo is damaged on the right side. The bust is missing and the whole face is chipped.
Fragment of a figured relief depicts Buddha head with round fleshy face, thick lips
and big nose with the curly hair is smiling. Ushnisha and urna are not present.

Pl. 129

Size: 47x30cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-166

Face and hallo is damaged, the right hand and left knee chipped.
A relief with missing hallo and face, the right hand and left knee chipped off, depicting the seated Buddha. The Buddha seated on an inverted lotus throne in Dharmacakramudra. Sanghati covers both the shoulders with thick curved neckline; an edge
lying below the right forearm makes the semi-circle between the legs rather deep and
the fall of the gathered drapery from the left wrist. The major and some of the minor
drapery folds are thick round ridges and terraces. The upturn feet are hidden under the
drapery.
Pl.130

Size: 28.5x16x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-167

Fragment of a relief with missing right end top corner and chipped faces of the figures
and bottom depicting ascetics. Five young ascetics three in front and two in the back;
wearing loincloth and short fibre coat that leaves their shoulders uncovered, bare
footed with hair gathered at the top of the head to form a jata slightly turned to the
right have joined their hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.131

Size: 41x10.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-170

Right top and base is chipped off. There is a tenon at the bottom.
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Corner framing pilaster with a square base, shaft and Corinthian capital carved on two
faces. The base is moulded with a grooved fillet concave and convex moulding. On
each face of the shaft stands a naked figure on the lotus pedestal; muscles of the body
of the figures are clearly visible. They have curly hair and raised their right and left
hands. Capital is of the Corinthian order.
Pl.132

Size: 37x25x5.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-172

The right end corner of the relief with missing left end, feet of the two figures chipped
off faces of the figures is depicting host of Mara. Five figures, two in front and three
in back ground stand slightly turned to the left wears paridhana with an elaborate
headdress ear pendant. The figure on the right have dagger on which he puts his left
hand.

Pl.133

Size: 30x29x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-173

Top, bottom and the left side is missing. Right fillet is chipped off.
Fragment of upper lunette of a false gable with missing top, bottom and left side depicting a monk. The lunette is decorated by vine leaves depicting a monk with shaven
head; wears sanghati slightly turned towards his right, besides him is the traces of another human figure’s head with curly hair.
Pl.134

Size: 12.5x15x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-174

Fragment is broken on top, bottom and left side corner. The fillet and the face is
chipped off.
Fragment of a false gable with a plain fillet on the top have head with round fleshy
face, long half open eyes wears turban.
Pl. 135

Size: 13x11.5x 3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-175

A metope with missing right end corner on the top, right arm, left hand, nose and left
breast of the Buddha is chipped off decorated above by a plain fillet is depicting the
Buddha with wavy hair tightened in low ushnisha, half closed eyes raised his right
hand in abhayamudra, with the other hand holds the hem of his robe. Behind his head
is a hallo.
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Pl.136

Size: 30x12x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-176

A fragment of a figured relief with missing top and left side defined below by a plain
fillet depicting an ascetic in a short skirt apparently of twisted and knotted fibres from
bark of trees stands whose head and arms are missing.
Pl.137

Size: 29.5x14.5x5.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-177

Right, left and the bottom is missing. Faces of the figures are chipped off.
The upper end corner of the relief with missing left side and bottom, chipped faces of
the figures decorated above by leafy merlon depicting a figure that puts a pitcher on
the shoulder. In front of him is a Corithian pilaster. In the extreme left is a figure
probably winged?

Pl. 138

Size: 17x10.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-178

A fragment is broken on each side.
A fragment of a lunette with missing on each side is depicting a female musician. In
the upper register female figure wears anklets; with the right hand rising to beat a horizontal drum in her lap. Under the cornice is a head of a male figure with round fleshy
face and protruding eyes wears turban.
Pl.139

Size.16x15.5x 6.5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-179

The relief is broken on right, left and bottom.
A fragment of a relief with missing right, left and bottom depicting two male figures
with an elaborate headdress wears ear pendants slightly turned and looking towards
the right. The figure on the right is pot bellied. The figure on the left wears ear pendants; necklace and girdle around the waist and on the shoulder raise his right hand.
Pl.140

Size: 10x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-180

A figure belong to a figured relief detached from the back slab depicting bust of a
male figure in uttariya with hanging necklace and armlet. Head, hand and feet are
missing.
Pl.141

Size: 10x19x2.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-181

Bottom and the right side is missing. Figures are chipped off except the figure on the
left whose left arm and feet are missing.
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The upper end fragment of a relief with missing right side, chipped figures decorated
above by a laurel leaves between a row of bead and reel (below) and a fillet (above)
depicting three ascetics with beard and Jata over their heads. The second ascetic from
the right holds probably a pot in his right hand. Third ascetic hold a pole while the
figure in the extreme left wears uttariya and raised his right hand touching the jata of
the ascetic before him.

Pl.142

Size: 17x13x4.5

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 182

Fragment is broken on each side. Face of the one figure is chipped off and his left
shoulder, arm, and legs are missing. Bust of other figure is missing and his face is
chipped off.
A segment of a relief with each side missing depicting bust of a male figure wears
necklace, ear pendants and bridal on his left shoulder is in frontal position. In the fore
ground towards the left is the head with ear pendants, turban and a parrot like bird on
it.
Pl. 143

Size: 5x 22 x5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-183

A corner bracket with pointed top, in front abacus consists of plain fillet over cavetto.
Pl.144

Size: 20x15x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-184

A fragment is broken on each side while hands and left arm is chipped off.
A fragment of a relief with each side missing, depicting a headless and footless figure
wearing Uttariya and Paridhana and holds probably flowers or fruits. He is flanked
by two other figures, the traces of which are visible.
Pl. 145

Size: 24x7x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-185

A fragment of a relief with right, left and bottom, arms and feet of the figures missing,
chipped faces of the figures depicting two figures standing in frontal position. Head of
the figure in fore ground is slightly turned towards his right. He has curly hair wearing
short paridhana, which is tightened in front. He has also a cord running from his right
shoulder down to the left thigh. Behind him is a figure in Uttariya and short necklace.
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Pl.146

Size: 22x15x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 186

A fragment is broken from the right, left and bottom. Nose and lips of the figure in
fore ground is chipped off and bust is missing. Face of the figure in background is
chipped off.
A fragment of a relief with right left and bottom missing chipped faces of the figures,
depicting two figures probably standing. The figure in the foreground has the robust
eyes and wavy hair looking to his right. The figure in the background probably wears
the ear pendants and turban, the traces of which are visible, holds something in the
right hand.
Pl.147

Size: 53x38x7cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-187

The panel is broken on the right side. Head of the Buddha is completely chipped off
and the left foot is missing. There are two tenons on the top. Noses of the monk and
the figure on the right of the Buddha are chipped off.
A relief panel with right end corner missing, head of the Buddha noses of the other
figures chipped depicting Buddha taming an elephant. The relief is decorated above
by cornice with beaded motives and below by a plain fillet depicting the wild elephant
that entered in the city gate, tamed by Buddha. In the centre the Buddha is standing in
frontal pose; his head is slightly turned towards his right. He puts his right hand on the
head of the elephant that is coming out from the city gate. With his left hand he holds
the hem of his sanghati. The drapery folds runs from his right to left making upward
ridges. On the right is a monk with shaven head. On the left is another figure with
wavy hair tightened on the top of the head in chignon wearing ear pendants, necklace
and bangle; uttariya covered his right shoulder turned towards the Buddha with his
hand clasped in anjalimudra. Ladies with the elaborate headdress watched the Buddha
and elephant from the balconies.
Pl.148

Size: 33x27x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-188

Hallo largely lost, face, hands and knees are chipped. The left lower corner is also
chipped off. The Buddha seated on a lower throne in Dhayanamudra (meditating
pose). The low and narrow neckline shows the back throw of the over robe. Edges of
the garments run from the right of the figure to the left making round ridges and terrace; broad and low strips on the legs. The fall of the gathered drapery spread on the
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throne. The crudely modelled concave ears have long and grooved lobes and protrude. On the seat stalks are shown in thick undulating strands.

Pl.149

Size:

Material:

Source: WS- 189

Segment of a relief with left side missing, chipped face of the Buddha, a tenon and
mortise at the bottom is depicting Buddha visited by Brahman ascetics. In the centre
the Buddha stands slightly turned to his right raised his right hand and holds the hem
of his sanghati with his left hand. The V shape thin folds of the drapery make ridges
and terraces. On the right Vajrapani with round fleshy face, long nose, protruding
eyes and curly ears. He wears very thin Uttariya and Paridhana from which his body
is clearly visible; holds vajra in his left hand. Behind him is another figure with the
same facial features that of Vajrapani having a turban with a knot or crest over his left
ear wearing Uttariya, ear pendants and necklace. On the left there are five old Brhman
ascetics of whom one in the extreme left is seated with cross legged, bent his head
towards his right hand, the elbow of which rests upon his right knee, three ascetics are
half length in the background turned towards the Buddha and one is standing seems to
question the Buddha.
P1 150

Size: 9x9.5x2.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-
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Metope with top fillet missing, chipped face of the figure depicting a figure with
frontal position and head turned towards the right wears Uttariya and turban with a
knot or crest over his right ear.
Pl.151

Size: 16x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-191

A fragment of relief detached from the back slab depicting male figure wears two
necklaces paridhana and a scarf stands with his left leg crossed over the supporting
right.
Pl.152

Size: 22.5x6.5x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-192

Right cheek and nose and some portion under the neck are chipped off.
Stupa peg depicting a warrior with fleshy face, full open eyes wearing helmet and
coat.
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Pl.153

Size: 12x7x3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-193

Fragment is broken on each side.
A fragment of a relief broken from each side depicting a bust with developed breasts,
pot bellied and a hand.
Pl.154

Size: 21x10x7cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-194

A fragment of a relief with left side and bottom missing, chipped nose of the figure,
depicting a figure probably Bodhisattva Siddhartha with wavy hair tightened in low
Ushnisha, elongated ear lobes with ear pedants looking to his right. His sanghati covered his right shoulder. The drapery folds are defined mainly by paired grooves.
Pl.155

Size:17x12.5x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-195

The medallion is broken from the right side. Head of the garuda and of the Naginis
are missing.
The medallion with right side, head of garuda and naginis missing, depicting the fantail crest of some of Bodhisattva image. Garuda the king of the birds and archenemy
of the nagas is shown flying away with three naginis in his talons. On the back is a
mortise probably meant to receive just such tapering tanon as are represented on the
headdress of Bodhisattva.
Pl.156

Size:29x22x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-196

Relief is broken on the top. Decorative fillet of the four petteled lotus leaves is
chipped off.
A doorjamb with top missing, chipped fillet, divided into two registers is depicting
two different scenes. On the right the traces of floral design probably vine scroll are
visible. Between the two scenes is a jamb separated by architrave, supported by Corinthian pilasters. In the lower register is a figure putting his left hand on his buttocks,
bent his left leg, the right hand is touching the capital of the pilaster. A row of laurel
leaves and a plain fillet separate both the registers. In the upper register, two figures in
three quarter view wearing Uttariya and Paridhana clasped their hands in anjalimudra. The top is decorated with acanthus leaves.
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Pl. 157

Size: 39x22x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-197

Fragment is broken on the top, right and bottom. Two Legs of the right figure and one
leg of the figure on the left is missing. Right hands of the figures are chipped off. Face
of the figure on the left is also chipped off.
A segment of a relief is depicting two standing figures that wear langoti. The figure in
the background is in in frontal view slightly turned towards the right while the figure
in the fore ground is in right profile; his hairs are tightened in coil on the head.
Pl.158

Size:

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS- 198

The left end corner of the relief with right side missing, chipped heads of the right and
left figures depicting two monks with shaven heads slightly turned towards their right
and their right hand coming out of the samghati near large loose neckline draped in
their thin monastic robe. On the right is another figure wearing uttariya, paridhana
with hair tightened on the top of the head joined hands in anjalimudra.
Pl.159

Size:11.5x13x2 cm

Material:Black Schist

Source:WS-199

A metope with top right corner missing, depicting a figure with an hair back combed
and tightened on the top and back, wearing ear pendants, necklace and bangles turned
to his left. He raised his right hand in chinmudra. He wears Uttariya, which covered
his left shoulder and with left hand holds the hem of Uttariya. His right shoulder is
bare.
Pl. 160

Size: 10x14 x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-200

Size: 13x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 201

Unidentified.
Pl. 161

Face is chipped off. Hands and legs are missing.
A fragment of a relief detached from the back slab with chipped face and missing legs
and hands depicting a figure probably a male with hair tightened on the top in chignon, wears Uttariya, Paridhana, and hanging necklace.

Pl. 162

Size: 8x7.5x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-202
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A fragment of a relief with head, left arm below the elbow, legs and knees missing,
detached from the back slab depicts a naked male figure, headless and foot less raising his right hand slightly turned to the right
Pl.163

Size: 12x16x3cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-203

A fragment of a relief with each side missing, chipped face of the left figure, nose
and cheeks of the right figure, depicting two figures under an arch. A head of a figure
with robust eyes, moustaches and back combed hair making curly locks at the end is
looking towards his left. On the left is the head of another figure with ear rings and
turban is looking to the right.
Pl.164

Size: 18x29x5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-204

A fragment of a relief with each side missing and chipped figures, depicting probably
the Buddha slightly turned to the left raised his right hand. Behind his head the traces
of the hallo are visible. On the left is a figure wearing uttariya and paridhana put his
left hand on the thigh and holding probably a staff in his right hand. On the right, the
traces of another figure are visible. On extreme left is an empanelled Persepolitan pilaster.
Pl.165

Size: 20x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-205

Fragment of a relief detached from the back slab depicting an arm of which hand is
missing. The armlet is tightened over the arm. The robe covers the wrist.
Pl. 166

Size: 19.5x14x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-

Relief is broken from the right upper and left lower corner. Upper fillet and face of
the left figure is chipped off.
A relief panel defined below by a plain fillet and above by saw tooth motive depicting
guarding of the urn. After the cremation of the Buddha, his ashes were kept in the urn
that is guarded by nobles of Malla. The priceless vessel rests upon the throne and is
covered by a cloth. Two nobles wearing Uttariya and Paridhana flanking the throne
turned towards the vessel with hands clasped in anjalimudra. The figure on the right
wears turban and ear pendants.
Pl. 167

Size: 22x13 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-207
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Fragment of a relief with each side missing, and chipped face of the figure, depicting
an arch under which is a head of a figure wears turban and ear pendant turned to the
right. On the left is probably Ichthyocentaur.
Pl.168

Size: 28x11x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-208

Fragment is broken from the right, left and bottom. Faces of the figure are chipped
off.
Fragment of a relief with right, left and bottom missing and chipped faces of the figures, decorated above by a fillet of which motives are not visible depicting distribution of relics. Figure in the fore ground wearing uttariya, paridhana turban and ear
pendants slightly turned to the right holding a pot. Figure in the background wears ear
pendants and turban in frontal position holding a pot with both hands.
Pl. 169

Size:13x11x3cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 209

Segment of a relief with right, left and bottom missing and faces of the figures
chipped depicting Buddha and Chandaka. On the left is probably the Buddha with
Ushnisha, wearing his over robe giving his jewels to Chandaka who still holds the
royal umbrella in his right hand turned his face towards the Buddha.
Pl.170

Size: 27x22x9.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-210

Head of Garuda with robust eyes seated Dhayani Buddha in his crown and broken
beak.
Pl.171

Size: 15.5x15x3 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-211

A fragment of a figured relief with right, left missing and figure chipped, depicting a
standing figure in left profile probably god Indra wearing uttariya, paridhana, turban
ear pendants and necklace clasped his hands in anjalimudra. Behind his head, there is
a hallo. On the right is probably an empanelled Corinthian pilaster.

Pl.172

Size: 28x14x6.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-212

The left end corner of the capital and plinth is damaged. There is a tenon at the bottom.
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Corner framing Corinthian pilaster is carved on two faces. Each carved face has a
plinth, torus and stepped fillet at the base, a vertical long groove at the shaft and Corinthian capital at the top.
Pl.173

Size:47x23x5.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-213

Segment of a relief with right, left side missing and chipped figures, is depicting
probably measuring of the Buddha. On the left Buddha stands in frontal pose raises
his right hand in Abhayamudra and holds the hem of his snaghati with his left hand.
Behind his head the traces of the hallo are visible. On the extreme left a figure wears
Uttariya, Paridhana and necklace; raising his right hand and put the left hand on the
thigh. On the right two figures old and young ascetics tightened their hair in jata
wearing loincloth holding staff in their right hands. The young ascetic talks with another ascetic seated inside the hut in the extreme right who is looking to the Buddha.
Pl.174

Size: 41x18x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 214

Fragment of a frieze with right side missing and chipped figure depicting garland
bearer. The frieze framing on the top and bottom by a band of laurel leaves, of which
the traces are visible. The two amorini supporting an undulating garland on their
shoulders, on the loop of which, there is a bust of a figure in profile. The fragment is
badly defaced.
Pl.175

Size: 45x19x6 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-216

A fragment of a relief with left side missing, chipped faces of the figures depicting
garland bearer. Relief is framed by a plain fillet on each side depicting three naked
amorini bearing garland on their shoulders. At the bottom of each loop is a grape like
fruite, over which are the busts of women.

Pl.176

Size: 45x13x13 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-218

Fillet above the capital is damaged. At the top and bottom are tenons.
A Corinthian pilaster with fillet above the capital missing and two faces are carved.
The base consists of a plinth, torus and stepped fillets. On each shaft is

a figure
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wears Uttariya, Paridhana and ear pendants stands on the lotus pedestal, joining their
hands in anjalimudra. On the top is Corinthian capital above, which is abacus.
Pl.177

Size: 37x24x9 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-219

Face and hallo damaged while right hand, knee and the wrist of the left hand is
chipped.
The Buddha is seated on the lower throne raised right hand in Abhayamudra (reassuring pose) while with his left hand he holds the hem of his sanghati. The raised
and curved neckline shows the back throw. The dense drapery folds are terraces and
ridged with rounded edges. The fall of the gathered drapery spread onto the seat.
Front of the throne is decorated with saw-tooth motive. The seat has thick undulating
grass on its top.
Pl.178

Size: 38x18x7.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-220

Relief in which the face of the worshipper the hands of the Buddha damaged and the
left eye of the Buddha is chipped.
A segment of a relief with hands, left eye of the Buddha and face of worshipper missing, depicting standing Buddha wearing Sanghati, which covers his, both shoulders
with close tight round neckline. His right hand rose in Abhayamudra and with his left
hand holds the hem of his sanghati. On the right is probably a monk wearing monastic
garb slightly turned towards the Buddha. Behind the monk in the back ground is another figure in frontal pose wearing shawl the close round neckline is visible.
Pl.179

Size: 38x24x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-221

Relief is broken on the right and left bottom corner. Faces of the two figures on the
right are chipped off. Top cornice is chipped off.
Segment of a relief with right, left bottom corner missing, and chipped faces of the
two figures decorated above by beaded reel motive and below by a plain fillet depicting Bodhisattva flanked by other followers. Bodhisattva wearing uttariya, paridhana,
turban ear pendants, necklace and bangles seated on the throne. His right hand rose
while the left is perhaps put on the left knee. He folded his right foot, hang the left
resting on the footrest. Folds of his uttariya are in his lap and cover the right shoulder.
Behind him is a female figure with an elaborate headdress wears ear pendants and
necklace.. On the right is a male figure, wear uttariya and paridhana and ear pendants
with wavy hair tightened on the top in chignon turned towards the right joined his
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hands in adoration. On the extreme left is the architectural frame of the relief depicting three ladies in left profile in the balconies.
Pl.180

Size: 40x16x15cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-222

The left side of the capital, head of the figure, lotus pedestal and the left corner of the
pillar is damaged. There is a tenon in the bottom.
Corner framing pilaster with two faces carved. The base consists of plinth, torus and
stepped fillet On each side of the shaft are the figures wearing Uttariya, Paridhana and
ear pendants with wavy hair tightened on the top in chignon stands on the lotus pedestal. Figure on the right joined his hands in anjalimudra while figure on the left probably holds the stalk of flower. Corinthian pilaster is decorated with acunthus leaves.
Above the capital is abacus.
Pl.181

Size: 38x13x13 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-223

Corner framing pilaster with right bottom missing has carved faces. The base consists
of plinth, torus and stepped fillet. On the right side of the pilaster a naked figure with
curly hair stands on lotus pedestal. On the left side of the shaft is the figure wearing
Uttariya, Paridhana and ear pendants stands on the lotus pedestal joined his hands in
anjalimudra. Corinthian pilaster is decorated with acanthus leaves. Above the capital
is abacus.

Pl. 182

Size: 37.5x11 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS.224

Corner framing pilaster with two faces carved with right side of the capital chipped.
There is tenon at the bottom. The base consists of plinth, torus and stepped fillet. On
right side of the shaft are the figures wearing uttariya, paridhana, ear pendants and
necklace with wavy hair tightened on the back in chignon holding the hem of uttariya
stands on the lotus pedestal. Figure on the right wears monastic garb with shaven head
joined his hands in anjalimudra stands on lotus pedestal. Corinthian pilaster is decorated with acanthus leaves. Above the capital is abacus.
Pl.183

Size: 40x17.5x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS. 225

A segment of a relief with right side missing, chipped faces of the figures, is depicting
probably first sermon of the Buddha. Three monks with shaven heads wearing monas66

tic garb seated looking to the right. Behind them on the right is Vajrapani wearing
paridhana, holding Vajra in his right hand stands in frontal position. In the left upper
corner a winged Deva wearing uttariya and paridhana is holding the hem of uttariya
in his left hand and something in his right hand.
P1. 184

Size:23x19x5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS. 226

Fragment of a relief with right side and bottom missing, decorated above by a band of
four pettled lotus flowers. On the right the traces of the two figures are visible. On the
left is an empanelled Corinthian pilaster with a groove on the shaft is depicted.
P1. 185

Size: 40x12x12

Material: Black Schist

Source:

WS-227

Corner framing pilaster with corner of capital, bottom missing has two carved faces.
The base consists of plinth, torus and stepped fillet.. On the right side of the shaft is
the figure wearing uttariya, paridhana and ear pendants stands on the lotus pedestal
holds in his hands probably flowers. On the left side of the pilaster a naked figure
with curly hair stands on lotus pedestal. Corinthian capital is decorated with acanthus
leaves. Above the capital is abacus.

P1. 186

Size: 36x18x12 cm

Material: Sand Stone

Source:WS-228

A small statue of a lion has robust eyes and tongue on the mane. The traces of mane
are visible.
P1. 187

Size: 26x11.5x6 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-229

Relief is broken from all sides. Face of the Vajrapani is chipped off.
A fragment of a figured relief with each side missing, chipped face of Vajrapani depicting bearded Vajrapani, wearing a short dhoti tightened in centre and a cord running from his right shoulder to his left thigh holding vajra (thunderbolt) in his right
hand slightly turned to his left.
P1. 188

Size: 28x17.5x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-230

A fragment of a relief with each side missing is depicting the Buddha with Vajrapani.
The Buddha with curly hair sharp features and long nose slightly turned towards the
right and in three –quarter view raised his right hand probably touching or giving
something to other person. His drapery folds make round inward ridges with close
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thick round neckline. On the left Vajrapani with curly hair and beard wearing short
tunic and shawl holds vajra in his right hand is watching towards his right. Above Vajrapani the traces of another figure wearing ear pendants, necklace and uttariya are
visible.
Pl. 189

Size: 28x20x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-231

Relief is broken from right and left sides. The left side is badly chipped off.
A fragment of a relief with right, left sides missing, defined below by a plain fillet depicting transportation of the relics. After the cremation of the Buddha, sacred ashes
and relics of the lord were distributed among the important cities. The relief is depicting an elephant seating on earth with two figures holding a pot in their hand.
Pl. 190

Size: 34x13x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-232

Relief is broken from the left side. Faces of the two figures, a hand and nose of the
figure in the
The right end corner of a relief panel with left side missing, chipped faces, nose and
hand of the figures depicting three figures turned to the right. Figure in the foreground
wears uttariya, ear pendants and necklace raising his left hand with palm turned outward and holding folds of uttariya with right hand. In background, the figure in the
right wearing turban and uttariya and ear pendants slightly bent to the right. To the
left a head of a figure with shaven head wearing scarf over his head and making neckline around the neck. To the extreme left the traces of another figure’s head wearing
turban are visible.
Pl. 191

Size: 40x14x14 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-233

Corner framing Corinthian pilaster has two carved faces. The base consists of plinth,
torus and stepped fillet.. On both sides of the shaft are two figures wearing uttariya,
paridhana and ear pendants stands on the lotus pedestal joined their hand in anjalimudra. Corinthian capital is decorated with acanthus leaves. Above the capital is
abacus. The pilaster has tenon at top and bottom and mason mark at the fillet of the
base.
Pl. 192

Size: 32x24x3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-234
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Relief is broken from the left and right sides. Figure of the Buddha with other two
figures are chipped off. Hands of the figures on the right are chipped off. There is a
hole in the top.
Sagment of relief defined below by a plain fillet with left and right side missing and
chipped figures depicting Buddha with five princely figures. On the left the Buddha
stands raising his right hand in Abhayamudra and holds the hem of his samghati with
his left hand. On the right six princely figures three in foreground and three in back
ground wearing turban ear pendants necklaces wears uttariya and paridhana. On the
right two figures holds something in their right hands probably offering to the Buddha.
Pl. 193

Size: 42x 23x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-235

A Segment of a relief defined below by a plain fillet with right side missing and
chipped faces, hands of the figures, upper and lower fillet depicting two standing figures. On the right princely figures wears Paridhana, necklace and twisted belt, raising
his right hand. On the left is another figure wears ear pendants, short tunic and paridhana holds probably a staff.
P1.194

Size: 6x3.5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-236

Head of Buddha with wavy hair incised and high Ushnisha. The oval face has long
horizontal eye. The edges of the lids undulate over the eyes. The long beaks nose over
lap the upper lip. The chin is slightly turned upward.
P1.195

Size: 20x13.5x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-237

A doorjamb with top missing, chipped fillet, divided into two vertical registers is depicting two different scenes. On the right the traces of floral design probably vine
scroll are visible. Between the two scenes is a jamb divided by architraves, supported
by Corinthian pilasters. In the upper register, the Buddha is seated on a lower throne
under a canopy in padmasana and dhayanamudra flanking by two followers joining
their hands in anjalimudra. In the lower register is a female figure wearing uttariya,
paridhana wreath headdress and anklets putting her right hand on her buttocks, and
touching her head with left hand. A doorjamb is divided in two vertical registers. The
each side is decorated with the band of four patalled lotus flowers.
Pl. 196

Size: 29x9x8 cm Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-238
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The relief is broken at the left side and at the bottom.
A fragment of relief depicting female figures with over developed breasts, back
combing by making wreath headdress wearing necklace seated in balcony
Pl. 197

Size: 17x17x6 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-239

Relief is broken from the top and left side. There is a hole for fixing.
Fragment of a relief depicts the two figures with a ram On the right a figure wears a
skirt or short tunic with a right foot turned to his right and left foot is in frontal pose.
On the left is another figure wears paridhana kneeled down with a ram in the centre.
P1.198

Size: 21x15.5x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-240

Relief is broken from the right, top and bottom. On the right figure is missing, only
his right hand is visible. Face of the figure in the background, his right hand and nose
and left eye of the monk is chipped off.
Fragment of a relief depicts three figures. On the left is a monk with shaven head
round flashy face, incised eyes slightly turned to the left. Behind him is a figure
wears Uttariya which covers his left shoulder raised t his right hand probably throwing flower and put the left hand on thigh. In the lower right is the hand and arm hold
the lotus flower.
Pl. 199

Size: 9x9.5x2 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-241

Relief is broken from the right, left and at the bottom and badly chipped off.
A fragment of a relief decorated above by a fillet of which decoration is chipped off;
depicts a female dancer wears lower garment and scarf on the right raised hands probably in dancing gesture.
Pl.200

Size: 7.5x8.5x3cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-242

Relief is broken from the right, left and at the bottom.
A fragment of relief decorated above by a fillet of overlapping laurel leaves depicting
two figures in left profile. They wear ear pendants, Uttariya and paridhana. On the
right the figure slightly bent, holds a pot while the figure on the left raised his hands.
P1.201

Size: 17.5x15x5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-243

A fragment of a relief with right side and bottom missing and chipped nose, mouth of
the figure and upper fillet, depicting Budhisattva head wearing ear pendants and neck70

lace and turban making crest in the centre and two loops on each sides, behind the
head the hallo is visible.
P1.202

Size: 18.5x8x2 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-244

A slightly defaced cornice piece, the masonry part unfinished, depicts two nude amorini, wearing necklaces and anklets, flying to the left. They invariably hold firmly in
their right hand drapery, which is smoothly floating in the air by their right side. They
put their left hand in different positions: either stretching it to touch the foot of the
bent up left leg, or putting it on the left hip, or holding part of the drapery at the chest
level in the front.

P1.203

Size: 12x14x3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-245

Relief is broken on the top and left side. Bust of the figure on the right and head of the
left figure with right leg is missing. Head of the central figure and legs of the right
figure are chipped off.
The right end corner of the relief with left side and top missing depicting ascetics.
They wear loin cloth and the ascetic on the left wear cord running to the left shoulder.
Ascetic in the middle is extraordinary tall bent to the left covered his face with right
arm and holding something in his right hand. Both the ascetics hold pots in their left
hands.
Pl. 204

Size: 18x15x2 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-246

Gable is broken on the left side and at the bottom. Heads of the figures are chipped
off.
A fragment of a false gable with left side and bottom missing is depicting the Buddha
with a donor. On the left the Buddha stands with right hand raised in Abhaya mudra
and holds the hem of his snaghati with left hand. Behind his head encircled hallo is
visible. A donor wearing Uttariya and Paridhana holding a garland in his hands
flanks him. The centre is decorated with three-petelled lotus flower. On the right is a
quarter circle panel with in which is a seated figure with elaborate headdress and
wearing Uttariya ear pendants clasped his hand in anjalimudra.
Pl. 205

Size: 17x15x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-247
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Fragment of a relief with right and left side, head and legs are missing and chipped
bottom depicting birth of Sidhartha. A figure in left profile wearing uttariya and paridhana and probably a necklace holds a cloth to receive the child. Behind him is a figure probably God Brahma with wavy hair tightened in chignon on top of the head,
bearded looking towards the right. On the left is a framed Corinthian pilaster.
Pl.206

Size: 18.5x17.5x4cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-248

Relief is broken on the top, left and right sides. Busts of the figures are missing.
Fragment of a relief with left, right and top and busts missing defined below by a
plain fillet depicts three figures wearing Uttariya and Paridhana stand in walking position.
Pl.207

Size: 12x12x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 249

Right side and the bottom is missing. Face and right hand of the figure is chipped off.
Right end fragment of a relief with right side and bottom missing and chipped face
and right hand, depicting an ascetic wears uttariya which covers his left shoulder,
tightened hair in chignon and on the back hair fall on his shoulder stands in left profile
in front of a hut.
Pl. 208

Size: 9x6.5x3.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS- 250

Part of the projecting arch of a false gable with a vertically placed sunk panel is depicting a follower. The relief is plain all over. In the panel is bust of a princely figure
to right wearing uttarīyā, armlet, tightened his hair in a chignon at the top of the head
joining his hands in anjalimudra.
P1.209

Size: 12.5x5 cm

Material: Sand Stone

Source:WS-251

Figure is detached from the back slab. Head and arms are missing and the right leg is
chipped off.
A figure detached from the back slab with head, and arms missing wear uttariya, paridhana, and necklace slightly turned to his left.
P1.210

Size: 8x4.5x15.5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-252

Stupa peg with top, bottom and left missing a male figure with robust eyes long moustaches and pointed beard holds a staff in his right hand. On the left the traces of the
wings are visible.
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Pl. 211

Size: 18.5x13.5x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-253

A relief panel with lower part missing and chipped off figures depicting Bodhisattva
Sidhartha in frontal position wearing turban and ear pendants stands under a canopy.
His left hand is resting on his left thigh and probably right was raised in Abhayamudra. On the right is another figure wearing loin cloth and cord around his waist is
touching Bodhisattva with his right hand.
Pl. 212

Size: 24cm

Material: Terracotta

Source: WS- 254

Headdress detached from the image with wavy hair in the centre tightened with bands
around.
Pl. 213

Size: 22x8.5x2.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-255

Relief is broken from the top, bottom and the right side. Head and feet of the figure
are missing.
A fragment of a relief with top, bottom and right side missing depicting a figure
stands in left profile wearing uttariya, paridhana and bangle in his right arm probably
holds something in his hand. In the right, an arm and the right shoulder of the figure is
visible.
Pl.214

Size: 15x16.5x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-256

A relief panel with right side missing and chipped off canopy and figures defined below by a plain fillet depicting seated Buddha in Padmasana on a lower throne under
thick canopy. His right hand is raised in Abhayamudra and holds the hem of his over
robe in his left hand, which rests in his lap. On the left stands a figure wearing uttariya and paridahana with hands clasped in anjalimudra.
Pl. 215

Size: 10x10cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-258

Relief is broken from each side and chipped.
A bust of a female figure wears long and short necklaces. On the left shoulder the
traces of headdress are visible.
Pl. 216

Size: 20x17x11 cm

Material: Sand Stone

Source:WS-259

Relief is broken from each side.
A head of a lion is detached from the back slab with robust eyes and open mouth.
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Pl. 217

Size: 23x15.5x10 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-260

Fragment of miniature shrine of which four faces are carved. Three faces are damaged. In the centre there is a long hole. Ends of arch, face of the Buddha are chipped.
Legs and arms are missing.The Buddha is seated under chaitya arch. His samghati
covered his body making a flat strip around the neck.. Over the head is small ushnisha.
Pl. 218

Size: 6x7.5x2 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-261

Upper part is missing. Knees are chipped.
The individual statue of the Buddha seated in Padmasana on lotus pedestal. His hands
are in his lap making Dhayanamudra. Drapery folds are making semi-circles under
his legs.
Pl. 219

Size: 5.5x3.5 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-262

A fragment of a relief badly defaced. Nose is chipped off. Relief is broken from each
side depicting head of Satyre with round face, robust eyes, narrow forehead and
pointed chin probably wearing pointed cap.
Pl. 220

Size: 8x9 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-263

Relief is broken from each side. Nose, mouth and chin are chipped off. Head is damaged.
A fragment of a relief depicts a figure of Satyre with robust eyes wears ear pendants
and the uttariya covered his shoulders.
Pl. 221

Size:16x11 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-264

Head is broken in three pieces and restored. The forehead, eyes and nose are completely chipped off. Head of Buddha detached from the relief depicting round fleshy
face with curly hair tightened on the top of the head in chignon.
Pl. 222

Size: 8x3cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-265

Fragment of a relief of which only head is remaining. Fragment of a relief depicting
head well portrays the features of a typical Hellenistic satyr with broad and flat nose,
moustaches, beard and free flowing locks. The brows are contracted and mouth is
open.
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Pl. 223

Size: 8x7x8 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-266

Head of a relief detached from the back slab. Fragment of a relief is depicting head of
lion with robust eyes and close mouth in frontal position.
Pl. 224

Size: 9.5x5x3 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-267

Fragment of a relief is depicting flying bird probably a sparrow.
Pl. 225

Size: 9x7.5x4.5 cm

Material: Stucco

Source:WS-268

Fragment of a figured relief is depicting elephant head.
Pl. 226

Size: 7.5x5x5 cm

Material: Terracotta

Source:WS-269

Fragment of an image is depicting finger with nail.
Pl. 227

Size: 8x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-270

Fragment of a relief broken from each side. On the right side is a long tenon. A relief
depicts figure of an ascetic with beard, moustaches and jata on his head, with right
hand raised, stands in three-quarter view.
Pl. 228

Size: 10 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-274

Left eye of the head, nose and right side of the forehead is chipped off. Fragment detached from the back slab depicting the oval fleshy face of the Buddha with wavy hair
tightened in the Ushnisa. The eyes are horizontal, the edges of the lids undulates over
the eyes.
Pl. 229

Size: 7x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-275

Head is broken from the right side and a crack runs from right side of the chin through
the left eye up to the ushnisha. Head of Buddha with high ushnisha bound by a string.
The hair is indicated by vertical wavy and parallel grooves.
Pl. 230

Size: 13.5x8 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-276

Head broken from the statue is badly chipped off. Head of princely figure probably
Bodhisattva Sidhartha wears turban decorated with rosette and earrings. The traces of
the eyes are visible. Faccena-XLIX –NO-2532
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Pl. 231

Size: 10x8 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-277

Right side of the face is badly chipped off. Head of Bodhisattva broken from statue
with long thin face wears a turban, ushnisa covered by petals of flowers, ear pendants
with open eyes and moustaches.
Pl. 232

Size: 6x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-278

Nose lips and forehead is chipped. A male head from a relief wears turban below
which the traces of the hair are visible. Eyes with iris and eyelids are carved.
Pl. 233

Size: 7x8cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-279

Head is detached from a relief. Nose is chipped off. Head of a male figure with an
elaborate headdress slightly turned to the left.. A skullcap decorated on the left covers
it. The upper eyelid stands slightly upward.
Pl. 234

Size: 6x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-280

Nose and the left side of the face is chipped off. Head of a male figure from a relief
with round fleshy face, half open eyes wears turban..
Pl. 235

Size: 7.5x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-281

Head is detached from a relief. Lips, nose, cheeks and the top of the turban is chipped
off. A male head detached fromm a relief with round fleshy face incised eyes face
wears turban is slightly turned to the left.
Pl. 236

Size: 8x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-282

Head is broken from the relief. Nose and cheeks are chipped off. A head of princely
figure form a relief wear turban decorated with medallion in the centre and two rows
of beads on each side. The pupils of the eyes are incised. The earrings seem to be in
the shape of animal protomai. Faccena-CCLXVII
Pl. 237

Size: 5.5x3.7 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-283

Head is broken from the relief. Nose and Ushnisha is chipped off. A male head detached from a relief probably Buddha with round fleshy face wavy hair gathered in
the topknot; has a long thick nose and robust eyes.
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Pl. 238

Size: 7x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-284

Head is broken from a relief. Nose, left eye and cheek is chipped. Head of the Bodhisattva from a relief covered by skullcap decorated in the center by rosette with central
medallion. Zwalf. 501
Pl. 239

Size: 6x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-285

Head is detached from the relief with chipped nose, eyes and lips. Head of Bodhisattva from a relief covered by skullcap decorated with central medallion. He wears ear
pendants.
Pl. 240

Size: 8x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-286

Head is detached from the relief. Turban, the right side of the face is chipped off. A
male head probably of the Buddha with long nose, open robust eyes have hair drawn
into top knot on the head.
Pl. 241

Size: 8x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-287

Head of a princely figure form a relief has moustaches. The hair short on the forehead
is drawn into knot on the head. Iris and pupils are incised. The earrings seem to be in
the shape of animal protomai. Faccena pl. CCLXVII.
Pl. 242

Size: 7x4 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-288

Bodhisattva head wears turban decorated by row of beads. Faccena. Pl. CCLXXXVI
Pl. 243

Size:7x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-289

Head is detached from the back slab. Face is badly chipped off. Head probably of the
female with round face small thick nose, incised iris and pupils have the traces of
wreath on the forehead.
Pl.244

Size: 6.5x4cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-290

Head is detached from the back slab. The nose is chipped off. Male head with round
fleshy face, thick nose and robust eyes wears turban have crest on the top.

Pl.245

Size :5x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-291
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Male head detached from the back slab. Right cheek and tip of the nose is chipped off.
Male head from a relief with round fleshy face, thick nose, and robust eyes have wavy
hair.
Pl.246

Size: 6.5x5cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-292

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and chin is chipped off. Male head from a
relief with long oval face, pointed chin, long nose, and almond shaped eyes wears turban whose crest is on the right.
Pl:247

Size: 6.5x4.5

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-293

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and chin on the right side is chipped off.
Male head from a relief with long oval face, pointed chin, long nose, and almond
shaped eyes wears turban whose crest is on the right.
Pl. 248

Size: 7x5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-294

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose is chipped off. Head from a relief with
round fleshy face, thick nose, and almond shape staring eyes, and hair in continuo’s
grooves tightened in the top knot, which is broken.
Pl.249

Size:6.5x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-295

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and lips are chipped off. Head from a relief
with round fleshy face , thick and long nose, staring eyes wears turban and earrings
seems to be in the shape of animal prtomai.
Pl.250

Size:6.5x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-296

Head is detached from the back slab. Right eye and the nose are chipped off. Head
from a relief looks like a princely figure with out hallo or urna probably of Bodhisattva Sidhartha wears a turban with large fantail ornament in front seemingly jewelled.
A large cylindrical gem on the forehead connected the cord.
Pl.251

Size:7x5.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 297

Head is detached from the back slab. Right eye, cheek and the nose is chipped off.
Head from a relief with round face and moustaches depict the expressions of worry.
Pl.252

Size:7.5x3.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-298
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Head detached from the back slab. Nose and lips are chipped off. A male head from a
relief with round fleshy face, incised eyes and slight wavy hair tightened on the top in
the chignon and part on the right.
Pl. 253

Size:9x5.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-299

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose, lips and left cheek is chipped off. Ascetic
head from a relief with hair falls on two sides and are gathered into a looped knot on
the top of the head. The eyes are incised.
Pl.254

Size:8.5x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 301

Head is detached from the back slab; broken from the right and left sides. Nose is
chipped off from left. A male head from a relief probably a prince wears a turban
decorated with a rosette in the centre.
Pl.255

Size: 8x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-301

Head is detached from the back slab; broken from the left side. Left eye, cheek and
nose are chipped off. A male head with long oval face, prominent cheek bones, thick
nose and pointed chin, almond shaped eyes, bearded and hair are tightened on the top.
Pl. 256

Size:8.5x6.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-302

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose is chipped off. Male head with long oval
fleshy face, thick nose and lips, almond shaped eyes and hair are tightened on the top
of fore head.
Pl. 257

Size: 6x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-303

Head is detached from the back slab. Right eye, cheek and the nose is chipped off. A
head of a monk with round fleshy face, thick nose and lips, long half closed eyes have
shaven head.
Pl. 258

Size: 7x3 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS- 304

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose is chipped off. An ascetic head with long
face, thick nose, prominent cheek bones, and staring eyes have moustaches and beard.
The chignon on the top of the head is broken.
Pl.258

Size: 8x7 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-304
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Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and chin is chipped off. Male head from a
relief with long oval face, pointed chin, long nose, and almond shaped eyes wears turban whose crest is on the right.
Pl. 259

Size: 8x7 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source: WS-305

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and left side is chipped off.
A male head from a relief with round face, thick nose and staring eyes have hair with
back combing and having sorrowful expressions.
Pl. 260

Size: 8x4.5 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-306

Head is detached from the back slab. Top of the head is broken and nose is chipped
off.
A head of a monk detached from a relief with long face, prominent cheek bones, staring eyes have moustaches and beard. The wavy hair are back combed and probably
tightened on the top.
Pl. 261

Size: 8x7 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source:WS-307

Head is detached from the back slab. Nose and chin is chipped off. Male head from a
relief with long oval face, pointed chin, long nose, and almond shaped eyes wears turban whose crest is on the right.
Pl: 262

Size: 20x13.5x4cm

Material: Blackschist

Source: WS-62

The relief is broken from the right and left lower corner. Faces of the figures are
chipped off. A relief panel defined above by a fillet of overlapping leaves and below
by a plain fillet depicting six standing Buddhas with right hand raised in Abhayamudra and holds the hem of Sanghati in their left hands. All of them have the left
legs slightly outstretched and both feet resting on lotus flower.
Pl: 263

Size: 32.5x19.5x9 cm

Material: Black Schist

Source: WS-149

Fragment of a balustrade in stepped pyramid with missing right, left and top and
chipped face of the Buddha depicting Seated Buddha. The Buddha is seated on a lower throne in Dhayanmudra with low Ushnisha on the head under an ogee arch. His
robe is incised lines parallel grooves completely covered his body.
Pl: 264

Size: 30x15x5 cm

Material: Green Schist

Source:
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A relief panel with chipped faces of the figures is depicting the Buddha flanked by
monks. The Buddha is seated on a lower throne in dhayanamudra, padmasana under
a pipal canopy. He is flanked by two monks and five ladies followers joining their
hands in anjalimudra. All the figures wear clinging dress under which their body is
visible.
Pl: 265

Size: 60.3x38 cm

Material Black Schist

Source:WS-217

A relief panel with left top corner missing and left bottom fillet chipped, crack in the
centre of the bottom fillet. The relief is defined above a cornice of beaded motif and
below by a plain fillet, right and left with six balconies and figures depicting standing
Buddha, slightly turned towards his right, holding the hem of his samghati in his left
hand and raising his right hand talked to five princes wearing uttariya and paridhana.
The figure on the left holds a staff in his left hand and behind him; the other figure
holds probably flowers in his left hand. The figure on the extreme left clasped hands
in anjalimudra. In the upper background, a figure raised his right hand probably
showering flowers on the Buddha. On the right, Vajrapani wearing tunic holds vajra
in his left hand. Behind him are three monks, the traces of the two are clearly visible.
Pl: 266

Size:

Material: Green Schist

Source:WS-?

A relief panel with left end corner missing and mortise, mason marks at the bottom is
depicting presentation of sutra to chief monk two monks seated on a lower seat with
grass on the top, wearing the robes that covered their bodies and shaven heads receiving sutra from a monk standing on the right. In the right background two monks
standing and talking to other figures. There are three princely figures wearing uttariya
and paridhana, turban decorated with jewels, ear pendants, necklace and bangles. The
figure in the extreme left clasped his hands in anjalimudra.
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Chapter 4
Classification and Analysis on the Basis of Zonal Workshops
Classification of the Collection:
We have classified the Wali’s collection on the subject matter and style of the ‘zonal
workshops’. The former category sorts the reliefs on the subject matter like jātakas,
episodes from his last life, individual images of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas, secular
scenes, and architectural elements. The latter category, pertaining to the ‘zonal workshops’, divides the whole collection into various groups each corresponding to the
style of particular art-zone on the basis of closest possible affinity.
Classification on the Subject Matter
Jātakas or Previous Births’ Stories of the Buddha
Dīpaṅkara Jātaka:138 There are only two specimens of the ‘Dīpaṅkara Jātaka’, a popular story frequently depicted in Gandhāra art (Pls. 84, 92). According to Bodhisattva
Vadana Kalpalta, on the visit of Dīpaṅkara Buddha the king of Banaras reserved the
entire available lotus flowers to be showered upon Dīpaṅkara Buddha.139 The arhat
Summati, who also desired to shower lotus flowers on Dīpaṅkara Buddha, failed to
get any because the king had already taken all of them. Sundari, daughter of the king,
who had secured some flowers for the same occasion, agreed to give few of them to
the arhat in lieu of the promise that he would marry her in the next birth. On arrival of
Dīpaṅkara Buddha to the city, Sumati also threw on him flowers, which did not fall to
the ground but miraculously remained suspended around the head of the Buddha. Seeing the miracle, Sumati knelt down and spread his long locks over the muddy ground
for the Buddha to step on to save his feet from the litter. Dīpaṅkara Buddha was so
pleased with this act that he transformed Sumati to heaven and blessed him to become

138

W.Zwalf, A Catalogue of Gandhara Sculpture in the British Museum, British Museum Press, London, 1996, pp. 131-134; M.A. Khan, Stone Sculpture in Swat Museum, P.57, pl-37, Saidu Sharif, 1993;
J.Marshall, The Buddhist Art of Gandhara, the Story of Early School, its Birth and Decline, Cambridge
University Press, Deptt of Archaeology, 1960, p.56; H.Ingholt, Gandhara Art in Pakistan, Pantheon
Books, New York, 1957,p.50. The Art of Gandhara Pakistan, Commemorative Event for the 50th Anniversary of the Establishment of Diplomatic relations Between Japan and Pakistan, N.H.K, Japan,
2002; D.Faccena, Sculpture from the Sacred Area of Butkara I,(Swat, Pakistan), Part-2, IsMEO, Rome,
1962, p.17,pl. VLIV; F.Sehrai, The Buddha Story in the Peshawar Museum,by author, Peshawar,1982,pp.15-17, pl-1.
139
Alice Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhism, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1928, p.12.
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a buddha in the next birth. The latter was born as prince Śākyamuni, who became the
famous historic Buddha, the Gotama Buddha.
The Life Story of the Buddha
The life story of Gotama Buddha, encompassing all the events from his conception to
his death, is the most popular subject in Gandhāra Art. In the present collection, the
following scenes from his life story are depicted.
Interpretation of the Dream:140 Pl. 32
Queen Māyā in a dream saw that a white elephant, wandering on the Gold Mountain,
approached her from the North and entered her womb.141 On the next day, she related
her dream to her husband King Śuddhodhana, who summoned an astrologer for interpretation of the dream. It was predicted that the queen would conceive a son, who
would either be a cakarvartin (world ruler) or a buddha (the enlightened one, or a
great sage). This ascetic who interpreted the dream was sage Asita.142
The Birth of Sidhārtha:143 Pl. 205
When the time of her confinement drew near, Māyā desired to visit her parents at
Devadaha. On her reaching the Lumbīnī Grove, she desired to enter the wood. Seeing
a holy śāla tree, she stretched out her hand to take hold of a branch, which bent down
of its own towards her.144 The baby Buddha was born whom gods Indra and Brahmā
received. It was Indra, who actually received the baby on a piece of cloth.145
First Bath of the Baby:146 Pl. 98
After birth of the baby, the queen’s attendants looked everywhere for water, but did
not find it. The gods Indra and Brahmā gave bath to the newly born baby.
Return to Kapilvastu:147 Pl. 57
140

Khan, 1994,p.15,pl-4; Zwalf, 1996, p.146,pl-142; Ingholt, 1956,p.51,pl-10. Sehrai, 1982, p.23, pl-7.
Kern,1968,, p.13.
142
A.Foucher,1905,cited in Zwalf,19996,pp.146,147.
143
Faccena,1962,p.36,pl-CXXVI,Ingholt,1957,pp.52,53,pls-13-5,Khan,1994,pp.13,15,pls-3,4,
Zwalf,1996,pp.148,149,pls-145-51, Sehrai,1982, pp.23-4,pl-8.
144
H .Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, Indological Book House, Dehli, 1968,p.14.
145
M.A Shakur, A Guide to Peshawar Museum, Part-I, Manager Govt Printing and Stationary,
N.W.F.P, 1954, p.27.H.Ingholt, Gandhara Art in Pakistan, Pantheon Books, New York, 1957,p.52.
S.Paul, Gandhara Sculpture in Chandigarh Museum,p.35, Sehrai, 1982, p.25,pl-10
146
Ingholt,1957, p.53; Zwalf, 1996,p.152; Marshall, 1960,p44,pl-58; Paul,1986,p.35;
Khan,1994,pp.13,15,pls-3,4.
147
Zwalf, 1996,p.158, Sehrai, 1982, p.26, pl-12.
141
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After the birth od Sidhārtha in Lumbinī Garden, Queen Māyā and the baby were
brought to Kapilvastu, her husband’s town.
Life in the Palace:148 Pl. 138
All kings whose sons have not yet grown up prevent them exercising authority in affairs of the state so that to keep their young mind relaxed from all kinds of worries. To
perpetuate the royal seed, kings normally provide their progeny (princes) with mundane luxuries and bring them up in a royal way. King Śuddhodhana having begotten a
son arranged every sort of pleasure for him with the hope that the prince might become a great ruler rather than to be a sage.149
Renunciation of the Worldly Life:150 Pl. 52
Siddhārtha, the young prince, after retiring to his apartments lay reclined on his
couch. A crowd of fair damsels began to sing, play and dance to divert his thoughts,
but he took no pleasure in the spectacle and fell asleep. The damsels’ disappointed
and lay down to sleep. A short after the prince awoke and looking around saw the
loathsome appearance of the sleeping woman. He felt more and more disgusted and
desired to accomplish renunciation (abhiniskaramana) arose in him with double
force. He arose and called his charioteer Chandaka to saddle his horse Kanthaka.151
Great Departure:152 Pls. 43, 107
At the night Sidhārtha, accompanied by Chandaka, and Kanthaka, left the palace.
Māra, the devil, tried to restrain him but was in vain.
Return of Chandaka:153 Pl. 51
When Prince Sidhārtha reached at the river Anoma, he gave his ornaments to Chandaka and ordered him to go back with salutation to his parents.154 The charioteer
obeyed the master but the horse Kanthaka was unable to bear the grief and died of a
broken heart.
148
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The Host of Māra:155 Pl. 132
Māra Devraga, enemy of religion, alone was grieved and rejoiced not; lord of five desires, skilled in all arts of warfare, the foe of those who seeks deliverance therefore his
name is rightly given Pisuma.156 When Sidhārtha was in search of truth Māra and his
evil forces tried in every way to distrust and distract him. “Now must I assemble my
army host and press him sore by force,” having thought thus awhile Māra’s army suddenly assembled around. Each assumed his own peculiar form; some were holding
spears other grasping swords, other snatching up trees, other wielding diamond maces, armed with every sort of weapons.157
Offering of Four Bowls:158 Pl. 44
After getting perfect enlightenment, the Buddha spent seven weeks on the same seat.
On the last days of the seventh week, two merchants Tripusha and Bhallika were travelling from Utkala (Orissa) to Madhayapardesh. They were exhorted by a deity to offer some cakes of barley and honey to the master.159 The master had nothing to receive the food in. The four lokapālas, guarding deities of four quarters, brought golden bowls, which were not accepted by the Buddha. They changed them for the silver
ones, which were also declined. At last they brought four stone bowls and the Buddha, accepting all the four, pressed them into one by a word of command. He now received the food in it and ate.160
Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach:161 Pls. 36, 68
After the two merchants left, the Buddha, thinking the doctrine too profound, hesitated to propagate it. Knowing that the world would be lost if the Buddha continued unwilling to reveal the law, Sikhi or Mahābrahmā invited Indra to join him in supplica-
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tion and they with four lōkapālas and other gods of various heavens went to the Buddha and repeated their request, which was finally granted acceptance.162
Taming a Wild Elephant:163 Pl. 47
Devadatta was the cousin and enemy of the Buddha. He made many attempts on the
life of the latter. Once he sent a wild elephant Nālagiri to crush the Buddha in the city
of Rajgir. When the elephant advanced to attack through the gate of the town, the
Buddha placed his hand on its forehead and the elephant became subdued immediately.164
The Buddha and Vajrapāṇi:165 Pls. 17, 30, 88, 97, 100
Vajrapāṇi is the second Dhayani Bodhisattva, but, when he is accompanying Guatama
Buddha, he is referred to as a minor deity.166 The Buddhists adopted in their mythology, the Brahmanical gods like Sakara or Indra, the god of rain as Vajrapāṇi.167 He is
represented as the constant attendant of the Buddha and ever at his call, holding vajra
(thunderbolt) is ready to crush the enemy.168 He accompanied Guatama on every
event of his life, i.e., at his birth, great departure and victory over Māra. As an attendant or rather protector of Śākyamuni Buddha, Vajrapāṇi appears in the Buddhist
art of India as early as the beginning of Christian Era in the area known as
Gandhāra.169
Invitation by Sri Gupta:170 Pl. 120
Sri Gupta was a wealthy person of Rajagriha. He had great hatred for the Buddha and
his disciples. He invited them for meal but with mal intentions. He put burning charcoal in a thinly covered ditch and poisoned the food. The Buddha turned the fire ditch
into tank of lotus and freed the food from the poison.
The Buddha in Indrasāla Cave:171 Pl-67
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The Buddha while meditating in a solitary cave near Magadha was visited by god Indra and his harpist, Panchaśika. The harpist first sang some hymns in praise of the
Buddha and then announced arrival of his lord Indra. Indra put some philosophical
questions, which were answered by Buddha with his entire satisfaction, after which
Indra adored the Buddha.172
The Ascetic Measures the Height of the Buddha:173 Pls. 141, 164, 173
A young Brahman came to know about the extraordinary height of the Buddha. He
took sixteen feet long pole to verify it. He attempted to measure the height of the
Buddha, but his height exceeded sixteen feet and still seemed to grow more.174
Buddha and Ascetics:175 Pl. 149
Once the Buddha was busy in meditation in a cave in Magadha region, a Brāhman
ascetic named Bavari distressed on account of a curse was consoled by a female spirit
and sent sixteen of his disciples to test the Buddha’s enlightenment by certain questions. He answered all the questions to their entire satisfaction.176 They all became
arhat and the Buddha then appeared before Bavari, who also became an arhat.177
Visit to Brāhmans:178 Pls. 3, 207
At Uruvela there lived three brother hermits with matted hair as fire worshippers (jatilas) and named as Uruvela Kaśyapa, Nadi Kaśyapa, and Gaya Kaśyapa.179 Just after
delivering the first sermon, the Buddha decided to meet that influential Brahman and
his flock. There he performed five hundred miracles one of which was the miracle of
fire and presentation of serpent to the Kaśyapa.180
Visit to Kaśyapa Brothers and the Miracle of Fire:181 Pl. 137
Among so many miracles performed by the Buddha before the Kaśyapa brothers, the
story of the fire temple and the black serpent are much popular. One evening the Buddha requested Kaśyapa that he would like to spend a night in the fire temple in his
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custody. He tried to refrain the Buddha from doing this, because of a venomous serpent living in there but he was in vain. The Buddha seated in meditation in the temple,
it appeared to the Kaśyapas that the temple was set on fire. To save the Buddha from
burning alive, they rushed to the site carrying water buckets to extinguish the fire and
save his life. They were taken aback when they came to know that it was just the effulgence of the Buddha that illuminated the temple and which appeared to them as
glowing fire, flaming all around.
Garuḍa and Nāginīs: Pl. 157
Garuḍa is a mythical bird on which the Hindu god Vishnu ride or vāhana. Garuḍa’s
face is shown white, his wings red, and his body golden. He is the enemy and often
the conqueror of nāgas.182 The story of Garuḍa is found in Mahābhārtha.183
Offering Scene:184 Pls. 15, 44
The people who visited the Buddha to listen to his sermons brought some offerings to
him and his disciples, while he was wandering and preaching his law.
Worshippers:185 Pls. 13, 82, 87, 94, 99
Not only the laity but also heads of the clans and princes visited the Buddha and paid
homage to him. The composition of the relief is shared with apparently unbiographical sense in which worshippers in a variety of postures make physical offerings to the Buddha or appear to confine them to the mental intention and similar relationship between the scenes and spectator may also have existed.186
Death and Cremation of the Buddha:187 Pl. 72
At the age of eighty, the Buddha went to Kuśinagar, the capital of the Malla tribe
where a blacksmith offered him food. The Buddha could not digest the unhealthy
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food, fell ill and passed into Mahāparinirvāna. After seven days of prayer, music and
ceremonies in which the entire living creatures shared, the body of the Buddha was
cremated and the relics were distributed among eight states.188
Guarding of the Urn:189 Pl. 166
After the cremation, the funerary urn was carried into the city. Chieftain of the Mallas
guarded it. Subsequently they divided the relics into eight portions under the supervision of Brahman Drona. The eight recipients built stupas to enshrine the relics of the
Master in their capitals.190
Lotus: Pl. 27
Fundamentally, lotus symbolises fertility and its other meanings seem to stem from
this aspect. Lotus as a seat for divinities emphasises their generative force. In India,
for example, the lotus is identified with Lakshmi, the wife of Vishnu and a form of
mother-goddess, associated with prosperity. In Buddhism, the lotus throne stands for
purity and divine birth. Like the lotus, which germinates under the water and arises to
the surface to unfold, so too the Buddha is born in the impure world but through his
enlightenment rises above it?191 Lotus revered in ancient Egypt and in many parts of
Asia. In both Egyptian and Indian myth and art the petals open to reveal a creator god.
In India too the lotus was linked to a sun god. The vedic deity Surya who personified
the sun typically holds a lotus in each hand. In Buddhist teaching the lotus goes far
into the realm of meta-physics. It is a symbol of the pure essence of human nature
which is undefiled by Samsara the endless cycle of re-birth or by the ignorance that
the physical world generates in other words the lotus is enlightenment itself.192
When the divine life substance is about to put forth the universe the cosmic waters
grow a thousand-petal lotus of pure gold radiant as the sun. This is the door or gates,
the opening or mouth, of the womb of the universe.193 At least all the text agree that
the Buddha more than heavenly child neither entered her womb nor issued from it by
natural way finally to emphasize the miraculous character of his last re-incarnation, it
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is written that, he alighted on a lotus and that a lotus sprang up at each of his first seven steps.194
Garland Bearers:195 Pls. 24, 109, 116, 174, 175
Garland one of the essential items to honour relics and decorate stupas became a cult
object.196 For hanging garlands, nagadanta or stupa pegs were installed in the masonry of a Gandhāran stupa.197 The tradition of carving garland with bearers and decorating stupas was as early as the beginning of Gandhāra art in Swat as suggested by similar frieze dated to the pre-Soter Megas period.198 Hanging or suspending of garlands
was an act of merit for devout Buddhists who carried on this process with a religious
zeal.199 Floral garlands served as offerings to earn spiritual credit for the donor “the
one who turned his thought to the awakening, having made a garland of flowers puts
it on the stupas that one will never suffer.200 The combination of the garland and putto
motif with birds and fruits is fairly common among the Gandhāran reliefs. The birds
and fruits, part of complex offering made to the Buddha, tie into the age old concept
of fertility that permeates the Buddhist imagery.201 In the Wali’s collection, the garland-bearer reliefs are classified into two varieties, 1 and 2. Variety-1 shows amorini
lifting the garland on their shoulders while troughs of the garland have winged figures
in aṅjalimudrā (WS 25 and 139). In variety 2, the amorini carrying the garland has it
its trough a figure with elaborate headdress, ear pendants and holding something in
her hands (WS 147).
Worship of Triratna:202 Pl. 1-C
The Buddhists seek refuge in the “three Jewels”, triratna: the Buddha, the saṅgha and
the dharma―the fundamentals of their religious practice. They believe that there is
no otherworldly salvation from ones actions or karma. The sufferings caused by previous thoughts, words and deeds can be rectified by following the ‘Noble Eightfold
194
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Path’. The dharma offers a refuge by providing guidelines for the alleviation of sufferings and the attainment of enlightenment. The saṅgha provides a refuge by preserving the authentic teaching of the Buddha and providing further example that the
truth of the Buddha’s teaching is attainable. In all forms of Buddhism, refuge in the
three jewels is taken before the saṅgha for the first time, as a part of the conversion
ritual. 203
Boddhisattva: Pls. 48, 49, 201
The word Bodhisattva in earlier times was synonymous with saṅgha or holy order and
every Buddhist of the Mahāyanist faith was entitled as a bodhisattva.204 According to
northern Buddhist School, there are both mortal and celestial bodhisattvas. A bodhisattva who manifests himself on earth in the human form is a mortal bodhisattva.205
Dhayani Bodhisattva is celestial, while the only manushi206 bodhisattva depicted in
the Buddhist art is Maitreya,207 the Buddha of the future (Pl. 48).
Individual Images of the Buddha: Pls. 112, 124, 125, 129,148, 177, 218
Statues serving as apparently independent cult images, chiefly of the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, stood in niches and chapels on benches, platforms and against the walls
of the sacred buildings.208 Such images are usually posed frontal in standing or seated
position and haloed.209 They also share certain bodily signs or lakṣaṇas and perform
stylised hand gestures called mudrā.210 The standing Buddha would be in abhayamudrā while seated Buddha may be in abhayamudrā, dhayānamudrā, dharmacakramudrā, or bhumisparśamudrā. The seated Buddha in meditation normally
shown in a cross-legged posture with the soles turned upward is the commonest.211
The Buddha seated in the so-called European posture on a chair with the legs straight
down is much rare.212 In the Wali’s collection, three Buddhas are in dhayānamudrā
seated on inverted lotus throne (Pls. 112,124,125,218) in terra-cotta. One seated Bud203
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dha in dharmacakramudrā (Pl. 129), one in dhayanamudrā in stone (Pl. 148), one in
abhayamudrā in stone (Pl. 177). Figures shown in Pl. Nos. 143, 159, 160 and 218 are
bare footed and the hands are uncovered. Although 261 is badly defaced but seems to
be the member of the group.
Architectural Elements: False Gable Pls. 23, 64,81, 95,195213
Vertical projections carved with narratives and other subjects are usually referred to
as false gables, because of having no structural function.214 They are used for decorating stupas and parts of monasteries.215 Vertical sequence of different scenes on this
type of slab may have been in addition to the horizontal ones. Panels with more than
one horizontal register normally depict scenes at the bottom and up to two more registers. Above the middle register is often displayed a vegetal and/or an architectural motif, while figural motifs of various kinds may appear at the top. The upper register
showing an episode from the Buddha’s story seems exceptional.216 In the Wali’s collection false gables depict monks and princely figures in aṅjalimudrā (WS. 24, 28,
103, 122).
Balustrade: Pl. 118217
Railing or balustrade was an essential part of stupa. The tradition of balustrade was
taken from the Vedic period when people made railing of bamboo around their villages for protection. In India railing became the most important part of stupa, e.g., in
Sānchi and Bhārhut, and figural decoration was attached to its various components.
Contrary to this, in Gandhāra stupas built in the open or inside walled monasteries
were decorated with reliefs directly put on their masonry. Relief panels depicting railings protecting stupas might indicate their execution in wood, a perishable material,
and as such have not survived.
Stupa Pegs or Nāgadanta: Pls.89, 110, 111, 210218
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The practice of suspending garlands and flowers from pegs around a stupa, illustrated
at Bhārhut and Sānchi produced in Gandhāra a distinctive curved pegs with a figural
protome under a volute.219 The Sanskrit term for peg is nāgadanta (elaphant’s tooth or
tusk). The winged figures carry offerings as worshipping spirits in WS 141 and 142
(Pls. 110, 111). Other figures in this position are elephant warrior, lion and centaurs.220 WS 116 (Pl. 89) is a lion with protruding eyes open mouth and tongue.
Harmikā: Pls. 72, 83221
Stupa (Prakrit thupa, meaning sepultural mound) has different architectural parts,
which from bottom to top are base, drum and dome. On the top of the dome is a series
of umbrellas or chattras supported on a rod, which rests firmly inside a square box
like chamber known as harmikā.222 Mostly, on harmikā, important scenes from the
life of the Buddha are depicted.
Reliefs Depicting Secular Scenes
In the Wali’s collection we find re liefs depicting not only religious but secular scenes
also. In the secular scenes mostly the daily life is depicted (Pls. 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 18,
19, 21, 22, 27, 62, 65). Here men are shown engaged with tamed birds, in drinking
and in love (Pls. 38, 55, 56, 60, 61, 63, 73, 79, 80). In WS-23, ladies are busy in making up themselves (Pl. 22). These events highlight either erotic or ritualistic aspects of
the society. “These elements came from widespread Dionysian or related themes expressed in Hellenistic forms where as in Gandhāra have been re-valued in terms of
local religious concern.”223
Architectural Elements: Brackets: Pls. 9, 14, 53, 54, 89
In the present collection all the brackets were found without religious scenes. Plate 9
shows a harpist playing a harp, Pl. 54 depicts a female figure holding a branch of tree
in her right hand, while Pl. 89 depicts a lion with protruded eyes, wide open mouth
with the tongue stretched out to the mane.
Classification of the Collection on the Basis of Zonal Workshops
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The archaeological excavation in the Swat valley revealed the fact that it was the centre of Buddhism and its art from the second century BC to the ninth century AD. The
thorough and comparative study of art shows distinct features of the Buddhist art of
the Valley from that of Gandhāra. Due to the prevailing religious system in Pakistan
and Afghanistan, iconography was the same, but anatomy of the Swati figures, composition and schematic arrangements of the reliefs are different from the rest of
Gandhāra.224 The kingdoms of Uḍḍiyāna, Kapiśa, Gandhāra and Bactria were tightened under one political, social, economic, religious and cultural ties, therefore, the
art flourished in these kingdoms shared some common characteristics and collectively
should be referred to as the ‘Indus-Oxus School of Buddhist Art’.225 But in Uḍḍiyāna
there were many minor art zones at least one in each sub-valley that constituted a
number of ‘zonal workshops’, each one distinct in its traits.226 The sculptors worked
on the sites and prepared reliefs for stupas. The fact is proved by the recovery of unfinished architectural pieces from Butkaṛa–III.227 The works of ‘zonal workshops’
have some similarity, which means that they were interconnected. But, there are certain specific features on the basis of which these workshops are differentiated from
each other.
Jambil Sub-Valley Zonal Workshop
The Jambil sub-valley derives its name from an important tributary of the river Swat
that originates from the northern face of Mount Ilam/Elum.228 The valley is situated to
the east of Mingora. The archaeological remains reveal stupas, monasteries, settlements, proto-historic graves and rock carvings.
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chaeologists, historians, art lovers and illegal diggers as well. Among the Buddhist
sites, the Italian Archaeological Mission to Swat excavated Butkaṛa–I and Panṛ and
the Department of Archaeology, University of Peshawar, excavated Butkaṛa–III. The
features of the figures of this region are their short stature, broad round faces and bold
physical make-up230 (Pls. 25, 48, 49, 114, 128, 198; c.f. Faccena Pls. xxix, xxxv, Swati Pls. 28, 29, 67). The dresses of the figures are Indian with the exception of those
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Kuṣāṇa and European.231 In this workshop, the sculptor utilised the space by carving a
lot of figures and minute details (Pls. 41, 42, 59, 67, 78, 84 c.f. Swati Pls. 19, 20, 30,
40, 41, 42). Sometimes it feels that one thing is touching or overlapping the other. The
sculptor carved thick bold moustaches (Pls. 30, 48, 40, 114, 210 c.f. Faccena cvii, civ,
cv, cviii, cccxvi). The figures are shown in action (Pls. 30, 41, 59, 83, 84, 109, 193).
Adinzai-Shamozai Sub-Valleys Zonal Workshop
Adinzai and Shamozai sub valleys are situated back to back in the south-western part
of the main Swat Valley on the right bank of the Swat. Nimogram and Marjanai in the
Shamozai and Anḍan Ḍherai and Chaṭpaṭ in the Adinzai sub-valleys have common
physical features and form another ‘zonal workshop’, different from the others of the
Valley. Important features of this workshop are that the figures are attenuated (Pl. 149
c.f. Khan Pl. 64, 65), but short stature people are also present.232 Faces are most
commonly flat and tend towards the length (Pl. 58, 154, 188, 194 c.f. Khan’s Pls. 64,
65), but round faces with long noses are also visible (Pls. 158, 183 c.f. Khan’s Pls. 52,
53, and specially Pl. 50 and Shah Nazar Khan Pls. 16-b, 14-a and b). The figures wear
Indian and Central Asian costumes.233 The dense drapery folds of typical Gandhāran
style, visible in other ‘zonal workshops’, are now decreased in this workshop (Pls.
149, 158, 179, 183 c.f. Khan’s Pls. 64, 65) and became more clinging and transparent
in contrast to thick fabric used in other ‘zonal workshops’ of the region. Lines and
curve marking are very delicate and deep. There is mobility in the figures. The sculptor focused on the subject matter rather than decorating the reliefs or filling the gaps
like that in the Jambil sub-valley.
IIam Khawaṛ Sub-Valley Zonal Workshop
To the south of Saidu Sharif the mount of IIam is situated and the perennial stream
originating in there is called the IIam Khawaṛ, after which the sub-valley is known as
IIam Khawaṛ sub-valley. There are different Buddhist sites in this sub-valley, but scientifically excavated site is Shanaisha Stupa probed first the by Department of Archaeology, Government of Pakistan, and then by the Department of Archaeology,
University of Peshawar.
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In this ‘zonal workshop’ figures are of normal stature, robust with long fleshy faces234
(Pls. 6, 7, 22, 82, 111, 133, 157, 178, 190). The figures are in Central Asian and European styles and dresses (European style Pls. 157, 190 and Indian dress Pl. 82). Figures are enlarged; the subject matter is stressed rather than filling in the surrounding
details (Pls. 98, 105, 120, 147). In this workshop different styles of sitting are developed (Pls. 105, 134 c.f. Abdur-Rehman Pls. XXIII-a, XXXIV-a, XXXVIII-a, XL-a,
XLI-a). The figures of this valley are more active doing something (Pls. 125, 157,
187; see Abdur-Rehman Pls. XXXIX-a and b, XL-a).
Analysis of the Collection
The Wali-e Swat Collection has been analysed in two ways: 1. Statistical analysis,
which gives us the actual number of the reliefs depicting various scenes from the religious and secular life; while descriptive analysis gives us a variety of scenes and images occurring in the collection.
Statistical Analysis:
Jātakas:
There are two reliefs depicting Dīpaṅkara Jātaka story that form 0.75% of the total
collection. This was the popular and favourite story of the people of Gandhāra and has
been frequently carved by the sculptors at all Buddhist sites.
Life Story of the Buddha:
Among 264 pieces, 110 relief panels or fragments depict the life story of the Buddha
that makes it 42% of the whole collection. In these reliefs almost all important aspects
and events of the life of the Buddha, i.e., his birth, first bath, life in palace, renunciation, great departure, return to Kapilavastu, return of Chandaka, entreaty of gods for
preaching, offering of the four bowls, miracle of Śrāvastī, miracle of fire, his death
and cremation, and guarding of the urns are carved.
Individual Buddha Images:
Six individual images of the Buddha making 2.27% of the whole collection were
found.
Individual Images of Bodhisattvas:
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Only two individual images of the Bodhisattvas were found that are 0.75% of the collection.
Architectural Elements:
Thirty-five architectural elements, i.e., harmikās, stupa pegs, capitals of pilasters and
cornice pieces were found in the Wali’s Collection that are 13.25% of it.
Secular Scenes:
Thirty-eight reliefs depicting ordinary life scenes, not directly linked with the life of
the Buddha or with some religions theme, are found. They are 14.4% of the total
number of pieces.
Heads:
In the collection under discussion thirty-nine heads, 14.8% of the total, either individually modelled or detached from the reliefs and images were found.
Garland Bearer:
Five garland bearer reliefs are found in the collection that constitutes 1.9% of it.
Flying Amorini:
Six reliefs, 2.27% of the total, are depicting flying amorini.
Unidentified:
Twenty-one, 7.95% of the total collection, objects were found unidentified which are
either too fragmentary or are found having no matching reference.
Descriptive Analysis
Jātakas: Pls. 84, 92
The only jātaka found in the collection is Dīpaṅkara Jātaka, represented by two
fragments of two separate relief panels. Plate 84 is empanelled with plain fillet, lanceolate leaves and centrally grooved lotus petals fillet. The two figures standing on extreme left had fleshy faces and muscular bodies. The figures are standing in almost
three dimensional view and carved very close to each other. Plate 92 is framed with a
fillet of five petalled lotus flowers on the top. The relief is looking over crowded,
leaving no extra space between the figures. Execution of the figures is in naturalistic;
mobility and flexibility is visible. The figures have fleshy faces and carved in almost
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three-dimensional view. A woman standing behind Sumati wears a tunic and a pointed cap while her hair is decorated with a wreath. In both the fragments there are nailholes for fixing them to masonry. They are carved in the same way as was in vogue in
those days in Gandhāra, Swat, and Txila. 235
Life Story of the Buddha
The collection contains almost all important events of the Lord Buddha’s life that
were known at that time. His birth, horoscope, renunciation, departure from royal palace, entreaty of gods for preaching in Indrasāla cave, meeting with the Kaśyapa
Brothers, his death and cremation scenes are found in the collection.
Interpretation of the Dream: Pl. 32
Execution of the figures in this relief is natural with almost three dimensional view.
Stiffness of the early stage has disappeared except for some features, i.e., parallel
grooves of loincloth and beard of ascetic c.f. Faccena Pl. CXXXVII. Dresses are Indian with wreath headgear.
Birth of Siddhārtha: Pls. 1, 205
Plate 1 was produced probably during the late Parthian period when the evolution of
art was occurring, because frontality, stiffness and drawing-like attention have disappeared; while robust eyes, moustaches of the Buddha and big chignon and long
groove on the shaft of pilasters are features of early stage. Dresses are Indian.
Plate 205 shows execution of the figures natural. Indra holding cloth to receive the
baby Siddhāratha, the future Buddha, is slightly bent forward. Drapery is so heavy
that full volume of the body does not obtrude under it. It falls more freely with close
parallel lines.
First Bath of the Child: Pl. 98
Sidhartha stands on the stool in frontal position, while figures on the right are in threedimensional view. Execution of these figures is natural. Mobility and flexibility is
seen, c.f. Khan fig. 44.
Return to Kapilvastu: Pl. 57
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Mobility in figures is observed, carving is rendered in natural way, while the dresses
are executed in Central Asian fashion.
Life in Palace: Pl. 138
A much damaged fragment of a relief panel showing a female musician beating a
drum placed in her lap on her left bent leg. Below her seat, there is a head of another
figure. This probably indicates a scene from the palace life of Prince Siddhāratha.
Renunciation: Pl. 52
Wife of Prince Siddhāratha, Yaśodharā, is sleeping on the bed while the female musicians on the floor. The relief is carved carefully in natural way but still frontality as of
the early stage is visible. Every figure is carved separately and not overlapping each
other. Space in the background is left. Faces of the figures are fleshy and the bodies
are muscular. Their headdresses are Central Asian while Yaśodharā wears a sāṛī.
Great Departure: Pl- 43, 107
Siddhārtha holding the reins, sitting on the horse back is leaving the palace. Chandaka
is on the left behind him holding an umbrella. While Vaiśravaṇa is on the left showing
him the way. The relief is carved delicately in a very natural way avoid unnecessary
details. Therefore the blank space is visible in background. Figures are attenuated
with mobility in three dimensional view wearing Indian dresses. The drapery folds are
billowing and wrought out with deep cuts.236
Return of Chandaka: Pl-51
Chandaka, the groom of the Prince Siddhāratha, holding the dress and jewellery of the
master in his right hand and umbrella in his left hand appears in the palace. The figure
is carved in frontal position, normal stature and fleshy face with westernized features.237 Uttarīyā coveres his left shoulder.
Host of Māra: Pl-132
Māra and his daughters wear dhotī with band tied round their waist, while a twisted
band stretching from the right shoulder passes vertically across the chest.238 The fig-
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ures have muscular and attenuated bodies with natural mobility and three dimensional
views.
Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach: Pl-36,68, 123
In Pl. 36 the Buddha is seated on the throne in Dhayānamudrā flanked by Indra and
Brahmā entreating him to start preaching. The relief is the very beautiful example of
the early stage of what D Faccenna called it the drawing period. Legs of the Buddha
are executed longer than the normal, arms and hands are not in balance but slightly
bent towards the right side, rough carving of the throne and the robust eyes of the Indra clearly indicate the inexperienced hands of the artist. Figures are attenuated with
heavy drapery. Drapery folds are closed spaced parallel lines.
Plate 68 also depicts the Buddha seated in abhayamudrā on a lower throne flanked by
Indra and Brahmā. The body of the Buddha is executed in a straight and rigid way.
Legs are unnaturally long, covered with heavy drapery. The right hand raised in abhayamudrā is un-proportionally enlarged to the body. Eyes of the Brahma are robust.
Dresses are Indian.
Plate 123 shows the Buddha seated in abhayamudrā on a very low throne flanked by
Indra and Brahmā. Execution of the figures is natural with proper proportion, mobility
and flexibility. The dresses are Indian.
Taming of an Elephant: Pl-147
The Buddha is taming an elephant that is getting out from the city gate to attack the
Buddha. On the right is a monk and on the left are the people watching the attack by
the elephant with surprise and scare. The relief is executed with balanced composition. The figures have fleshy faces and heavy volume of the body obtrude under the
heavy drapery. The dresses are Indian.
Individual Buddha Images:
Individual Buddha Images were carved or moulded to install against the walls of the
stupas or chapels. Wali-e Swat Collection also contains individual Buddha images.
Plate 148 portrays seated Buddha in dhayānamudrā in padmāsana on a low throne
with straws on the top and saw-tooth decoration. Plate 177 exhibits a defaced Buddha
seated on a low throne in abhayamudrā. The throne is decorated with saw tooth mo100

tives in front and straws on the top. Plate 129 shows a defaced Buddha seated on an
inverted lotus throne in padmāsana and dharmacakramudrā.
A headless terracotta Buddha in dhayānamudrā is seated on an inverted lotus throne
in padmāsana (Pls. 112, 124, 125).
Individual Images of the Buddha were found in stone and terracotta as well. All these
reliefs are found in seated position, while the hand gesture is dhayānamudrā. The
three terracotta sculptures seem to be the cast of the same mould.
Individual Images of Bodhisattvas:
In the Buddhist art of the Indus-Oxus region, Bodhisattva is depicted with hallo, chignon, and prolonged earlobes and wearing heavy jewellery. In the material under
study Bodhisattva Siddhārtha, Bodhisattva Vajrapāṇi and Bodhisattva Maitreya are
found. Plate 201 depicts probably Bodhisattva Siddhārtha.239 In Pls. 48 and 105 Bodhisattva Maitreya is depicted. He holds a flask (kamaṇḍalu) between the fore and
middle fingers that contains amrita, the elixir of life and a symbolic promise of salvation in future.240 The Buddhists regard Maitreya as Messiah, who is yet to appear. His
cult may have originated in northwest Pakistan and may have been influenced by saviour concept that was afloat in western India.241 Maitreya images are often found
standing on a low throne. It is believed that he lives in the meantime as a Bodhisattva
in Tuṣita heaven where he is engaged in preaching the religion.242 In the material under study Pl. 105 is a relief depicting seated Maitreya in heaven.
Secular Scenes:
A sizable part of the collection contains reliefs depicting the daily life scenes or secular scenes. Among them Pls. 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 27, 65, 75 and 96 seem segments
of the same relief. Size and material is the same while the reliefs are decorated above
by fillet of centrally grooved lotus petals. The scenes depicted are the daily life
scenes, figures with birds and animals. Plate 27 depicts two scenes, on the right two
figures are probably pouring liquid in a pot, while the left depicted a pot with branch-
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es of lotus flower, connected with the Buddha’s nativity.243 It also suggests that the
scenes could also have had a Buddhist reference, an ancient fertility imagery could
express a complex homage and to invoke the pleasure.244 Pls. 7, 10, 19, 21, 22 and 62
seem to be fragments of the same relief; not only the size and material is the same but
the upper fillet, decorating relief is carved with pointed leaf pattern or lanceolat,
leaves and on one end if completed, the framed lotus flower is depicted.
Such secular scenes depicted in the reliefs, may not have been the real part in religious establishments. The birds and fruits, part of the complex of offerings made to
the Buddha, tie into the age old concept of fertility that permeates the Buddhist imagery.245
Again Plates 38, 55, 56, 60, 61, 63, 79 and 80 seem fragment of the same cornice, depicting the scenes of revelry. Couples are busy in drinking and love making. Pl. 20
depicts heads of figures in profile under ogee arches; but the upper part is decorated
with fillet with uniform breaks of three petal lotus; probably it is the upper register of
a frieze.
Plate 74 depicts a figure with bow and busy in hunting probably Cupid, Greek god of
love.
Plates 223, 224 lion headed bird and 225 elephant although detached from their original reliefs and have no link directly with religious drama but fauna were depicted not
only to give the events of the life of the Buddha but, also as symbol of life too.
The scenes depicted in these reliefs looks secular scenes but in religious establishments, it is beyond the thinking that the secular or daily life scenes were fixed. Because when the Buddhist missionaries who came from India were directly involved in
the making and dedication of many images246 and overseeing the projects of the construction of religious establishment247 could not filtered the irrelevant scenes. “They
must have read signs of a code familiar to them into the eroticism of half-naked figures embracing the hedonistic atmosphere of the banquet, the playful excitement of
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putti fighting or offering drink to lions, the drinking vessels and the vine shoots.”248
“In fact this is a narrative art that owes its face and force also to the everyday world
forming the background to the life or lives of the Buddha, with all feelings, deeds,
customs and ways of thinking it brings into ply.” 249
Architectural Elements:
Stupa pegs, Hermika, Corince, Corinthian Capitals pilasters, door Jambs, metops.
Architectural elements found in the Buddhist Collection of Wali-e-Swat are stupa
pegs, brackets, Corinthian capitals, pilasters, and hermikas, door jamb and metope,
cornice.
Stupa Pegs or Nāgadantas: Pls. 9, 14, 53, 54, 110,111,152, 186, 210
Stupa pegs or nāgadantas of the collection understudy neither are biographical or narrative figures nor have directly linked with religious repertoire. But like most of the
erotic and revelry scenes depicted in Buddhist art of the region have some meanings
while fixed in a religious establishment. It seems that from the early stages of art, stupa pegs for suspending garlands were in vogue. Stupa peg of pl-9 is a figure wearing
an elaborate headdress and uttariya covering his left shoulder is playing a guitar. Execution of the figure is crude without paying attention on details. Stiffness and frontality is the main feature of the figure. In Pl-14, a figure is playing double flute. Execution of the figure is very crude. Stiffness and frontality with bold physical makeup is
visible. The same features are visible in Pl-53. Pls No. 110 is the winged ginni with
anjalimudra. Pl No. 111 is also a winged figure wearing an elaborate headdress standing on inverted lotus flower.
Pls. No. 50 and 89 of the brackets are figured with lion and looks the same. While
bracket of plate No. 143 is decorated with a leave pattern.
Corinthian Capital: Pls. 40, 69
Two capitals of Corinthian type were found in Wali-e-Swat Collection. Pl No. 40 is
decorated with a male figure on the right and female figure on the left are emerging
from leaves. While Pl – 69 is decorated with a female figure wearing an elaborate
headdress emerging from acanthus leaves. Figures are executed frontally with stiffness.
248
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Corinthian Pilasters: Pls 131,176,180,181,182,185,191
Corinthian Pilasters having Pl No. 131, 176, 180, 181, 182, 185, 191 are decorated
with plain fillets at bottom, shafts are decorated with figures standing on inverted lotus pedestal, capitals decorated with acanthus leaves and abacus with plain fillet below and check design fillet above are manufactured in the same workshop particularly
131 and 181.
Pl. No. 171 is different from the rest of pilasters. The base of pilaster is plain fillet
with cavetto and mouldings, long glove on shaft and Corinthian capital on the top.
This type of pilasters is found in Butkara.
Metope:250 Pls. 150–159
Pl. 150 is a metope with a figure in left profile wears uttariya, which covered his left
shoulder and holds uttariya in his right hand. While Pl. 159 metope is again decorated
with a figure in the same style as in Pl – 150 with one difference. The right hand of
the figure in Pl – 159 is raised in Chinmudra.
Door Jamb: Pls. 81, 64, 95, 156, 195, 208
Pls. 81 and 95 looks the fragment of same door Jamb.
Pl – 95 is door Jamb with window type 2 rectangles of equal proportion. In the upper
window bust of a princely figure in right profile is depicted. He holds a lotus flower in
his right hand. While in lower window bust of a figure in right profile with hands in
anjalimudra is depicted. The lowest and third one is in complete in which only the
head and shoulder of a figure are visible.
Door Jamb of Pl – 156 is decorated with a fillet of vine shaped volutes on the right
and branches on both sides. In the middle is series of various scenes empanelled with
Corinthian pilasters and each scene is separated with a fillet decorated with floral motives. In the upper register two figure in right profile wearing uttariya and paridhana
with hands in anjalimudra. In the lower register seated a male figure with left leg bent
is touching the upper fillet with his right hand.
Garland Bearer: Pls. 24, 109, 116, 174, 175
A very good number of reliefs depicting Putto carrying undulating garland were found
from Gandhara, Swat and Taxila. Mostly these reliefs were used to decorate the drum
250
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of the stupa. In the collection under study six reliefs were found. Pl No-24 is a long
relief depicting ten figures among that five are naked, holding flywhisk and carrying
garland while five are in aṅjalimudrā. Pl No 109 depicts Putti wear over coat carrying
garland while at the base, there are four plain fillets. Pl No-116 depicts figure wear
short tunic bound by a belt or girdle carrying a heavy garland on the shoulder. Pl No174 is a relief decorated above by lanceolate leaves and the traces of the figures carrying garland. Pl No-175 is framed with thin plain fillet depicting three nude figures
wearing necklace carrying garland while three figures are in the middle.
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Chapter 5
Chronology of the Wali’s Collection
Chronology on the Basis of Style and Material
The artisans and their sponsors devoted their skill and resources to venerate the Buddhist religion and decorate the monastic establishments all over in the Swat Valley.
To fulfil the needs of the devotee’s sculptural workshops were established near stupas
at a particular locality. In due course of time all localities situated in a particular subvalley might have flourished under and trained by a parent artisan or workshop. This
may be one of the reasons that workshops working in each sub-valley have their own
distinctive features.251 Like its chronology, the date of diverse material used for execution of Gandhara art is also controversial. In this regard the scholars presented hypotheses according to their own experience. This however, needs a scientific analysis
to conclude which type of material was preferred by the artisans of a particular era.
Style
Archaeologists use the term “style” with great frequency and wide variety of different
ways. The word style derives from the Latin word ‘Stilus’ means writing instruments
of the Romans. Style is any distinctive and recognizable way in which an act is performed. According to the McGraw Hill Dictionary of Art, “The manner developed
during a particular period or within a culture, considered standard for that time or culture, constitutes its specific artistic character or style.252 In the study of arts, works,
not institutions or people, are the primary data; in which some characteristics are
found that appear in other products of the same artist(s) era or locale.253 It may be a
particular treatment of details, composition or handling of materials that remains a
constant in his expression and indicates his individual manner of working.254 Style is
an indispensable historical tool; it provides a structure for the history of art.
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Although scholars have suggested the date of the beginning of Gandhara art, it has
been so complex and uncertain in the absence of name of the artist or any authentic
material to determine it precisely. Each scholar gave his own opinion regarding the
beginning and decline of the art. A. Foucher pushed the date of the beginning of the
art back to the first century BC, the flourishing period to the first century AD and in
the second half of the first century AD the decline of the art started.255 He confined
the period of the art too short. Although some scholars extended this period to the 5th
century A.D256 yet new research has changing the old theories. Scholars of the 19th
and early half of the 20th century tried to establish the chronology in the given sources of
information, but advanced methods and techniques facilitated scientific excavations
and research and extended an advantage to scholars to re-address problems. The scientific excavations and careful examination of the material from Butkara I, Butkara
III, Saidu Sharif and Shnaisha in the main valley while Andan Dheri, Chatpat andChargpate in the southern Swat has set the directions. Now we have more solid footing for establishing the chronology of the art.
Archaeological evidence shows that the stupa of Butkara I was built in the late thirdearly second century BC.257 Stupa No-14 and 17 of Great Stupa III of the first decade
of our era preserve the original decoration containing architectural sculpture of columns, capitals and figured cornice and on the basis of excavation evidence can be
dated to the late period of the first century BC or the beginning of first century AD.258
It was proved by toilet trays found at Taxila, an important centre of Buddhism.259
Evolutionary Stages of the Swat Style
The style and material of the sculpture from Wali-e Swat Collection are studied in the
perspective of Gandhara sculpture found in the valley of Peshawar and Taxila. Besides the style, the evolution of the Buddhist art in the Swat Valley from the primary
stage to its climax and its decline of the art in the valley are discussed. During the
evolutionary stages any cultural or stylistic change when observed is critically examined. This helped in understanding the relation between change of style and selection
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of material. The study of present collection indicates evolutionary stages: the primary
stage started and was practiced in the Śaka Period, the secondary practiced in the
Kuṣāṇa Period, and the tertiary stage in vogue in the Kuṣāṇo-Sasanian and Kidara
Kuṣāṇa Period.
The First Stage
The first stage of the Buddhist art in Swat was started from the Śaka Period. The missionaries came to Swat constructed stupas precinct shrine to fulfil their religious
needs. The establishment of Stupa-I of Butkaṛa I260 and stupa shrines of Butkaṛa III261
seem to be among the earliest Buddhist religious building undertakings in the region.
It was the constant cultural flow from India, that was not only responsible for the
foundation of Buddhism in the valley but also maintained and strengthened it through
religious and political ties.262 The learned Buddhist monks and nuns were deeply involved in the making and dedication of many images.263 When Buddhist philosophy
of India was in search to find the way (art) for the adoration of the Master and the
propagation of the new faith the Hellenistic ideals264 mixed with indigenous one265
provided its foundation to construct a distinct Buddhist artistic tradition for the whole
of Uḍḍiyāna that may be referred as the Uḍḍiyāna style.266 It was the time when the
formation of the new art started. Being under the control of religious elites, the artist
therefore could not work freely. Secondly at this early stage artistic tradition was begun without any precedent, therefore the hesitation and in-experience of the artists are
observed as crude execution of the figures267 (Pls. 6, 14). Caitya entrance after the India fashion satisfied the need and the taste of the monks268 (Pls. 39,119) compare to
Swati Pls. 2, 3269. The Bactrian sculptors were fond of including architectural details
such as columns and capitals of Greek origin in their composition.270 The Corinthian
columns, acanthus leaves and horseshoe arches of Indian fashion separating the dif260
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ferent scenes were practised from the beginning271 (Pl. 39). In the early stage of art,
columns were round and slender272 (Pls. 6, 11, 12, 16,119).
Archaeologically, it is proved that the art serving the Buddhist faith was started during
the Śaka Period. Archaeological evidence shows that the stupa of Butkaṛa-I was built
in third century BC.273 Contemporary to the Great Stupa III cornice of small votive
stupas No. 14 and 17 preserve the original decoration containing architectural sculpture of columns capitals and figured cornice and on the bases of excavation evidence
it can be dated to the last period of the first century BC or the beginning of first century AD.274 This fact is also proved by the artistic activities started in Taxila, an important centre of Buddhists.275 Thirdly the land of Gandhara was on the main trade
route from Central Asia to India and China, which played a vital role in beginning of
the Buddhist art of the land. As AL Basham stated that it is not due to the Greeko
Bactrian heirs of Alexendr but to the trade with the west, encouraged by rising prosperity of Rome that this school emerged with the strong western influence.276
This first stage of art was flourishing during the period of the Parthians. The land
which the Parthians liberated from the Greeks was deeply influenced by western culture and the Parthians they did not tried to disturb this Greek influence on the society.277 That’s why the Greek and Parthian influences flourished side by side which is
seen in the Buddhist art of Swat during the Parthian rule. During this period of Swati
art with the exception of excellent executions, the reliefs show a schematic composition with frontal rather stiff figures organised over various flattened planes with drawing like attention278 (Pls. 36, 68, 118). There is always balanced composition with
more prominent figures forcefulness with simplification of the body volume bringing
focus to bear on certain significant parts, i.e., head eyes legs (Pl. 118) and the hands
(Pl. 68)279 compare to Swati Pl. 6280 and enlarging the other. Other panels reveal a different artistic sensibility of rather crude execution (Pl. 35). The open treatment of the
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eyes, round and staring at the outset281 as well as moustaches282 is the features of this
stage (Pls. 36, 68) compare to Faccena283 Fig. 8, 9 and Swati

284

Pl. 6. The Western

and Central Asian influence goes side by side. Frontality and rigidity of the figures
are the Parthian influence (Pl. 68 and 118) and the three quarter view is the Hellenistic
inspiration285(Pl. 66). The dress at this stage is Indian dhotī and shawl (Pl. 68) and
Scytho-Parthian, long and short tunic with trouser and soft boots286 (Pls. 66, 31). Drapery folds are in schematic lines on a broad flattened body (Pls. 68, 35, 85, 118). The
execution of the Buddha figure was in vogue right from the beginning (Pls. 36, 68).287
The figure of the Buddha takes on a rigid form, slender, angular arms held out triangle-wise, garments marked by parallel grooves running in abstract linearity (Pl. 36)
compare Faccena288 (Figs. 16, 17). At this stage the figure of the Buddha is often seated in abhayamudrā and dhayānamudrā and rarely standing.289
Small reliefs were in vogue in the import period. The artists restricted themselves to
the smaller genre-pieces as free sculpture were not executed very much yet in the
short period of the Parthian monarchs. The small oblong reliefs apparently were used
as decoration, which at the beginning of the Gandhara art was rather a common practice.290 In Hellenistic import art these are mostly tableaux from the classical mythology or from worldly daily life; little domestic scenes, men and women at drinking
bouts and feasts, etc..291 The small reliefs with the scenes from the daily life were prepared for decorating the stupas (Pls. 10, 12, 62, 65, 21, 18, 11, 8, 6, 5, 27, 16, 19, 96,
75, 7, 22).
In the beginning of Gandhāra art the drinking dancing and erotic scenes were the favourite theme due to the Greek–Parthian secular art.292 Scenes of drinking, dancing
and music when occur together have an erotic aspect while others are ritualistic.293
The sculptors gave these drinking and marry making scenes sober and holier touch by
281
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putting lotuses instead of wine cups in the hands of revellers.294 These drinking and
revelry scenes appear on stairs, foot of stairs, in the doorway motifs of catiya arches
friezes and jambs and lintels.295 But in our case the drinking (Pls. 38, 60, 63, 80) and
revelry scenes (Pl. 55) are depicted on the cornice pieces where the couples are separated by vine leaves. The male figures have a beard and moustaches while the female
figures have wreath headdress and ear pendants. All the figures are in three-quarter
view. Even in the Buddhist art of Swat some sexual scenes are depicted here are not
shown elsewhere in Gandhāra.296
In the first and second centuries BC the Buddhist of India suspended garlands on the
brackets (nāgadantas) at regular intervals around the base of the dome of stupa.297
These winged figures carry offerings as worshipping spirits.298 The practice of suspending garlands on these brackets (nāgadantas) also referred to as stupa-pegs started
in Gandhāra and confined to early stupas.299 Many such pegs have been discovered
from Chat Pat, Butkara I, Pāṅṛ, and Saidu Sharif in Swat and various other Buddhist
sites at Taxila.300 In the present collection figures of the stupa pegs (Pls. 9, 14, 53, 54,
110, 210) have pointed chin which shows the Parthian influence. The figures in Pl. 19
probably a female wearing an elaborate headdress and sari sari is playing a stringed
instrument (guitar). The male figure in Pl. 14 is crude and is playing double flute. In
Pl. 53 the figure has a lotus flower in his left hand while in Pl. 54 the female figure
holds a flywhisk in her right hand. After the schematic and stylistic analysis all these
fall in the Scytho-Parthian period.
The Second Stage
Second stage of the Buddhist art in the valley of Swat was started in the last decade of
the first century AD probably AD 80-90 as indicated by archaeological context.301 At
this stage it reached its maturity only when it had evolved a distinctive style and character of its own and when its sculpture had developed their technical skill and power
of imagination sufficiently to give worthy expression to the tradition and ideals of
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Buddhism.302 The Buddhist art of Swat reached to its mature period although the archaic style was still continued till the end of the first century AD (Pls. 32, 97). The
Scytho-Parthian influence over the physical features of the figures is still visible303
(Pls. 97, 98). The schematic composition with frontal rather stiff figure with forcefulness of body volume of the early period is now changed into natural mobility. The
stiffness of the figure changed into somewhat flexibility (Pls. 100, 102, 15, 199, 205).
Execution of the figures became more refined (Pl. 32) and waved or curly hair style
was elaborately worked out.304 The full volume of the body does not obtrude under
the drapery.305 The drapery falls more freely306 billowing307 (Pls. 69, 99, 100) and its
folds become closely spaced parallel lines308 (Pls. 99, 100). The figures wear the
Scytho-Parthian dress (Pls. 100, 102) as well as the Indian dress (Pls. 99, 67). The
headdress and jewellery were also that of the Scytho-Parthian period (Pls. 97, 98).
The Indo Persepolitan columns of the early period were abandoned. The reliefs were
decorated above by some floral motives (Pl. 123). The imbalance is also observed in
the depiction of the scrolls of capitals that extended to the fillet of the panel (Pl. 102).
The Corinthian pilasters with a flat shaft with a figure on it are later examples.309
At this stage the Buddhist iconography of religious repertory was fully developed and
the sculptor had a vast subject of carving (Pl. 4). Flaming shoulders of the Buddha
Sakyamuni in miracle of Saravasti and to subdue the nāga of Uruvilva was executed
during the Kuṣāṇa period310 (Pl. 41). Before, throne of the Buddha was without decoration but since the Kuṣāṇa period onward it was decorated.311 Besides seated figures,
standing Buddha figures were found (Pl. 100). The European poses depicted in the
relief panels were added in this period312 (Pls. 105 left figure). From the beginning of
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the Gandhāra art till the beginning of its golden age only abhayamudrā and
dhayānamudrā were used while dharmacakramudrā appeared at this stage.313
The Third Stage
The third stage includes Kuṣāṇo-Sasanian and Kidara-Kuṣāṇa period. During this period the workshop of Swati sculpture became well advanced to produce almost any
style current or past in the Indus region314. Background detail at this stage is almost
finished and much attention is paid to realistic depiction of the figures, their magnification and actions315 (Pl. 147). Various forms of mudrās were introduced in this period (Pls. 124, 125, 129, 148, 159). The halo became larger (Pls. 67, 120) and decorated
with incised lines The European pose of the Buddha, introduced during the Kuṣāṇa
period continued. Legs crossed below the knees occur on complex panel seen as
late316 (Pl. 105). The drapery folds became dense flat terracing with less rounding at
the edge, greater recourse to flatted strips and low narrow rounded ridges or ribs like
strings317 (Pls. 265, 266). Drapery became more thin and transparent (Pls. 149, 158,
179). Other features are prominent chin on the longer head, narrowing of the eyes under the pronounced upper lids; their edges, eyebrows and lips can be sharp with wavy
or curled hairstyle318 (Pls. 178, 188, 194). The Corinthian pilasters with a flat shaft
with a figure on it are later examples.319 The bases of the pilasters are moulded and
tapering (Pls. 105, 120, 141). In the relieves as a requirement of the scene other architectural details were also included, e.g., gate of the city and balcony (Pl. 120) as compared to the Queen Maya’s dream the marriage procession and renunciation of Sidhārtha. Empanelled Corinthian pilasters separate the scenes (Pl. 120).
In the later phase of this stage, Brahmanical ideas dominate this art, which was depicted in the form of Garuḍa taking away the nāginis. Garuḍa is the vehicle of the
god Viṣṇu and enemy of the nāgas and nāginīs320(Pl. 155).
The stylistic analysis of the Wali-e Swat collection in historical perspective shows the
evolution of the Buddhist art of Swat. The changes occurred in the style simultaneous313
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ly with the rest of Gandhāra. The artist of Swat was a skilled enough to absorb the
changes, which proved that the art was a living art.
Stylistic Analysis on the Basis of ‘Zonal Workshops’
Pakistan a gateway to South Asia was always open to foreign invaders and the tribes
who wanted to migrate from Central Asia to here. This region was on the crossroad of
East and Southeast Asia to the West. Its geographical location played a vital role in its
political, social religious and cultural history. During the time of Chandragupta Maurya for the first time it became the part of a Indian dynasty. The rock inscriptions of
Aśoka at Shabāzgaṛhi (Mardan) and Mansehra in Hazara and the scientific excavation
at Butkaṛa-III in Swat proved that Buddhism was flourishin here in the 3rd century
BC. Later centuries were the development of religion which played a vital role in each
aspect of life and art and architecture were among them.
But after the death of Aśoka, his successors could not tighten the grip as a result of
which they lost this territory. Again it united under the suzerainty of the Kuṣāṇa rulers
whose kingdom was expanded from the Oxus in the west to Bengal in east. During
this period Buddhism thrived and got great impetus due to the royal patronage.
Kuṣāṇa rulers made Puruṣapura, modern Peshawar, their capital. This region included
Taxila, Gandhāra, Uḍḍiyāna, Kapiśa and Bactria recently termed as Indus-Oxus region (Swati 1997: 3) founded and developed their own indigenous style of art commonly known as Gandhāra Art distinct from that of Mathura, i.e., Indian. These petty
states have even their own features developed in their regional workshops, maintain
their identity and hence referred as regional style (Swati 1997: 3, 4); recent research
made it possible to pinpoint the features of these petty states. “Even each series is the
product of one or more hands showing strong affinities and belonging to same workshop.”
When Gandhāra School of art was flourishing in the northwestern region at that time
Mathura was developing it own indigenous style. Due to its favourable geographical
situation Mathura was an important place in ancient times. It was situated on the river
Jummna and on commercial routes from Northwest India to the plains of Ganges and
western coast owing to the situation so extremely favourable for the trade it must soon
have become a prosperous centre. And whenever money is earned by trade people
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can afford the luxury of art. It is proved not only by Mathura but Swat, Gandhāra and
Taxila too.
Mathura unlike that of Gandhāra did not appear as a sudden outburst of creative activity inspired by the Kuṣāṇa’s patronage. It may be properly regarded as an outgrowth
of ancient Indian school. Inscriptions and fragments of sculpture take the history of
Mathura as a centre of religious art back to 200 BC. From the very beginning of the
iconic period and throughout the following centuries it was, therefore, a continual
process of give-and-take and, as result of this mutual exchange, both the schools of art
enriched each other. Inscription and fragments of sculpture take the history of Mathura as a centre of religions back to 200 BC. The great period of Mathura florescence
coincided with great country of the Kuṣāṇa rulers under the reign of Kaniśka and his
successors and is thus exactly contemporary with the school of Gandhāra. Both these
schools have the honour of having produced the first image of the Buddha.
Regional workshop of Uḍḍiyāna, Swat, was further divided in to sub-valleys where
scientific archaeological excavations have been done. The workshops of these subvalleys are called zonal workshops. They are Jambil sub-valley zonal workshop, Illum
Khawaṛ sub-valley zonal workshop and Shamozai sub-valley zonal workshop.
The Jambil Sub-Valley
The artistic activities were started in the Jambil sub-valley as proved by historical and
archaeological evidences. In the first stage of this workshop figures are very crude
focusing on certain bodyparts, which were improportionally enlarged, e.g, hands (Pl.
14). They have round fleshy faces with full volume of the body (Pl. 14, 119).
Daily Life Scenes
In the Jambil Sub-valley the early stage of art was founded. The daily life scenes at
this stage of art are of two types: daily life scenes, and amorous couples with drinking
scenes. Daily Life Scenes (Pl. 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 18, 19, 21, 22, 11, 62, 65). In these
reliefs figures are depicted robust and crude with imbalance in their body, i.e., (Pl. 8)
hands and arms of the right figure are much larger than other parts of the body. In Pl.
6, the right hand of the figure is much larger than the right arm while the right foot
and leg are much shorter as compare to the whole body. Sculptor has tried to give it
sacred touch by creating/carving some religious icon, i.e., lotus flower (Pls. 10, 22)
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the middle figure holds a lotus flower in his right hand, (Pls 19, 11). In this early stage
of art when the sculptor had no clear idea of religious repertory, he carved the amorous figures with drinking scenes, wine cups and figures are wrapped by vine-leaves.
The figures are crude with round fleshy faces and summary and volume of body. The
female figures have wreath headdress while the male ones have Dionysian style of
hair and beard (Pls. 38, 60, 61, 63, 80, 79).
Stupa-Pegs or Nāgadantas
At this first stage of the Jambil sub-valley two stupa pegs were found (Pl. 111, the
figure is standing on inverted lotus pedestal), having fleshy round face and robust
eyes. The other peg has figure with crude and imbalanced body part, i.e., hand (Pl.
54). These stupa pegs are similar with that of Taxila nāgadanta (Pl. 110). Eyes are
fully opened with large moustaches (Pl. 210).
The Jambil Sub-valley Stage II
During the 2nd stage in the Jambil sub-valley, the Buddha figure was depicted frontally without any hesitation. We found the seated Buddha in abhayamudrā flanked by
Indra and Brahmā (Pl. 83). In this stage, the life stroy of the Buddha is prepared and
many episodes are carved in this sub-valley, i.e., ‘offering of the four bowls’ (Pls.
120, 44), ‘return to Rājagriha’, and devotees depicted around him. Besides this, Jātakas, e.g., Dīpaṅkara Jātaka (Pl. 92) was depicted at this stage in the Jambil sub-valley.
The Jambil Sub-valley Stage – III
At this stage in Jambil sub-valley, the Indian influence became more powerful. Now
the sculptor used another medium, terracotta, the burnt clay. The throne became an
inverted lotus and the seated Buddha bare footed and his hands were carved in different gestures. Dhayānamudrā became more delicate Pls. 124, 125. Now sculptor became more experienced and focused on the beauty of the figure rather than naturalistic approach. The outline and full volume of the body became thinner (Pl. 112, 124,
125). Hair of the Buddha radiates in densely waved bands from a peak of sharp hairline (Pl. 113). Hands gestures were dhayānamudrā, abhayamudrā and aṅjalimudrā
(Pls. 1, 2, 112, 124, 125, 218). Birth of Sidhārtha, seated Buddha flanked by Indra and
Brahmā, Mahāparinirvāna and adoration of Triratna are found (Pl. 1). Cornice decorated with flying amorini (Pl. 33).
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The Illum Khawaṛ Sub-valley Stage-I
In Wali-e Swat Collection Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley stage I, two stupa pegs were
found (Pls. 54, 110), while monks with other two figures are carved (Pl. 35). Amorino
standing under ogee arches separated by persopolitan pilasters is found (Pl. 119).
Figure of the Buddha.
Figure of the Buddha with unimpressive craftsmanship was found in this zonal workshop of art right from the very beginning321 (c.f. Pl. 36 to Faccenna Pls. CCXI,
CCXXVIII).322 The Buddha is often found seated and rarely standing. In this workshop, face of the Buddha is round and fleshy; eyes are fully opened, robust with incised iris and the pupils. In the early stage of art uṣṇīṣa is bigger and hair is tightened
in three strips like a turban. Halo is smaller. feet and legs of the Buddha are carved
like a drawing (Pl. 36). The legs are extra-ordinary large with unusual yogic style (Pl.
36). The heavy drapery has folds, which are indicated by incised lines making parallel
grooves (c.f. Pl. 36 to Faccenna Fig. 16, 17).323 The drapery fold which made the
neckline is not as closer to the neck as in the later period. Hand gestures are
dhayānamudrā and abhayamudrā (Pl. 214). The lower throne of the Buddha is without any decoration.
The Illum Khawaṛ Sub-valley Stage – II
In this stage repertory of the lifestory of the Buddha was augmented and many episodes were carved in this sub-valley, i.e, the birth of Sidhārtha (Pl. 205), first bath of
Sidhārtha (Pl. 98), the Great Departure (Pl. 107). Besides, figure of Bodhisattva is depicted focusing on Maitreya (Pls. 48, 49). Ascetics were also depicted (Pl. 29, 34, 73),
some important episodes like Great Departure were found (Pl. 42); worshippers in
aṅjalimudrā were carved not only in reliefs and panels, but also on door jambs and
cornices (Pls. 99, 90, 64, 59, 46).
The Illum Khawaṛ Sub-valley Stage – III
During this period of the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley, stucco heads found here are round
and fleshy with thick lips and broad nose, half-closed eyes and curly hair, features of
Gupta period (Pls. 127, 128). The wavy-hair of the Buddha was replaced by snail
shell curls. Some episodes of the life of the Buddha were found, e.g., marriage of
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Sidhārtha (Pl. 57), measuring of the Buddhapl (Pl. 173), miracle of Śrāvastī (Pl. 41).
Maitreya is shown in Tuṣita heaven (Pl. 105). Central Asian and Indian dresses were
used (Pl. 58). Individal images of the Buddha with inverted lotus throne were prepared (Pls. 129, 177).
The Shamozai Sub-valley Stage – II
Some other episodes were included in the story, i.e., measuring of the Buddha (Pl.
173), marriage of Sidhārtha (Pl. 57), the Buddha depicted in abhayamudrā in standing
position flanked by Vajrapāṇi in Central Asian dress (Pl. 100), and Indian dresses
were used (Pl. 82).
The Shamozai Sub-valley Stage-III
At this stage in the Shamozai sub-valley, the stiffness and static carving of the figures
are improved and depicted with more mobility in three quarter view. The figures have
clinging drapery. It seems that at this stage the Buddhist repertory of art took a new
turn and now attention was paid to monks and church rather than the original philosophy, stated by the founder of the religion.
Chronological Analysis
After the stylistic analysis of the Buddhist collection of Wali-e Swat it became clear
that the first workshop of sculptures was founded in the Jambil sub-valley and then
the artistic activities were extended towards other sub-valleys. The Jambil and Illum
Khawaṛ sub-valleys were the main centre of artistic activities during the century of
first stage.
At the second stage during the first century of the CE, these artistic activities were
expanded towards the Shamozai and Buner sub-valleys.
Types of Material in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Given its cultural and geographical context, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province is
blessed with a variety of raw material, which was used by artisans throughout history
for mking sculpture satisfying the need of the society and fulfilling their commitments. A variety of schist, marble, stucco, terracotta and bronze have apparently been
used for carving, engraving or casting sculpture.
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According to Fidaullah Sehrai “The art is produced in stone, lime plaster, baked clay
and bronze. The largest numbers of sculptures are carved in schist, a kind of stone
easily available in the hills of this region. The stone is soft and has grey, blue and
green shades. Some of the later sculptures were in soap stone and marble also, but it is
the schist in which the bulk of them were produced.” 324
Stone
Stone was the principal material used both in sculpture and in architectural ornamentation.325 So the stone carving started in the last centuries of first millennium BC was
in vogue till the 3rd century AD and even late. There seems to be reasons to pick up
stone for making reliefs and individual images: easy and cost-free availability of the
material was the main factor; since the Aśokan period artisan discarded perishable
material and favoured stone for its durability. Also due to the close affinity with Central Asia and the West through the Silk Road, the artisans came to know about the use
of stone as it was in vogue in Greece, Rome and Parthia.326 The toilet trays found in
Sirkap, Taxila, shows that their subject matter and workmanship are purely Hellenistic with local touch.327
Schist found locally is of many types.328 Green, black, blue and grey schist was used
for sculptures. The use of soft stone increased under the Bactrian Greeks including
hornblende and chloritic schists and particularly dark grey phylite but by the first century AD during the Parthian period phylite became more popular.329 R Newman made
an extensive petrography work on Gandhara schist sculpture material of fourteen
sculptures. He found twelve of them were made from carbonaceous muscovite-quartz,
chloritoide phylite. The other two sculptures were made of magnetite-bearing chlorite
schist and carbonaceous gypsum rocks.330 L Courtois analysed the samples from the
sculptures in Musee Guimet and found two types of rocks; the first type belongs to
central Afghanistan while the second type is carbonaceous chloritoide muscovite
324
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seretic quartz phylite belongs to the Peshawar Valley, Hadda and Jalālābād sculptures.331 Very fine grained chlorite-schists and talc schists was used in sculptures.332
The Use of Stone as a Medium in Swat
Swat is very rich in natural and mineral resources and it was because of its prosperity
due to rich agricultural earning, thick forests and mineral deposits that people from
different far off and near places continued to be attracted to it. Wood was perhaps the
first such material that was used for sculpting, but it was replaced by other durable
materials because it could hardly last long and perished within decades if not centuries. Stone, found in abundance locally, was the major material used by the artists of
Uḍḍiyāna.333 However, stone was not the only option with the artists of Uḍḍiyāna.
They perhaps tried every workable material for creating holy and secular images. We
found the use of terracotta and stucco, while marble has also been used. We have reasons to believe that sculptures were embellished with precious stones of different colours and gold.
Geologically the Swat Valley is situated in a very important area.334 The mountains of
the main valley are formed of granite, gneiss, schist and meta-sedimentary rocks with
the intrusion of grandiosities, granite, synete and diorite.335 The sculpture found in
sacred area in general is made of amphiolitic formation and in particular chlorite
schist (most common), talc schist with carbonate matter and phylite.336 Stone easily
available in Swat and Buner was brought not only to Gandhāra337, Taxila338 but also
to Afghanistan, which is proved by plenty of schist reliefs in the monastic complex of
Shotorak.339
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The scientific excavations throw light on the material used in the sacred buildings and
sculptures. The stone used as a building material in Butkaṛa I (Great Stupa-I) was
phylite. In Great Stupa-2 in the early phase phylite and chloritic schist, while talc
schist was used later. Great Stupa-3 floor was paved with schist slabs and the moulding of stupas No. 14, 17, 27 was made of talc schist and chloritic schist. In these sites,
mostly green schist is used for the sculpture.340 The building material in Butkaṛa-III
consisted of irregular slabs of local lime stone for structures, in diaper masonry, and
dressed rectangular blocks of light grey granite, while sculptures and relief panels are
made of phylite or green schist.341 On the basis of technique and material employed,
Faccenna divided monuments of Saidu Sharif Stupa into two groups. Monuments of
the first group are constructed in diaper masonry in schist and their final profile is
plaster coated. The second group is constructed in ashlars masonry in soapstone, blue
schist is used for pilasters, architraves, cornice and modillions linking up with the pilasters. The bases and capitals are in green schist. The architectonic and figural material is schist and green schist.342 Except for the capital reliefs for which the basic material is soapstone, almost all the sculptures are made of green schist or phylite, stucco
being sparingly used for this purpose.343 In Pāṅṛ-I green schist or soapstone was used
in functional structure and figurative sculpture.344
Two varieties of stone have been used for making sculpture at Anḍān-ḍherai that is
bluish schist and greenish phylite.345 The blue schist was used for sculptures at
Chaṭpaṭ.346 In Marjānai most of the material is green phylite. But in Nimogram black
and green schist was simultaneously used.
Ancient Quarries in Swat
The region of Swat is the most probable origin for schist and phylite used by the
sculptors of Gandhāra, Taxila347 and Swat for carving reliefs and images. HW Bellew
reported about the quaries of fine, soft blue slate in Totalai Hills of the Ranizai sub340
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valley, which was probably the source site of ancient Buddhist and Hindus sculpture.348 RC Kempe reported two quarries located between Dargai and Skhakot near
Gul Maqam, above a tunnel through which upper Swat Canal flows, and the second is
one kilometre further east.349 He came to the conclusion, after making a number of
comparisons that the quarry may have been one of the source of schist used for
Gandhāran Sculpture.350 “The chloritoide phylites of Gul Magam area are too coarse
and tectonized to be compared with materials used for sculptures”.351 The quarry may
be inferior; perhaps it is the material remaining after the best had been quarried.352
Some Italian scholars made an extensive survey in respect of ancient quarries in the
region of Swat and documented quarry zones at Pāṅṛ, Saidu Sharif, Gogdara,
Amankot, Amlukdara, Bologram, Mingora and Sewgalai.353 The signs of extracting
and the careful examination of the stone available at ancient quarries prove that the
schist from Amankot (Mingora) and Sewgalai quarries were used by the artisans of
the valley for sculpture making.354 And the material extracted from other quarries was
used only for building purpose.
Another ancient quarry has been reported near the Buddhist stupa site of Gumbatuna
on the right bank of River Swat.355 The stone extracted from the quarry was used only
for construction purpose and for making umbrellas for stupas.356 Choice of rocks for
building depends not only on their relative availability but also on the building period
and technique.357
The material for the sculpture was brought from the quarry several kilometres far
from the building areas.358 The workshops are usually in the quarry area and in that
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case always along the streams or inside the sacred area.359 The carving was finished in
the building areas fit exactly into their grooves. These kinds of store-cum-workshop
areas are found at numerous Buddhist remains in Swat360 and Hazara.361
Opinion of Scholars Regarding the Type of Stone
MA Shakur wrote, “In the early centuries of Gandhara sculpture the favourite medium
for carving was the blue schist and green phylite.”362 Blue, black carbonaceous and
green schist consisting of silicates was also used for figures and panels of stair riser
and dormer windows of stupa domes.363 AH Dani stated, “In the early periods blue
schist is invariably chosen while in the last period we get green phylite.364 H Hargreaves wrote, “The stone used for most of the sculpture is a variety of greyish blue
schist which varies considerably in fineness.”365 But, on the other hand, another
scholar JE Van Lohuizen-de-Leeuw stated “Green Chloritized schist a type of stone
which is often used in early sculpture from the North West.”366 As a matter of fact
neither blue nor black or grey schist nor green chloritized schist was used in early
days of art. It depends upon availability, quality and demand of material. Green Schist
was the favourite material of the artisans and donors of the Buddhist period Mingora
Saidu Sharif valley and its vicinity; although black schist was also used. But, in the
Shamozai sub-valley black schist was more popular than green one.
Analysis of Stone Sculptures of the Wali-e Swat Collection
In the present collection, stone, stucco and terracotta were used to manufacture reliefs
and sculptures. Stone was the main medium used by artists of Swat, but in the later
centuries stucco and terracotta were also used as found in vogue in Gandhāra and T
axila.
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On the basis of visual examination, material of the collection has been analysed. Total
number of objects studied is 264. Among these 103 are carved in green-schist or phylite, that makes it 39.922% of the whole collection. Black schist was used for 132
sculptures and reliefs that makes it 51.162% of the whole collection. While soap stone
was used for fine sculptures that is 1.93 % of the whole collection.
Zone-wise Statistical Analysis of the Material of Wali-e Swat Collection
On the basis of stylistic analysis, the collection is divided in probable zonal workshops, each again sub-divided in evolutionary stages to extract statistical ratio of particular type of stone used their in.
The Jambil Sub-valley First Stage
In the first stage of the Jambil sub-valley Style thirtyfive (35) sculptures belonging
stylistically to this stage are executed in green schist. In this sub-valley green schist
remained a favourite medium of artists, for, it is softer and easier to work in than
black schist.
In the second stage of this sub-valley style eleven (11) sculptures are found. Out of
this number, six (6) objects are made of green schist or phylite, one of stucco and four
are made of black schist
In the third stage of the sub-valley, thirty six (36) sculptures and reliefs are found, of
which nineteen (19) are of green schist or phylite, ten (10) of terracotta, six (6) of
stucco and one (1) of black schist.
The Ilum Khawaṛ Sub-valley
In the first stage of the Ilum Khawaṛ sub-valley the collection contains eight (8) objects of black schist while nine (9) sculptures and reliefs are made of green schist.
In the second stage of the sub-valley sixty (60) objects are found. Of them twenty
seven (27) are of black schist and thirty three (33) are of green Schist.
In the third stage forty six (46) objects are found. Of them thirty-three (33) sculptures
are made of black schist and thirteen (13) of green schist.
The Shamozai Sub-valley
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In the Shamozai sub-valley no object or sculpture of the first stage was found in the
collection.
In the second stage of the sub-valley there a total of twelve (12) sculptures are found.
Out of them six (6) are made of black schist, five (5) of green schist and one (1) of
soap stone.
In the third stage of the sub-valley twenty six (26) objects are found. Out of them two
(2) objects are made of green schist and twenty four (24) of black schist.
Stucco
Another medium adopted by the artist of Gandhāra, Uḍḍiyāna and Taxila for the work
of art and architecture was stucco. Marble was used to produce stucco. The rock was
milled to powder, which was heated to transform carbonate into oxides. After heating
the substance was worked together with water in tanks.367 Stucco is the mixture of
lime in the form of powder, sand grog and animal glue. Animal hair and hemp have
been often used as binding agents, while other material can be used to counteract the
tendency to set rapidly.368 As to the technique of these sculptures the bodies’ legs and
arms of the larger figures were composed of stone and mud and covered with stucco
plaster while heads were moulded and mortised.369 In case of smaller reliefs, the entire body was separately modelled, white or cream colour shell was applied and finished it off with chisel when dry.
The artist of the Parthian and Sasanian periods achieved magnificent effects in figural
as well as ornamental art. The use of stucco for architectural purpose was very early
probably in Parthian architectural decoration.370 The Śakas or the Parthians has introduced this art into India from the west probably by the latter.371 The extensive use of
stucco for figural art and sculpture was started from the 3rd century AD and onward.372
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In Wali’s Collection total number of stucco sculpture is 8 (Eight) which makes it
3.1% of the total collection.
Terracotta
Terracotta was also used as a medium by the artists of Gandhāra for making sculpture.
The burnt clay is technically known as terracotta. Besides household pottery, clay was
used for making other objects. The terracotta objects thus could survive defying the
damaging agencies. Unlike carving in stone or moulding of figurines in bronze, modelling of clay figurines does not call for intensive training. In this art financial matter
is also not involved. The material is clay, which is abundantly available everywhere.
Hence the rich and poor could afford to work out object of art in this material.
In ancient India, as in most of other countries, clay has been used for making other
objects besides household pottery. Terracotta figurines either in human or animal
form were frequently modelled and used in ancient times in South Asia, i.e., at Mehrgarh,373 and Kulli in Baluchistan, and at Sarai Khola in Taxila during the first half of
the third millennium BC.374 Terracotta figurines were also found at Ghaligay in Swat
at the same period.375 And a number of terracotta figurines were found at Kot Diji and
the Indus Valley.376 History of the moulds in India goes back to the Mauryan Period.377 Clues are provided that these were the Mauryan modeller who evolved the
techniques of which the modeller of the third phase evolved the technique of moulds
and the moulding system was confined only to faces and sometimes to decorate ornaments. Though not certain, it can be presumed that completely moulded specimen
might have been manufactured in the last phase of the Muryan Period.378 At those
times, single moulded figurines were made and such figurines became popular in the
Śunga Period. The material from which these moulds were prepared were different.
PL Gupta thinks that wood was generally used for making moulds.379 Some moulds
were made of clay, wax, wood or stone.380 Marshall stated that some moulds were
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made of ivory.381 Completely moulded specimen for the first time was developed during the subsequent Śunga period.382 Terracotta art of the Mauryan Period has four
phases.
The technique of the plaster moulding in north-western Pakistan was used for the first
time in the Bhir Mound, Taxila, during the 3rd century BC. This new technique is very
frequently employed in the Hellenistic Period and continues in the Scythio-Parthian
Period and sometimes even to the Kuṣāṇa Period.383
What were the main features of the art in Gandhāra before the introduction of the
Buddhist art is difficult to say. We have a number of terracotta figurines and specimen
of other minor arts and crafts of everyday use.”384 In the early Gandhāran Style the
sculptor used stone although they were familiar with clay and terracotta, not even a
single figure in any of this material is found throughout the length and breadth of
Gandhāra and even Taxila where no suitable stone was available.385 But in later period the use of stucco and terracotta became common. The sculptor worked all but exclusively in lime-stucco or clay sometimes burnt into terracotta.386 Though large
heads have also been recovered at Bambolai but all were modelled in later period.387
Total number of terracotta sculptures in the Wali-e Swat Collection is 10 (ten), which
is 3.8% of the total collection.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion of the Present Research Work
The accounts of the Chinese pilgrims Fa-Huain, I-Tsing and Hiuan Tsang of the 5th,
6th and 7th centuries of the CE and the archaeological remains of the Buddhist period
scattered all over in the Swat Valley prove that Swat remained an important centre of
Buddhism for many centuries. The art once dedicated to the services of Buddhism in
its heyday satisfied the spiritual thirst of the devotees. Today thousands of art pieces
recovered from the Buddhist sites unveil the social, political, religious, economic and
cultural life of the people living in that era. This work was undertaken to study the
Buddhist collection of Miangul Abdul Haq Jehanzeb, the ruler of Swat, popularly
known as Wali-e Swat, who donated it to the Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif. The ruler
was a learned and enlightened person, who took many steps for the development of
his state. Among the three states of the northern region of Pakistan, Swat was the only
one providing to its people quality education, health facilities and good communication system available at that time. On the interest of the European scholars, archaeological activities were started over here in the first quarter of the twentieth century.388
Explorations and excavations were conducted to ascertain cultural history of the valley.389 The ruler was pleased to facilitate and encourage archaeological work in the
valley and took keen interest in antiques, which excited him to develop his personal
collection mainly of Buddhist sculptures. According to the local sources, he gathered
this collection from various sources.
From his personal collection, the ruler donated 262 relief panels to the Swat Museum,
where they were lying in reserve collection unstudied. This significant part of the Museum property remaining out of focus for a long time, we undertook it for the first
time to document them and bring them into the main stream of research. Four other
sculptures, including three reliefs and one stupa-model, in a private collection are also
included herewith (Pls. 1-4). This enhances the total number of relief panels to 266.
Their artistic-style, kind of material, classification on the subject matter, analysis for
zonal styles, and reconstruction of their most probable provenance have been worked
out here scientifically.
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Under this work, we have studied the extrinsic and intrinsic features of the style and
material used for the reliefs of the collection in the context of those found in scientific
excavations of Buddhist sites in the Valley. We have made an effort to establish the
chronology of art and the specific features of ‘zonal workshops’ of sub-valleys and at
last to reconstruct the most probable provenance of these sculptures.
Because there is no Buddhist site fully intact to provide complete data, it is difficult to
say when exactly the Buddhist art started in the Valley. The Buddhist culture, however, thrived here, at least, from the third century BC to the tenth century AD. Its religious establishments were destroyed by invaders of the succeeding periods as well as
by the ravages of time after they were abandoned by their stack holders. From the
mid-nineteenth century onward, illegal diggers and art lovers through their clandestine activities spared almost no Buddhist site from illicit digging, which resulted into
the destruction of archaeological data. Besides criminal activities just mentioned, parallel legitimate and scientific efforts were also made to preserve the historical and cultural assets of the valley and establish probable chronological profile by all possible
scientific investigation. Some scholars suggested the date by studying iconography
and stylistic analysis.390 Some have confined themselves merely to the style in vogue
at a specific period of history.391 Others made an attempt to prove this art the offshoot
of the Hellenistic art.392 Marshall presented his theory by studying the changing style
in various periods of history keeping in view the material used by the sculptor.393
Scientific excavations, at Butkaṛa-I by the Italian Archaeological Mission and, Butkaṛa-III and Shnaisha by the University of Peshawar, provided enough material of
prime importance to study the style of sculptures of the valley in historical perspective, architectural traditions and numismatic evidence.394 Tracking all the research
carried out till now, and studying the sculpture of Bunēr, Gandhāra and Taxila, we
come to the conclusion that the Gandhāra art started in the late first century BC or the
beginning of first century AD. The sculpture on columns, capitals and figured cor390
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nices of stupas 14 and 17 at Butkaṛa-I indicates that the art began in the Śaka period.
This fact is further proved by excavations of sites in Taxila.395 Many objects of that
period were also found at Sheikhan Ḍheri in Charsadda.396
Developmental Stages of Art in the Swat Valley
The first stage of the Buddhist art in Swat started at the Śaka period, in the last decades of the first century BC. The execution of the figures at this stage was very crude,
stiff, frontal and drawing-like (Pls. 6, 14, 36, 68, 118). The composition was balanced
with simplification of the body volume bringing focus on certain body parts, e.g.,
legs, eyes and hands (Pls. 118, 68). The drapery folds were wrought out as incised
lines and dense parallel grooves (Pl. 36). Execution of the Buddha figure was in
vogue right from the very beginning (Pls. 36, 68, 115). He is found seated and rarely
standing with the hand gestures of mediation (dhayāna) and reassurance (abhaya).
The second stage of the art started in the last decade of the first century probably AD
80 to 90. The stiffness, frontality (schematic composition of the front view) and drawing-like attention are changed into flexibility and mobility (Pls. 1, 5, 100, 102, 199,
205.) The figures became more refined and the maturity of the art can easily be observed at this stage (Pls. 32, 41, 67). The drapery folds were free billowing and parallel lines (Pls. 66, 99, 100, 102). Besides seated, standing figure of the Buddha was
also found in the collection. Dharmacakramudrā (the pose of turning the wheel of
law) was introduced at this stage. The throne of the Buddha was decorated and the
hallo became larger.
The third stage includes Kuṣāṇ-o-Sāsānian and Kidara-Kuṣāṇa period. During this
period, the workshops of the Swati sculpture became well advanced to produce any
style current or past. The figures were executed with prominent chin on the longer
head, narrowing of the eyes under pronounced upper lids with sharp edges of eyebrows and lips. Various forms of mudrās (poses) were introduced at this stage. The
drapery became thinner with flattened strips and ribs like strings.
Subject Matter of the Collection
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The main theme depicted in the Wali-e Swat collection is propagation of the life and
teachings of the Master, i.e., Gotama Buddha. For scientific study, the collection is
classified on subject matter: religious and secular scenes. The collection comprised
jātakas (previous births’ stories), life story of the Buddha, individual images of the
Buddha and Bodhisattvas, architectural elements, secular scenes, heads and garland
bearers.
Major part contained all important episodes including jātaka stories. Dīpaṅkara
Jātaka was one of the favourite previous birth stories favoured by the devotees and by
the artist too in the Indus Oxus School of Buddhist art. The story was depicted by the
artist in a way which was in vogue at that time. Plates 84 and 92 are fragments of a
relief, meant for fixing on a stupa, depict this story.
The collection also has reliefs depicting some of the episodes from the life of Buddha
and including dream of his mother Queen Māyā, interpretation of the dream by astrologers summoned by his father King Śuddhodhana; scenes showing his birth in at the
Lumbinī Garden; first bath of the newly born baby; return of Queen Māyā to her husband’s town; luxurious life of Siddhāratha in the palace, the Great Departure or renunciation; taming of a made elephant Nālagiri; the Buddha seated in the Indrasāla
Cave; measuring height of the Buddha by ascetics; miracle of Śrāvastī; the seven
Buddhas; and presentation of sūtra to the chief monk.
Three poses of the Buddha are found in the collection: all seated in reassuring pose
(abhayamudrā), meditating pose (dhayānamudrā) and turning the wheel of law pose
(dharmacakramudrā).
A good number of panels including cornice pieces depicting daily life and drinking
scenes are found. All the stupa pegs (nāgadantas) with figures not related to religious
repertory with crude craftsmanship are present in the collection. Architectural elements like harmikā and door jambs are carved with scenes from the religious philosophy.
Stylistic and Subjective Analysis of the Collection in the Light of Zonal Workshops
The Chinese pilgrims mentioned a Buddhist saṇgharāmā Ta Lo at Ming Chi Li (modern Mingora), reportedly enriched with 6000 gold images, has been identified with the
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Buddhist monastic ruins of Butkaṛa-I (modern Gulkada) by G Tucci, leader of the
Italian Archaeological Mission to Swat. Recent research on sculptures of Butkaṛa-I
and III both situated close by in the Jambil sub-valley indicates that the first sculptural
workshop in the Swat Valley was established over here. The Buddhist art started in
the last decade of the first century BC here gradually extended to the other sub-valleys
forming different ‘zonal workshops’. The work of this first stage continued for sometime as it is reflected on the drum frieze of the Main Stupa at Saidu Sharif, which is
dated to the middle of the first century AD.397 The sculptors or artisans of other artistic workshops although followed the fundamental rules of carving of the first workshop, their creative input in the art of carving made their specific ‘zonal workshop’
look distinct in artistic features from others.
The artistic activities initiated in the Jambil sub-valley prepared comparatively small
reliefs, which continued throughout this formative stage. The execution of figures was
very crude and no attention was paid to minor details. The upper fillet of panels was
decorated with overlapping acanthus and lanceolate leaves (see Pls. 5, 6, 8, 11, 12,
16, 18, 27, 65 and 75 for acanthus and Pls. 7, 10, 19, 21 and 62 for lanceolate leaves).
Two different scenes on a single panel were separated by vine leaves or Corinthian
pilasters (Pls. 18, 62, 96). Emphasis was made on specific body parts, e.g., hands,
eyes (Pls. 6, 14). All the reliefs of the collection that could be associated on stylistic
basis to the ‘Zonal Workshop of the Jambil sub-valley’ exclusively depict daily life
and bacchanalian scenes.
Besides secular scenes, we have found the Buddha figure in the collection. His face is
round and fleshy with robust eyes and incised irises and indent pupils (Pl. 106). Hallo
behind his head is very small and without any decoration (Pls. 85, 106). Pīpal (Banyan tree) leaves canopy, curving downward in the later period, is carved turning upward at this formative stage (Pls. 86, 106). The dense drapery folds are indicated by
incised lines (Pls. 85, 94). The neckline of the drapery is round and close to the neck
(Pl. 85). Hand gesture of the Buddha at this stage is abhayamudrā, while that of the
devotees is aṅjalimudrā (Pl. 94). Symbolic representation at this early stage is also
found (Pl. 27). Stupa pegs or nāgadanta with figures are prepared crude (P. 14). Co-
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rinthian pilasters at this stage are over sized and un-proportionate (Pls. 6, 16). Figures
are slightly turned back (Pls. 5, 8, 10).
Reliefs of the collection that can be assigned to the second stage of art of the Jambil
sub-valley, we observe advancement in the degree of carving. The artist could show at
this point flexibility and mobility of figures (Pl. 31). Figure of the Buddha is depicted
without any hesitation (Pl. 83). Hand gestures depicted at this stage are abhayamudrā
and aṅjalimudrā.
The reliefs of the collection classified to the third stage of the ‘Zonal Workshop of the
Jambil sub-valley’ achieve more refinement in execution of the figures. Frontality of
the fist stage is now developed into three dimensional view and side poses are easily
accomplished (Pl. 1). The carving of round fleshy faces still continues (Pls. 114, 235,
245). Enlarged flat uṣṇīṣa of the Buddha became smart and higher (Pl. 114). At this
stage terracotta figures of the Buddha with strong Indian influence, i.e., round fleshy
face, voluptuous lips and hair with snail-shell curls are found (Pls. 113, 126, 127,
128). The Buddha seated in padmāsana bare footed on an inverted lotus throne is
found in the collection (Pls. 112, 124, 125, 218). The size of hallo became larger (Pls.
127, 128). Moustaches worn by figures still continue at this stage of the ‘Zonal Worshop’ (Pl. 114). A variety of headdresses carved by sculptor depicts his ability to portray things from his environment (Pls. 233, 235, 239, 241, 244, 245, 248, 256). The
artist got mastery over how to carve complex scenes (Pl. 142). The same gestures of
hands, that is, dhayānamudrā, abhayamudrā and aṅjalimudrā are found (Pls. 1, 2,
112, 124, 125, 218). The drapery folds became paired parallel grooves (Pls. 1, 2, 112,
124, 125, 218).
At the first stage of the ‘Zonal Workshop’ of the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley, caitya
arches of the Indian fashion with Persepolitan pilasters and flying amorino is depicted
(Pl. 119). The drawing-like attention of the figures is more visible in this zonal workshop (Pl. 36, 68). Hand gestures of the Buddha are dhayānamudrā and abhayamudrā
(Pl. 36, 118, 263; Pls. 68, 211, 214). Stupa pegs or nāgadanta with crude workmanship and western influence are still visible (Pl. 210, 110). At this stage of the zonal
workshop, we see depiction of western scenes (Pl. 74). The depiction of various episodes from the life story of the Buddha is also a prominent feature of this stage (Pl.
17).
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At the second stage of the ‘Zonal Workshop’ of the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley, episodes from the life of the Buddha increase in number (Pls. 32, 43, 44, 51, 52, 57, 58,
98, 138). Carving of the figures became more refined (Pl. 32 and 59). The stiffness of
the early stage disappears and mobility and flexibility in figures are observed (Pl. 43,
84). Besides seated figures, standing figure of the Buddha is also found (Pl. 169). Cult
of Bodhisattva started in the Kuṣāṇa Period is proved by the presence of two figures
in this workshop (Pls. 48, 49). Frontality of the early stage is turned into three dimensional view (Pls. 30, 97, 102) and figures in true profile are also depicted (Pls. 32 and
58). Hand gestures of the Buddha are abhayamudrā and dhayānamudrā (Pls. 70, 123,
135; 15 and 46).
At the third stage of the ‘Zonal Workshop’ of the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley, individual
images of the Buddha are prepared (Pls. 129, 177). Hand gestures of the Buddha
found here at this stage are abhayamudrā (Pl. 177), dhayānamudrā (Pl. 67) and
dharmacakramudrā (Pl. 129).
More complex scenes like the Buddha seated in the Indrasāla Cave (Pl. 67), miracle of
Śrāvastī (Pl. 41) and Maitreya in the Tuṣita Heaven (Pl. 105) are carved. Varieties of
headdress of different ethnic groups are depicted (Pls. 231, 232, 236, 242, 246, 250,
252, 280). Inverted lotus throne is also introduced at this stage (Pl. 129). The pose of
crossing legs under the knees is introduced (Pl. 105). A variety of garland bearer reliefs are introduced for decorating different parts of a stupa (Pls. 109, 116, 174, 175.
In the Adinzai and Shamozai sub-valleys ‘Zonal Workshop’ at the second stage shows
figures attenuated (Pls. 88, 204, 262). The figures are carved with natural flexibility
(Pls. 88, 100, 262). Dresses are Indian and Central Asian (Pl. 82, 100).
At the third stage in the Adinzai and Shamozai sub-valley ‘Zonal workshop’, the execution of figures becomes more delicate (Pl. 154). Deep carving of relief panels is observed at this stage of the zonal workshop (Pl. 149). The clinging diaphanous drapery
of this stage exposes volume of the body (Pls. 149, 158, 264). Facial features become
sharper and give more smiley look (Pls. 154, 194, 149, 158, 265). Subject matter is
still Buddhist but with some innovation in the pantheon like depiction of Garuḍa and
nāginīs (Pl. 155) and presentation of sūtra to the chief monk (Pl. 266). Dresses are
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Indian and Central Asian (Pls. 149, 265, 3, 193). Sculptor gave more attention to the
subject matter rather than filling up the gaps (Pls. 149, 179, 265, 266).
Provenance of the Collection
The main problem with the artefacts of the Buddhist art is that most of the objects
were found scattered in the debris of mixed layers.398 Therefore, the researcher and art
historian are compelled to confine their study mainly to style and establish chronology. This becomes even more difficult when artefacts are collected as lose finds, as in
case of the Wali’s collection. We have studied the style of relief panels of the collection in the changing perspectives of different periods of history and compared it with
those found during scientific excavations of Buddhist sites in the Valley.
After establishing its chronology, the whole collection has been classified stylistically
in three major stages of art. The artefacts of each stage of art are grouped in three
‘Zonal Workshops’ on the basis of characteristic feature of local artistic tradition of
workshops to reconstruct the most probable provenance of every individual piece of
the collection.
Out of 266 reliefs panels of the collection 52 are placed in the first stage of art, 82 are
found belonging to the second stage and 112 pieces are found falling in the third stage
of art in the Valley. Among 52 objects of the first stage, 35 are probably from the
Jambil sub-valley, 17 from the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley, while no object with distinct
features of the Adinzai and Shamozai sub-valley was found.
At the second stage among 82 objects, 11 fall in the Jambil sub-valley, 59 in the Illum
Khawaṛ sub-valley and 12 in the Adinzai and Shamozai sub-valley ‘Zonal Workshops’.
At third stage, among 112 objects, 37 fall in the Jambil sub-valley, 47 in the Illum
Khawaṛ sub-valley and 28 in the Adinzai and Shamozai sub-valley ‘Zonal Workshops’.
The statistics of the whole collection shows that major part of the Wali-e Swat Collection came from the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley where 123 objects fall at this zone, 83
pieces came from the Jambil sub-valley and 40 from the Adinzai and Shamozai sub398
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valley. The remaining 20 pieces are too fragmentary to be concluded in favour of any
zone.
Material of the Collection
It is observed that in the Jambil sub-valley at the first stage green schist was used for
the reliefs panels, but in the Illum Khawaṛ sub-valley black schist was also used in
addition to the green. In the later stages, both the varieties of black and green schist
stone are used together. At the second stage of art stucco and terracotta objects are
also found that make it clear that the artist of the Swat Valley was in contact with the
developments taking place in the neighbouring workshops of Gandhāra and Taxila.
He experienced the new media using all his innovative and creative abilities. The material more suitable for making sculptures was brought from quarries situated at
Amankot and Swegalai in the Valley.399
Concluding Remarks
Buddhist collection of Wali-e-Swat lying in the Archaeological Museum Saidu Sharif,
Swat, and with private collectors was properly documented and studied thoroughly.
The collection was classified on subject matter related to religious and secular scenes.
Its style was studied in the light of ‘Zonal-Workshops’, existing in different subvalleys. Through the study of style and material not only the provenance of Wali-e
Swat collection was re-constructed but it also helped in establishing its chronology.
Because of confinement to the huge Wali-e Swat Collection, we cannot extend our
canvas of research to other sub-valleys that was beyond the scope of the present work.
Although it looked a cumbersome and a difficult task in the beginning to process this
huge material coming from unknown context and provenance, and to sort it out in a
meaningful scientific interpretation, yet with the progress of research it turned out to
be very interesting and academically productive.
All the goals set in the beginning of the research are achieved. Now on completion of
this research we clearly know the history, subject-matter, stylistic and statistical information, provenance through the ‘Zonal Workshops’ and chronology of the whole
collection in the most probable, almost certain, way.

399

Florio et al., 1993, pp. 68-69.
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We hope that it has opened new ways for scholars who intended to undertake similar
study in future. This should be extended to other neighboring regions of the Swat Valley as well.
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Table: 1
STYLISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE WALI’S COLLECTION
Stage-I
Pl-5

Stage-II
Pl-13

Stage-III
Pl-1

Unidentified
Pl-134

Pl-6

Pl-15

Pl-2

Pl-137

Pl-7

Pl-19

Pl-3

Pl-143

Pl-8

Pl-23

Pl-20

Pl-152

Pl-9

Pl-26

Pl-24

Pl-153

Pl-10

Pl-28

Pl-26

Pl-160

Pl-11

Pl-29

Pl-33

Pl-162

Pl-12

Pl-30

Pl-37

Pl-164

Pl-14

Pl-31

Pl-41

Pl-167

Pl-16

Pl-32

Pl-45

Pl-170

Pl-17

Pl-34

Pl-47

Pl-184

Pl-18

Pl-40

Pl-67

Pl-215

Pl-21

Pl-42

Pl-72

Pl-216

Pl-22

Pl-43

Pl-104

Pl-219

Pl-25

Pl-44

Pl-105

Pl-223

Pl-27

Pl-46

Pl-109

Pl-227

Pl-35

Pl-48

Pl-111

Pl-230

Pl-36

Pl-49

Pl-112

Pl-240

Pl-38

Pl-51

Pl-113

Pl-251

Pl-39

Pl-52

Pl-114

Pl-50

Pl-57

Pl-115

Pl-53

Pl-58

Pl-116

Pl-54

Pl-59

Pl-117

Pl-55

Pl-64

Pl-120

Pl-56

Pl-66

Pl-122

Pl-60

Pl-69

Pl-124

Pl-61

Pl-70

Pl-125

Pl-62

Pl-73

Pl-126

Pl-63

Pl-76

Pl-127

Pl-65

Pl-77

Pl-128
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Pl-66

Pl-78

Pl-129

Pl-68

Pl-81

Pl-139

Pl-71

Pl-82

Pl-140

Pl-74

Pl-83

Pl-141

Pl-75

Pl-84

Pl-142

Pl-79

Pl-87

Pl-144

Pl-80

Pl-88

Pl-145

Pl-85

Pl-90

Pl-146

Pl-86

Pl-91

Pl-147

Pl-89

Pl-92

Pl-148

Pl-93

Pl-95

Pl-149

Pl-94

Pl-97

Pl-150

Pl-96

Pl-98

Pl-151

Pl-103

Pl-99

Pl-154

Pl-106

Pl-100

Pl-155

Pl-110

Pl-101

Pl-157

Pl-118

Pl-102

Pl-158

Pl-119

Pl-107

Pl-159

Pl-163

Pl-108

Pl-161

Pl-210

Pl-121

Pl-165

Pl-211

Pl-123

Pl-170

Pl-214

Pl-130

Pl-173

Pl-253

Pl-131

Pl-174

Pl-263

Pl-132

Pl-175

Pl-133

Pl-177

Pl-135

Pl-179

Pl-136

Pl-183

Pl-138

Pl-186

Pl-156

Pl-187

Pl-166

Pl-188

Pl-168

Pl-189

Pl-169

Pl-190

Pl-171

Pl-192
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Pl-172

Pl-193

Pl-176

Pl-194

Pl-178

Pl-195

Pl-180

Pl-196

Pl-181

Pl-197

Pl-182

Pl-198

Pl-185

Pl-201

Pl-191

Pl-202

Pl-199

Pl-203

Pl-200

Pl-212

Pl-204

Pl-213

Pl-205

Pl-217

Pl-206

Pl-218

Pl-207

Pl-220

Pl-208

Pl-221

Pl-209

Pl-222

Pl-243

Pl-224

Pl-249

Pl-225

Pl-261

Pl-226

Pl-262

Pl-228
Pl-229
Pl-231
Pl-232
Pl-233
Pl-234
Pl-235
Pl-236
Pl-237
Pl-238
Pl-239
Pl-241
Pl-242
Pl-244
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Pl-245
Pl-246
Pl-248
Pl-250
Pl-252
Pl-254
Pl-255
Pl-256
Pl-257
Pl-258
Pl-259
Pl-260
Pl-264
Pl-265
Pl-266
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Table: 2a
THE STYLE AND MATERIAL OF THE ZONAL WORKSHOPS
IN THE FIRST STAGE
Stage-1
S.No.

Jambil Valley
Plate #

Material

Illum Khawar Valley
Plate #

Materila

Shamozai Valley
Plate #

Material

Unidentified
Plate #

Material

1

5

Green Schist

17

Green Schist

134

Black Schist

2

6

Green Schist

35

Green Schist

137

Black Schist

3

7

Green Schist

36

Green Schist

143

Black Schist

4

8

Green Schist

39

Black schist

152

Black Schist

5

9

Green Schist

54

Green Schist

153

Black Schist

6

10

Green Schist

66

Black schist

160

Black Schist

7

11

Green Schist

68

Green Schist

162

Black Schist

8

12

Green Schist

71

Green Schist

164

Black Schist

9

14

Green Schist

74

Green Schist

167

Black Schist

10

16

Green Schist

110

Black schist

170

Black Schist

11

17

Green Schist

118

Black schist

184

Black Schist

12

18

Green Schist

119

Green Schist

215

Green Schist

13

19

Green Schist

210

Green Schist

216

Sand Stone

14

21

Green Schist

211

Black schist

219

Stucco

15

22

Green Schist

214

Black schist

223

Stucco

16

25

Green Schist

253

Black schist

227

Black Schist

17

27

Green Schist

263

Black schist

230

Green Schist

18

50

Green Schist

240

Black Schist

19

53

Green Schist

251

Black Schist

20

54

Green Schist

21

55

Green Schist

22

60

Green Schist

23

62

Green Schist

24

63

Green Schist

25

65

Green Schist
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26

79

Green Schist

27

80

Green Schist

28

85

Green Schist

29

86

Green Schist

30

89

Green Schist

31

93

Green Schist

32

94

Green Schist

33

96

Green Schist

34

103

Green Schist

35

106

Green Schist

36

163

Green Schist
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Table: 2b
THE STYLE AND MATERIAL OF THE ZONAL WORKSHOPS
IN THE SECOND STAGE
Stage-II

Jambil Valley
Material

Illum Khawar Valley

S.No

Plate #

Plate #

1

19

Green Schist

13

2

26

Stucco

3

28

4

Material

Adinzai/Shamozia
Plate #

Material

Green Schist

32

Green Schist

15

Green Schist

100

Green Schist

Green Schist

23

Green Schist

102

Green Schist

31

Black Schist

29

Green Schist

108

Black Schist

5

83

Green Schist

30

Green Schist

121

Black Schist

6

87

Black Schist

32

Green Schist

130

Black Schist

7

92

Green Schist

34

Green Schist

131

Black Schist

8

99

Green Schist

40

Green Schist

173

Black Schist

9

199

Green Schist

42

Green Schist

206

Black Schist

10

243

Black Schist

43

Green Schist

136

Black Schist

11

262

Black Schist

44

Green Schist

57

Black Schist

12

46

Black Schist

58

Black Schist

13

48

Green Schist

14

49

Black Schist

15

51

Black Schist

16

52

Green Schist

17

57

Black Schist

18

58

Black Schist

19

59

Green Schist

20

64

Green Schist

21

66

Black Schist

22

69

Green Schist

23

70

Green Schist

24

73

Green Schist

25

76

Black Schist

Unidentified
Plate #

Material
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26

77

Green Schist

27

78

Green Schist

28

81

Green Schist

29

84

Green Schist

30

90

Green Schist

31

91

Black Schist

32

95

Green Schist

33

97

Green Schist

34

98

Green Schist

35

101

Black Schist

36

102

Green Schist

37

107

Green Schist

38

108

Black Schist

39

121

Black Schist

40

123

Black Schist

41

131

Black Schist

42

133

Black Schist

43

135

Black Schist

44

138

Black Schist

45

166

Green Schist

46

169

Black Schist

47

171

Green Schist

48

172

Green Schist

49

176

Black Schist

50

180

Black Schist

51

181

Black Schist

52

182

Black Schist

53

185

Black Schist

54

191

Black Schist

55

200

Black Schist

155

56

205

Green Schist

57

207

Black Schist

58

208

Green Schist

59

249

Black Schist

60

261

Black Schist
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Table: 2c
THE STYLE AND MATERIAL OF THE ZONAL WORKSHOPS
IN THE THIRD STAGE
Adinzia/Shamozai
Stage-III
S.No.

Jambil Valley
Plate #

Material

Illum Khawar Valley

Valley

Unidentified

Plate #

Material

Plate #

Material

Plate #

Material

1

1

Black Schist

37

Green Schist

37

Green Schist

142

Black Schist

2

2

Green Schist

41

Green Schist

141

Black Schist

145

Black Schist

3

20

Green Schist

45

Green Schist

149

144

Black Schist

4

24

Green Schist

47

Black Schist

154

170

Black Schist

5

26

Stucco

67

Green Schist

158

218

T.C.

6

33

Green Schist

72

Black Schist

179

Black Schist

230

Green Schist

7

111

Green Schist

104

Black Schist

183

Black Schist

8

112

T.C.

105

Green Schist

164

Black Schist

9

113

T.C.

109

Green Schist

254

Black Schist

10

114

Green Schist

115

Black Schist

11

124

T.C.

116

Green Schist

12

125

T.C.

117

Green Schist

13

126

T.C.

120

Green Schist

14

127

T.C.

122

Black Schist

15

128

T.C.

129

Green Schist

16

139

Green Schist

140

Black Schist

17

142

Green Schist

146

Black Schist

18

186

Green Schist

150

Black Schist

19

196

Green Schist

159

Black Schist

20

198

Green Schist

173

Black Schist

21

212

T.C.

174

Black Schist

22

217

Stucco

175

Green Schist

23

218

T.C.

177

Black Schist

24

220

Stucco

187

Black Schist

25

221

Stucco

189

Black Schist

Black Schist
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26

222

Stucco

195

Black Schist

27

224

Green Schist

197

Black Schist

28

225

Stucco

201

Black Schist

29

226

T.C.

202

Green Schist

30

233

Green Schist

213

Black Schist

31

235

Green Schist

228

Black Schist

32

239

Green Schist

229

Black Schist

33

241

Green Schist

231

Black Schist

34

244

Green Schist

232

Black Schist

35

245

Green Schist

234

Black Schist

36

248

Green Schist

236

Black Schist

37

237

Black Schist

38

242

Black Schist

39

246

Black Schist

40

250

Black Schist

41

252

Black Schist

42

254

Black Schist

43

257

Black Schist

44

257

Black Schist

45

259

Black Schist

46

260

Green Schist
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Pl.1a: Birth of Sidhartha

Pl.1b: Harmika with Buddha in Abhayamudra

Pl.1c: Worship of Triratna
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Pl. 1-d: Death of Buddha

Pl.3: Buddha visits Kaśyapa
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Pl.5: Daily life scene

Pl.6: Daily life scene

Pl.7: Daily life scene
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Pl.8: Daily life scene

Pl.9: Stupa peg with figure playing guitar

Pl.10: Daily life scene

Pl.11: Daily life scene
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Pl.12: Daily life scene

Pl.13: A male figure in Anjalimudra

Pl.14: Stupa peg with male figure playing
double flute

Pl.15: Buddha with worshippers

Pl.16: Daily life scene
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Pl.17: Vajrapani

Pl.18: Daily life scene

Pl.19: Daily life scene
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Pl.20: Cornice with figure heads under ogee arch

Pl.21: Daily life scene

Pl.22: Daily life scene
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Pl.23: Door jamb with male figures

Pl.24: Garland bearer

Pl.25: A female with sari

Pl.26: A bust of lion
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Pl.27: Daily life scene

Pl.28: Female holding lotus
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Pl.30: Vajrapani with other two
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Pl.31: Two figures separated by a pilaster
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Pl.32: Interpretation of dream

Pl.33: Flying Amorini

Pl.34: Cornice with ascetics
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Pl.36: Gods entreat Buddha to preech

Pl.35: A monk in
Anjalimudra

Pl.37: Winged lion

Pl.38: Drinking scene
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Pl.40: Corinthian capital

Pl.41: Miracle of Saravasti

Pl.43: Great departure

Pl.42: Buddha with Princes
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Pl.45: Flying Amorini

Pl.46: Buddha flanged by worshippers

Pl.47: Flying Amorini

Pl.48: Bodhisattva Maitreya

Pl.49: Bodhisattva
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Pl.50: Bracket with winged lion

Pl.51: Return of Chandaka
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Pl.53: Stupa peg with male figure holding lotus

Pl.54: Stupa peg with female figure
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Pl.56: Amoronous couple

Pl.57: Marriage of Sidhartha
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Pl.58: Sidhartha goes to school

Pl.59: Relief panel depicting multiple scenes
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Pl.60: Drinking scene

Pl.61: Daily life scene

Pl.62: Daily life scene

Pl.63: Drinking scene
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Pl.64: Door jamb with ascetics

Pl.65: Daily life scene

Pl.66: Two male figures
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Pl.67: Buddha in Indrasala cave

Pl.68: Buddha flanked by Indra and Brahma
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Pl.69: Corinthian capital with figures

Pl.70: Harmika depicting Buddha flanked by worshippers

Pl.71: Buddha flanked by worshipper
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Pl.72: Death and cremation of the Buddha
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Pl.75: Daily life scene

Pl.76: Ascetics
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Pl.80: Drinking scene

Pl.81: Door jamb with
male figures

Pl.82: Worshippers

Pl.83: Buddha flanked by worshippers
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Pl.84: Dipankara Jātaka

Pl.85: Buddha in Abhayamudra
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Pl.87: Worshippers in Anjalimudra
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Pl.88: Buddha with Vajrapani

Pl.89: Bracket with winged lion
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Pl.91: Flying Amorini

Pl.92: Dipankara Jataka

Pl.93: A wrestler
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Pl.94: A worshipper in Angalimudra

Pl.95: Door jamb with male figure

Pl.96: Daily life scene
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Pl.97: Vajrapani and monk

Pl.98: First bath of Sidhartha
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Pl.100: Buddha with Vajrapani

Pl.101: A male under an umbrella flanked by worshipper
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Pl.102: A male figure
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Pl.104: A princely figure under an umbrella

Pl.105: Bodhisattva Maitreya in Tushita heaven
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Pl.106: Buddha head

Pl.107: Great departure

Pl.108: Buddha in Abhayamudra
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Pl.109: Garland bearer

Pl.110: Stupa peg with winged
figure in Angalimudra

Pl.111: Stupa peg with winged figure
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Pl.112: Buddha in Dhayanmudra
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Pl.113: Head of Buddha
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Pl.118: Buddha in Dhyanmudra
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Pl.121: Door jamb with female figure

Pl.122: Balustrade with Buddha in Dhayanmudra
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Pl.123: Gods entreat Buddha to preach

Pl.124: Buddha in Dhayanamudra

Pl.125: Buddha in Dhayanamudra

Pl.126: A male head

Pl.127: Buddha head
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Pl.128: Buddha head

Pl.129: Buddha in Dharmacakramudra
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Pl.132: Host of Māra
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Pl.133: A monk
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Pl.136: Ascetic

Pl.137: A figure with pitcher
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Pl.138: Female musician with drum
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Pl.143: Unidentified style

Pl.142: A bust of a figure

Pl.144: A male figure with bunch of flower

Pl.145: A soldier
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Pl.146: A head of male figure

Pl.147: Buddha taming an elephant
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Pl.148: Buddha in Dhayanamudra

Pl.149: Buddha with ascetics
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Pl.150: Bust of a male figure
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Pl.155: Garuda and Nagins

Pl.154: A male figure

Pl.156: Door jamb with worshipper
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Pl.159: Buddha in Abhayamudra
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Pl.161: A male figure
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Pl.163: Two figures under arch
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Pl.166: Guarding of the urn

Pl.168: A worshipper
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Pl.169: Buddha with Kanthaka
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Pl.170: Unidentified

Pl.171: A male figure in Anjalimudra

Pl.172: A Corinthian pilaster
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Pl.173: Buddha with ascetic

Pl.174: Garland bearers
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Pl.176: A Corinthian pilaster

Pl.177: Buddha in Abhayamudra

Pl.178: Buddha with attendents

Pl.179: Bodhisattva flanked by other figures
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Pl.180: A Corinthian pilaster

Pl.181: A Corinthian pilaster

Pl.182: A Corinthian pilaster

Pl.183: Monks
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Pl.184: Corinthian pilaster

Pl.185: Corinthian pilaster

Pl.186: Lion head

Pl.187: Vajrapani holding vajra
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Pl.188: Buddha with Vajrapani

Pl.189: Transportation of relics

Pl.190: Three male figures

Pl.191: A Corinthian pilaster
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Pl.192: Buddha with Princes

Pl.194: A male head

Pl.193: A female figure with attendant

Pl.195: Female figure
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Pl.196: Two female figures

Pl.197: A dear

Pl.198: A monk and a male figure

Pl.199: Relief depicting a male figure
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Pl.200:

Pl.201: Head of Bodhisattva

Pl.202: Flying amorini

Pl.203: Ascetics

Pl.204: Buddha with Vajrapani
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Pl.205: Birth of Sidharath

Pl.206: Relief depicting male figures

Pl.207: Kasyapa in front of his hut

Pl.208: A worshipper in Anjalimudra

Pl.209: A male figure
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Pl.210: Stupa peg with male figure

Pl.211: Buddha in Abhayamudra
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Pl.213: A male figure in
Angalimudra

Pl.214: Buddha in Abhayamudra flanged by worshippers
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Pl.215:

Pl.217: Buddha under an arch

Pl.216: Lion head

Pl.218: Buddha in Padmasana
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Pl.219: Head of Satyre

Pl.220: Head of Satyre

Pl.222: A head of Satyre

Pl.221: Head of Buddha

Pl.223: Lion head

Pl.224: A bird
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Pl.225: An elephant head

Pl.226: A finger

Pl.227: A male figure

Pl.228: Head of Buddha

Pl.229: Head of Buddha

Pl.230: Head of Bodhisttva
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Pl.231: A head of a Prince

Pl.232: A male head

Pl.233: A female head

Pl.234: A head of a female

Pl.235: A male head

Pl.236: Head of a Prince
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Pl.237: A male head

Pl.238: Head of a Prince

Pl.239: A head of a Prince

Pl.240: A head

Pl.241: A male head

Pl.242: A head of a Prince
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Pl.243: A female head

Pl.244: A head of a Prince

Pl.245: A head

Pl.246: A male head

Pl.247: Head of a prince

Pl.248: A warrior head
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Pl.249: Head of a Prince

Pl.250: Head of a Prince

Pl.251:

Pl.252: A female head

Pl.253: Male head

Pl.254: A male head
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Pl.255: A male head

Pl.257: Head of a monk

Pl.260: A head of a monk

Pl.256: A male head

Pl.258: Head of an ascetic

Pl.259: Head of an ascetic

Pl.261: A head of an ascetic
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Pl.262: Seven Buddhas

Pl.263: Buddha in Dhayanamudra

Pl.264: Buddha with monks
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Pl.265: Buddha with worshippers and monks

Pl.266: Monk presenting Sutra to chief monk
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